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PREFACE

Preface
This thesis consists of three papers that I worked on during my Ph.D. studies at the
Department of Finance at Copenhagen Business School. While each of the three articles
constitute independent research and can be read separately, they all aim to investigate different aspects within the field of empirical corporate governance related to the shareholder
value contribution of central corporate persons in listed firms.

I would like to thank my supervisors at Copenhagen Business School, Ken L. Bechmann
and Kasper Meisner Nielsen, for their tremendously help, support and advice at any point
in time. In particular, I am grateful to Ken Bechmann’s mentorship, continuous encouragement and for not giving up on me handing in my Ph.D. thesis at the last possible deadline.
I would also like to thank Kasper Meisner Nielsen for his invaluable research advises and
being an indispensable co-author in our joint research project. I am further thankful to
David Yermack for hosting my research visit at NYU Stern and for his helpful feedback and
discussions of new research ideas. In addition, I would like to thank my co-author Felix von
Meyerinck for his patience and continuous support over the years. I would also like to thank
all the amazing research assistants that have helped over the years to collect an impressive
dataset in multiple languages covering the entire world of central corporate persons. Finally,
I would like to thank my Ph.D. committee for invaluable suggestions and recommends to
help improve my research papers and get them ready for journal submissions. There are
many, many more to thank – none will be mentioned but neither forgotten.

Kirsten Tangaa Nielsen
Copenhagen, June 2021
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SUMMARIES

Summary
This section contains an English and a Danish summary of the three papers that comprise
the thesis.

English summary
Paper I: Managerial Networks and Shareholder Value: Evidence from Sudden
Deaths
(co-authored with Felix von Meyerinck, University of St. Gallen)
In the first paper, we investigate the value of corporate connections among top executives
and directors of different firms using a natural experiment. In particular, our identification
strategy rests on the idea that sudden deaths trigger unexpected and exogenous dissolutions of connections. This allows us to quantify the market value of each of the suddenly
deceased managers’ connections by examining the stock price reactions at the firms that
are affiliated with managers from the deceased managers’ networks. While the existing literature on executive connections has focused primarily on the implications of managerial
networks for the employing firms, our approach examines connected firms, which enables
us to quantify the value of individual connections to the deceased manager and to isolate
the value of connections from factors such as the loss of key personal and other managerial
characteristics.

Using a sample of 42 managers who suddenly pass away while working for S&P500
firms, our results show that around 7,000 connected firms experience a significant reduction
in shareholder value of 0.11% on average for the loss of a single connection, which translates
into a loss in value of between 1.6 and 2.6 million USD, suggesting that shareholders value
managerial networks. While this estimate may seem economically small at first sight, it
is important to highlight that it represents the loss in value of just one single connection.
Furthermore, given that a managerial death in our sample, on average, affects around 225
iv
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managers at other firms, the combined loss in value across connected firm should be considerably greater and economically meaningful.

When studying the cross-sectional variation in stock price reactions at connected firms,
we find that connections that arise from shared past employments are valued more highly
by a firm’s shareholders than current employment, education, or social connections. We are
also able to show that shareholders assign higher value to connections that link their firm
to an industry peer, and we find that connections to inside directors are more valuable than
connections to outside directors or executives without a board membership. Similarly, we
find that connections to better connected and younger executives are more valuable. Overall, these results are consistent with the notion that certain connections are more important
than others, presumably because the information disseminated and accessed via these connections is more important and therefore more valuable.

Paper II: The Value of Independent Directors around the World
(co-authored with Kasper Meisner Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School)
In the second paper, we examine the value of independent directors around the world
using stock market reactions to sudden deaths. In the wake of the corporate governance
scandals in recent years, policy makers around the world have called for an increase in the
independence of directors to improve the effectiveness of corporate boards. In the Unites
States, the passing of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002 increased the role and responsibility
of independent directors on boards. In developed as well as emerging markets, the trend has
been to follow the United States and increase the independence of directors, either through
regulation or soft law. Despite a rich literature on independent directors, direct empirical
evidence on whether mandating or recommending the independence of boards is valuable
to shareholders is scant.

Notably, Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) use stock price reactions to the sudden death of
v
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independent directors to measure their contribution to shareholder value using data from
the United States. The authors find that stock prices drop by 0.85%, on average, following
director deaths, which suggests that independent directors provide a valuable service to
shareholders. While these results seem to suggest that regulating the composition of boards
might increase shareholder value, it remains unclear whether the results from the United
States are externally valid. Thus, in this paper, we examine stock price reactions to the
sudden death of independent directors around the world and analyze their contribution to
firm value. Following Nguyen and Nielsen (2010), our underlying hypothesis is that the
stock price should decline following the sudden death if the independent director properly
monitors or provides managers with pertinent advice.

Using director fixed effects to control for unobserved individual heterogeneity (e.g. director ability), we find that shareholders value independent directors. We further find that independent directors are more valuable to shareholders when they are voluntarily appointed,
rather than mandated by hard law or recommended by soft law. Their value increases in
governance systems that limits the CEO’s ability to control the board through duality and
in countries with high accounting standards. Overall, we provide evidence of the value of
independent directors around the world, and our results demonstrate that policy makers
need to consider the institutional setting and cultural barriers to board effectiveness before
they adopt corporate governance reforms from the United States.

Paper III: The value of CEOs and founding families: Evidence from around the
world
Finally, in paper III, we investigate the value contribution of professional CEOs and
active founding families across generations to shareholders using sudden death events from
32 countries. To date, few studies have been able to isolate a causal effect of professional
CEOs and active founding families on shareholder value without being constrained by very
small sample sizes (Johnson et al., 1985; Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018). Therefore, we
vi
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use a world sample of 325 suddenly deceased individuals, which enables us to differentiate
between professional, founder and descendant CEOs and, thereby, investigate how these
CEO types affect shareholder value.

We find that the average stock price reaction to a sudden death event in our sample
is negative, but also find significant differences depending on the CEO type. Consistent
with labor market theory, we find that professional CEOs are more valuable to shareholders
relative to founder and descendant CEOs (Fama, 1980; Burkart et al., 2003). In addition,
we also find support for the proverbial saying “from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations”, which is a reference to the fact that only about 3% of all family-owned businesses
survive past the third generation in the founding family, according to the Family Business
Institute. In particular, the average stock price reaction to losing a founder CEO is negative,
while the corresponding event of losing a descendant CEO leads to an overall positive stock
price reaction. Going one step further and comparing the effect on shareholder value within
the founding families, we find an increasing positive relationship between the stock price
reaction to a sudden death and the family generation of the deceased. More specifically, we
find that founders are more valuable to shareholders relative to the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders relative to subsequent descendants.

Finally, to ensure our results are not driven by differences in legal regimes and investor
protection at the country-level, we validate our results by controlling for investor protection
and using country fixed effects. Both methods support our interpretations that the negative
impact of losing a professional CEO on shareholder value and the positive impact of losing
a descendant CEO are global effects that exist across corporate governance regimes around
the world.
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Dansk resumé
Artikel I: Værdien af ledelsesnetværk: Perspektiver fra pludselige dødsfald
(medforfatter Felix von Meyerinck, University of St. Gallen)
I den første artikel undersøger vi værdien af netværksforbindelser mellem direktører
og bestyrelsesmedlemmer på tværs af virksomheder ved hjælp af et naturligt eksperiment.
Vores identifikationsstrategi tager udgangspunkt i ideen om, at pludselige dødsfald medfører uventede og eksogene tab af netværksforbindelser. Disse tab giver os mulighed for
at beregne markedsværdien af en netværksforbindelse til en af de afdøde direktører eller
bestyrelsesmedlemmer, ved at måle på aktiekursreaktionerne hos de virksomheder, der har
en person fra den afdødes netværk ansat i en ledelses- eller bestyrelsespost. Mens den eksisterende litteratur om ledelsesnetværk primært har fokuseret på betydningen af netværk
for de virksomheder, der beskæftiger en person med et givent netværk, så tager vores studie
udgangspunkt i at måle på de forbundne virksomheder i netværket. Derved kan vi måle
værdien af enkelte netværksforbindelser til den afdøde direktør eller bestyrelsesmedlem,
og samtidig isolere værdien af disse netværksforbindelser fra faktorer såsom tab af vigtige
medarbejdere i en given virksomhed og andre ledelsesmæssige egenskaber den afdøde person
besidder.

Vi identificerer 42 direktører og bestyrelsesmedlemmer, der pludseligt afgår ved døden,
mens de arbejder for en virksomhed, der er en del af det amerikanske S&P500-indeks, og
viser at omkring 7.000 selskaber med en netværksforbindelse til disse personer oplever et signifikant fald i aktiekursen på 0.11% i gennemsnit, for tabet af en enkelt netværksforbindelse,
hvilket kan oversættes til et værditab for selskabet på mellem 1.6 og 2.6 millioner dollars.
Ved første øjekast kan dette tal virke økonomisk lille, men der er kun tale om værditabet
for en enkelt forbindelse. Idet en afdød direktør eller bestyrelsesmedlem i vores studie, i
gennemsnit, har et netværk med omkring 225 andre ledere i andre børsnoterede selskaber,
så vil det samlede værditab på tværs af virksomhederne i netværket være betydeligt større
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og økonomisk meningsfuldt.

Når vi sammenligner aktiekursreaktionerne hos virksomhederne i netværket på tværs af
forskellige parametre, finder vi, at forbindelser, der opstår som følge af fælles tidligere ansættelser, generelt bliver værdsat højere af virksomhedens aktionærer end forbindelser, som
er skabt gennem nuværende beskæftigelse, uddannelse eller sociale forbindelser. Vi er også
i stand til at vise, at aktionærer tildeler højere værdi til forbindelser, der skaber en tilknytning til andre virksomheder inden for deres egen industri og vi kan se at forbindelser til
topledelsespersoner er mere værdifulde end forbindelser til uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer eller direktører som ikke sidder i det øverste ledelseslag. På samme måde finder vi
også, at forbindelser til personer, som har et større netværk og yngre ledere er mere værdifulde. Samlet set, er disse resultater i overensstemmelse med ideen om, at visse netværksforbindelser er vigtigere end andre, formodentlig fordi den information, man kan tilegne sig
via disse forbindelser, er vigtigere for selskabet og derfor mere værdifuld end andre.

Artikel II: Værdien af uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer over hele verden
(medforfatter Kasper Meisner Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School)
I den næste artikel undersøger vi værdien af uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer i hele
verden ved at studere aktiemarkedsreaktioner til pludselige dødsfald. Som følge af flere
corporate governance skandaler i de senere år har politikere på tværs af lande i hele verden opfordret virksomheder til at øge antallet af uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer for at
forbedre effektivitet og monitorering af virksomheders’ bestyrelser. I USA øgede man fx
det uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlems rolle og ansvar betydeligt med vedtagelsen af SarbanesOxley Act i 2002. I resten af verden har der efterfølgende været en tendens til at følge
USA’s strategi på området, enten gennem regulering eller soft law. Trods en megen litteratur omhandlende uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer er der ikke mange direkte empirisk
undersøgelser af, hvorvidt mandat eller anbefaling af bestyrelsers uafhængighed er værdifuldt for aktionærerne.
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Et tidligere studie baseret på data fra USA af Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) kigger på
aktiekursreaktioner i forbindelse med pludselige dødsfald af uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer for at måle deres bidrag til værdien af amerikanske selskaber. Forfatterne viser, at
aktiekurserne i gennemsnit falder med 0.85% efter et uafhængigt bestyrelsesmedlem dør,
hvilket understøtter teorien om, at disse bestyrelsesmedlemmer leverer en værdifuld service til aktionærerne. Selvom disse resultater synes at antyde, at regulering af bestyrelsens
sammensætning kan øge værdien af selskabet for aktionærerne, så er det stadig uklart, om
resultaterne fra USA er gyldige andre steder i verden. Dette er den primære motivation for
vores studie og hvorfor vi bruger data fra hele verden.

Vores resultater bekræfter at uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer er værdifulde for aktionærerne, når vi bruger fixed effects på bestyrelsesmedlemsniveau til at kontrollere for
en persons evner og andre ukendte person-faktorer. Ydermere, viser vores undersøgelse, at
uafhængige bestyrelsesmedlemmer er mere værdifulde, når de bliver frivilligt udnævnt til
deres position, fremfor at det bliver påkrævet gennem lovgivning. De er også mere værdifulde i lande med gode regnskabsstandarder og inden for corporate governance system, som
begrænser den administrerende direktørs magt over bestyrelsen.

Artikel III: Værdien af CEOs og virksomhedsaktive stiftende familier over hele
verden
I den sidste artikel undersøger vi, hvilken værdi et selskabs aktionærer tillægger professionelle direktører og aktive stiftende familier på tværs af generationer ved hjælp af samme
naturlige eksperiment, som i de to foregående artikler. Hidtil har meget få studier været i
stand til at isolere den værdiskabende effekt der kan tillægges en professionel direktør eller
en aktiv stiftende familie uden at studierne har været begrænset til meget få observationer
(Johnson et al., 1985; Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018). Af denne grund bruger vi data fra
hele verden til at samle et studie på 325 pludseligt afdøde personer, som gør det muligt for
x
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os at skelne mellem professionelle direktører, grundlæggere og deres efterfølgere.

Vores resultater viser, at den gennemsnitlige aktiekursreaktion for et pludselig dødsfald i vores studie er negativ, men samtidigt finder vi også betydelige forskelle på tværs
af direktør-typer. I overensstemmelse med arbejdsmarkedsteorierne finder vi, at professionelle direktører er mest værdifulde for aktionærerne i forhold til grundlæggere og deres
efterfølgere (Fama, 1980; Burkart et al., 2003). Derudover bekræfter vores resultater også
ordsproget ”from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations”, der er en henvisning til
at kun omkring 3% af alle familieejede virksomheder overlever længere end til tredje generation. Især ser vi, at den gennemsnitlige aktiekursreaktion for at miste en grundlægger,
som stadig er direktør, er negativ, mens den tilsvarende begivenhed hvor man mister et
familiemedlem fra en senere generation, som er administrerende direktør, fører til en positiv
aktiekursreaktion. Når vi går et skridt videre og sammenligner effekten på aktiekurserne
i familievirksomheder, finder vi et stigende positivt forhold mellem aktiekursreaktionen og
hvilken generation i familien at den afdøde kommer fra. Helt præcist, så finder vi, at stiftere
er mere værdifulde for aktionærerne i forhold til den næste generation af efterkommere, som
igen er mere værdifulde for aktionærerne i forhold til de efterfølgende generationer.

For at sikre os, at vores resultater ikke er drevet af landeforskelle i lovgivning, regulering
og investorbeskyttelse, undersøger vi til sidste at vores resultater holder, når vi kontrollerer
for investorbeskyttelse og kun sammenligner variationen i aktiekurserne inden for hvert land.
Begge metoder understøtter vores tidligere resultater, og bekræfter vores fortolkning, at der
er tale om globale effekter, der findes på tværs af corporate governance systemer rundt om
i verden.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Understanding the importance of CEOs and directors for the value and performance of
publicly listed firms has received extensive attention in the academic literature for many
years. A general conclusion of this research has always been that central corporate persons
demonstrate vast heterogeneity in terms of their characteristics, which leads to substantial
cross-sectional variation in the value and performance of the firms in which they operate.
Thus, the central theme of this PhD thesis is to examine different aspects of these individuals to determine how they are valued by shareholders. The three papers of this thesis
constitute independent research, which can be read separately, but at the same time, they
are all written within the field of empirical corporate governance. Further, they are all based
on the same identification strategy of using sudden death events as exogenous shocks to the
stock price of affected firms as a way to estimate value contributions of important inviduals while avoiding some of the common endogeneity issues often associated with corporate
governance research. Notably, in this thesis, we estimate the value contribution made to
shareholder by central corporate persons such as CEOs, founding families and independent
directors as well as corporate connections between these individuals.

The first paper was written in collaboration with Felix von Meyerinck from the University of St. Gallen. Motivated by a general view in the business press and academia
that social ties between top executives and directors across firms create value by improving
access to information, credit and human capital (Bayer et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2008;
Cohen et al., 2010; Engelberg et al., 2018), we investigated whether this also holds true for
shareholder value. The idea that social networks between managers create value is not new
(Engelberg et al., 2012; Engelberg et al., 2013; Cai and Sevilir, 2012; Cohen et al., 2008).
However, empirical evidence has also shown that managers with large networks wield significant bargaining power in the boardroom and may even lead to lax board monitoring,
lower pay-for-performance sensitivity and turnover-performance sensitivity (Fracassi and
Tate, 2012; Hwang and Kim, 2009; Nguyen, 2012). Thus, any beneficial effect of a large
5
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managerial network on firm value may be surpassed by the negative side-effects of weakened
board monitoring and more powerful CEOs. Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether
managerial networks overall provide value to shareholders.

First, we find that connected firms experience a significant reduction in shareholder
value of 0.11%, on average, for the loss of a single connection, which translates into a loss
in value of between 1.6 and 2.6 million USD, suggesting that shareholders value managerial
networks. While this estimate may seem economically small at first sight, it is important
to highlight that it represents the loss in value of just one single connection and, given
that a managerial death in our sample, on average, affects around 225 managers at other
firms, the combined loss in value across connected firm should be considerably greater and
economically meaningful.

Next, when studying the cross-sectional variation in stock price reactions at connected
firms, we find that connections that arise from shared past employments are valued more
highly by a firm’s shareholders than current employment, education, or social connections.
We are also able to show that shareholders assign higher value to connections that link
their firm to an industry peer, and we find that connections to inside directors are more
valuable than connections to outside directors or executives without a board membership.
Similarly, we find that connections to better connected and younger executives are more
valuable. Finally, a general concern with our findings is that some deceased managers may
possess some unobservable ability that facilitates more valuable connections compared to
their peers, which is related to some firm or industry-specific factors. Using an event fixed
effects approach to address this concern, we find that our results are not driven by some
unobservable ability factor or characteristic of the deceased manager.

The second paper was conducted in collaboration with Kasper Meisner Nielsen. The
paper examines the value of independent directors around the world using the same identi6
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fication strategy as in the first paper, namely stock market reactions to sudden deaths. In
particular, in the wake of the corporate governance scandals of the past twenty years, policy
makers around the world have called for increasing the independence of directors to improve
the effectiveness of corporate boards. With the Unites States in the lead with the passing
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002 to increase the role and responsibility of independent
directors on boards, other developed as well as emerging markets have followed the same
trend and increased the independence requirements of directors, either through regulation
or soft law. Thus, our research was motivated by the fact that despite a rich literature on
independent directors, direct empirical evidence on whether mandating or recommending
independence of boards is valuable to shareholders is scant, especially when looking outside
the United States.

Compiling a sample of 806 directors who suddenly died between 2000 and 2019, we
first find that the average independent director around the world does not contribute to
shareholder value. Stock price reactions to sudden deaths are close to zero and statistically insignificant. Across countries there is, however, large heterogeneity in the value of
independent directors. Sudden deaths of independent directors in the Netherlands are, on
average, associated with a cumulative abnormal return of -2.54% around the death date,
whereas the cumulative abnormal return in India is 0.79%. The large heterogeneity in the
value of independent directors thus motivates a more careful analysis of the determinants
of the value of independent directors across corporate governance systems.

In the subsequent analysis, we find that independent directors are more valuable to
shareholders, when we control for unobserved director heterogeneity (e.g. director ability).
Further, we find that independent directors are more valuable to shareholders when they are
voluntarily appointed, rather than mandated by hard law or recommended by soft law, in
countries with high accounting standards and in governance systems that limits the CEO’s
ability to control the board. Overall, our results demonstrate that policy makers around the
7
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world need to consider the institutional setting and cultural barriers to board effectiveness
before they adopt corporate governance reforms from the United States.

Finally, in paper 3, we turn our attention to some of the most central corporate persons
in a firm, namely the CEOs and managerially active founding families. Here we investigate
the value contribution of professional CEOs and active founding families across generations
to shareholders using sudden death events from 32 countries. Until now, few studies have
been able to isolate a causal effect between professional CEOs and active founding families
and shareholder value without being constrained by very small sample sizes (Johnson et al.,
1985; Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018). Notably, while the sudden death identification strategy works well in terms of controlling for endogeneity, it often results in very small sample
sizes. Therefore, we use a world sample of 325 suddenly deceased individuals to be able to
differentiate between professional, founder and descendant CEOs and investigate how these
CEO types directly affect shareholder value.

First, we estimate the contribution to shareholder value made by the three CEO types
and find large variation. In particular, we find that the loss of a professional CEO leads
to an average stock price drop of 2.17%, while the average stock price increases by 2.50%
following the sudden death of a descendant CEO. We further find an increasing positive
relationship between the stock price reaction to a sudden death and the family generation
of the deceased. More specifically, we find that founders are more valuable to shareholders
relative to the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders
relative to subsequent generations.

Finally, to ensure our results are not driven by differences in legal regimes and investor
protection at the country-level, we validate our results by controlling for investor protection
and using country fixed effects. Both methods lend support to our interpretations that the
negative impact of losing a professional CEO on shareholder value and the positive impact
8
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of losing a descendant CEO are global effects that exist across corporate governance regimes
around the world.
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I.1 INTRODUCTION

I.1

Introduction

Do shareholders value managerial networks? The business press and academia generally
agree that social ties between executives and directors across firms create value by improving access to information, credit, and human capital (Bayer et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2008;
Cohen et al., 2010; Engelberg et al., 2018). By extension, these connections should also
be beneficial to shareholders. However, studies that directly measure the value of these
corporate connections for shareholders are scarce and, consequently, little is known about
whether an executive is valued for his corporate connections.

A potential reason for the lack of studies is that identifying a causal effect of a manager’s
corporate network on shareholder value is difficult. First, shareholder value and managerial networks are jointly determined, making it difficult to rule out omitted variables as an
explanation. Second, managerial connections could causally affect shareholder value, but
well-connected managers could also prefer highly-valued firms, giving rise to reverse causality concerns. Finally, the social network of a firm is the sum of the social connections of all
managers, making it difficult to pin-down the value of individual connections.

Thus, the goal of this paper is to investigate the value of corporate networks between
managers and determine if these connections ultimately are beneficial to shareholders. Overall, we find that connected firms experience a statistically significant drop in shareholder
value of 0.11%, when losing a managerial connection to an S&P500 firm. Further, we find
that connections to inside directors, those established via past employment and withinindustry connections are particularly valuable to shareholders.

To establish a causal effect of the social connections of a firm’s managers1 on shareholder
1

Throughout the paper, we analyze the connections of both full-time employed top executives with and
without board memberships as well as outside directors, which is why we refer to this group collectively
as “managers”. We later split this group and document that connections to executives, especially those
who serve on the board, are most important for shareholder value.
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value, we explore a natural experimental setting. Specifically, our identification strategy
rests on the idea that sudden deaths of managers trigger random and unexpected dissolutions of connections between firms. This allows us to quantify the market value of each
connection of the suddenly deceased managers by estimating market-adjusted shareholder
value changes at the firms that are affiliated with managers from the deceased managers’
networks. Hence, our identification strategy enables us to address endogeneity concerns common in research on corporate networks, as described above. First, we use sudden deaths as
unexpected shocks to firms’ networks and study resulting market value changes of connected
firms, which renders omitted variables an unlikely explanation for our results. Moreover, our
definition of which cases constitute sudden deaths ensures that these represent unexpected
shocks of firms’ networks, which helps us to overcome reverse causality concerns. Finally,
because we study the stock price reaction at firms connected to the deceased managers via
one of its own managers, we can isolate the value of a single connection to the deceased
managers.

To implement our identification strategy, we search for all sudden deaths of managers
and directors affiliated with an S&P500 firm at the time of death during our 2000 to 2013
sample period and identify 42 suddenly deceased individuals who fit these criteria. Next,
we use these individuals’ résumés to identify all individuals in their social networks, whom
we classify as connected managers. These include managers who share overlapping work
engagements with the suddenly deceased managers, who graduated with the deceased managers from the same university, or who share other social ties such as club memberships with
the deceased managers. Finally, we use the résumés of the connected managers to identify
around 7,000 firms where these managers work at the time of death. These firms constitute
our sample firms, i.e. the firms’ that lose a corporate connection to the deceased managers
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via their own managers or directors’ social connections.2 To determine whether the shareholder value of these connected firms is affected by the loss of a managerial connection to
the suddenly deceased managers and directors, we use standard event study methodology.
Specifically, we estimate abnormal returns around the announcement of the sudden deaths.
In univariate tests, we uncover that stock prices of the connected firms are significantly negative, as they drop by around 0.11% following the sudden dissolution of a connection. This
is equivalent to the average connection being worth around 1.6 to 2.6 million USD for the
connected firms’ shareholders. While this estimate may appear economically small at first
sight, it is important to bear in mind that it represents the value of one single connection
to a firm’s shareholders. However, one managerial death in our sample affects, on average,
around 225 managers at other firms, implying that the aggregate spillover effects documented in this paper are economically meaningful. More detailed analyses of the abnormal
returns reveal that the effect is concentrated on the announcement date of the death and
remains in place when using more conservative sample selection criteria, for instance, when
excluding observations that are potentially plagued by confounding events. Overall, these
results provide evidence that supports the conjecture that managerial networks positively
influence shareholder wealth.

Because we identify a large number of connected firms per suddenly deceased manager,
we are able to exploit variation in the data to study several mechanisms related to different
connections that could plausibly account for our main finding. At the same time, studying
the cross-sectional variation of the main effect helps us to answer the question of which
connections are more valuable for firms’ shareholders. In these tests, we uncover that connections that arise from shared past employments have higher value for a firm’s shareholders
2

Investors can access and retrieve network and connection information for a given manager and for a
given firm that is very similar to the measures that we construct and analyze in this paper. Equilar and
Bloomberg, for instance, provide interactive connection and network information for a given manager,
the managers connected to a given manager as well as firms affiliated with the connected managers. For
an example of such data, see Appendix II, which shows the network profile of Kenneth I. Chenault, the
former CEO of American Express and a current director of Facebook, Inc. and AirBnB, Inc., as provided
by Equilar and Bloomberg.
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than current employment, education, or social connections. We are also able to show that
shareholders assign higher values to connections that link their firm to an industry peer.
We find that connections to inside directors are more valuable than connections to outside
directors or executives without a board membership. Similarly, we find that connections to
better connected and younger executives are more valuable. Finally, we document that our
results hold with alternative event window specifications, alternative parameter selections
when estimating the abnormal returns, and when we drop financial and utilities firms from
our sample. Overall, these results are consistent with the notion that certain connections
are more important than others, presumably because the information disseminated and accessed via these connections is more important and therefore more valuable (Dass et al.,
2014; Engelberg et al., 2018; Dasgupta et al., 2020).

Our contribution to the literature is twofold. First, we present direct empirical evidence
of a causal relationship between the network of a firm’s managers and shareholder value.
Prior studies have found that social networks facilitate information gathering for investors
through mutual fund managers (Cohen et al., 2008; Butler and Gurun, 2012), financial analysts (Cohen et al., 2010), venture capitalists (Field et al., 2013; Hochberg et al., 2007),
and in M&A situations (Ishii and Xuan, 2014; Renneboog and Zhao, 2014; Schmidt, 2015),
among industry peers (Engelberg et al., 2018) and across vertically related companies (Dass
et al., 2014; Dasgupta et al., 2020) and therefore, they also influence investment decisions
and performance (Shue, 2013, Fracassi, 2017, Dasgupta et al., 2020). The closest paper to
ours is Engelberg et al. (2013), who document that CEOs receive higher compensation for a
larger network. We complement their findings by showing managerial networks also benefit
firms’ shareholders.

Second, our study contributes to the nascent stream of papers that study sudden manager
deaths for identification purposes in a corporate finance context. Prior studies have used
this methodology to examine the value of corporate directors (Johnson et al., 1985; Nguyen
15
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and Nielsen, 2010; von Meyerinck et al., 2016; Slovin and Sushka, 1993), and political connections (Roberts, 1990; Faccio and Parsley, 2009), the shareholder-value consequences of
board busyness (Falato et al., 2014), and the relationship between managerial contribution
and executive pay (Nguyen and Nielsen, 2014). In this paper, we utilize sudden deaths of
managers to trigger random and unexpected dissolutions of connections between firms and
the stock market reaction at firms that form part of the deceased manager’s network as an
estimate for the value of an individual connection to the deceased manager. The existing
literature on executive connections has focused primarily on the implications of managerial
networks for the employing firms. Hence, similar to the literature studying the effect of
political connections on shareholder value (Roberts, 1990; Faccio and Parsley, 2009), our
approach enables us to quantify the value of individual connections to the deceased manager
and to isolate the value of connections from factors such as the loss of key personal and
other managerial characteristics.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes how we compile
our sample and reports sample characteristics. Section 3 contains our results and section 4
concludes.

I.2

Sample selection and data

In this section, we explain how we compile our data and describe the sample. We start
by outlining our sample selection for the sudden deaths of key corporate persons (i.e. inside
directors, outside directors and senior managers), who we collectively refer to as managers.
This is followed by a presentation of the connected managers as well as the firms, where
these individuals work at the time of death.

I.2.1

Sudden death sample

Our sample of sudden manager deaths stems from the BoardEx database. For top executives and corporate board members, BoardEx tracks personal characteristics such as
16
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nationality, gender, the date of birth and date of death, as well as information on past and
current employments, education, and other activities such as club memberships. We begin
our search by screening BoardEx for all persons with a non-missing death date. We restrict
consider only deaths that occurred after January 2000 because BoardEx has shown reliable
coverage starting in 2000 (Engelberg et al., 2013; Fracassi and Tate, 2012). Our sample period ends on May 6, 2013, because it is the date when our excerpt from the database ends.
Next, we restrict the sample of deaths to directors and top executives who worked for an
S&P500 firm at the time of death. We impose this restriction for two reasons. First, we find
that the coverage of individuals from non-S&P500 firms is less complete in BoardEx, which
turns out to be problematic when estimating the deceased individuals’ networks. Second,
we require each director and senior manager death to be headline news in order to determine its impact on a broad set of firms, which we find to be true during our manual data
collection process. Our initial search for manager deaths yields a gross death sample of 209
individuals who passed away while being employed at an S&P500 firm.

It is worth pointing out that we deviate from previous research by solely relying on
BoardEx to build a sample of manager deaths. Related papers such as Falato et al. (2014)
and Nguyen and Nielsen (2010, 2014) rely on newspaper searches and/or screenings of filings
made by firms with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to compile their death
samples. We believe, however, that BoardEx as a source for a sample of manager deaths
fulfills the prerequisite of being objective, i.e., its coverage is not biased towards successful individuals whose sudden death might be associated with larger stock price reactions.
Nevertheless, we run a second battery of searches for manager deaths for our sample firms
across various additional databases to validate our sample selection procedure. We start by
comparing our BoardEx manager death sample with a similar death sample compiled using
Audit Analytics’ file covering Director and Officer Changes. This dataset contains all officer
and director changes filed as Item 5.02 on an 8-K with the SEC and indicates whether a
departure was due to death. Next, we benchmark our sample with a death sample from the
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CapitalIQ news database. CapitalIQ collects firm news, and we search it for news mentioning deaths of directors and top executives. Specifically, we screen all situation descriptions
for words often used in the context of manager deaths.3 Finally, we compare our death
sample with a sample of deaths obtained from Compustat Execucomp, which, in general,
tracks the five highest earning individuals across firm-years. Besides compensation data,
the database contains a variable indicating the reason managers are no longer employed by
their firms, which allows us to search for departures due to death. This backstop search
results in no additional death cases and leads us to conclude that BoardEx is a reliable
source for compiling a sample of manager deaths.

We run extensive news and online searches for each of these 209 death cases in order
to identify the precise cause of death. We classify causes of deaths into categories derived
from the medical literature following Nguyen and Nielsen (2010). As shown in Panel A
of Table 1, 81 deaths (38.76% of the gross death sample) are related to cancer, 6 (2.87%)
result from complications of specified diseases (excluding cancer), 21 (10.05%) result from
complications of surgery, and 14 (6.70%) are caused by an unspecified illness. Further, we
identify three suicides (1.44%), which we do not classify as sudden deaths as they may reveal
information on the state of the firm. We are unable to find any information on the cause of
death for 41 cases (19.62%), which we, therefore, label as undisclosed. Because the idea of
the paper is to use director and senior manager deaths as exogenous shocks, we require such
deaths to be unanticipated by the stock market in order to be included in our event sample,
which we define as the death being unlikely 24 hours before it occurred. We follow Nguyen
and Nielsen (2010) and classify deaths as sudden if caused by a heart attack, a stroke, an
accident, or if the cause is undisclosed but is described as unexpected, unanticipated, or
sudden. We find that 43 deaths occurred suddenly (20.57% of the gross death sample).
3

We use the following words to screen CapitalIQ: passed away, pass away, passed by, passing, died, dies,
dying, mourn, deceased, demise, death, accident, crash, perish, assassinated, dead, fatal, lethal, mortal, kill, serious, injure, hurt, depart this life, departed this life, survived by, bereavement, heart attack,
painful loss, grievous, lugubrious, desolate, gloom, sadness, depressive, saturnine, somber, dismal, casualty, casualties, sacrifice, suicide, victim, oblation, quarry, immolation, and wounded.
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Panel B of Table 1 exhibits detailed information on the causes of death for the subsample
comprising sudden deaths. The largest share of sudden deaths is caused by heart attacks (22
cases or 51.16% of all sudden deaths) followed by accidents (7 cases or 16.18%) and strokes
(2 cases or 4.65%). The remaining 12 cases (27.91%) cannot be classified into any of the
aforementioned categories but our search results clearly indicate that the death occurred
suddenly and was unexpected. We are especially conservative when classifying deaths into
the latter category and only do so if we cannot find any contradictory information, for example a source indicating any sort of illness prior to death. The characteristics with regard
to the causes of death of our gross death sample and the resulting sudden death sample are
similar when compared to previous studies Nguyen and Nielsen (2010, 2014).

For each of these 43 sudden death cases, we verify the date of death obtained from
BoardEx and search for the event date, which is the earliest date of a mentioning of the
death.4 As shown in Panel C of Table 1, almost all sudden deaths become public knowledge
within four trading days of the death date. We follow the previous literature and drop
sudden death cases for which the time lag between the death date and first news date
exceeds five trading days, which resulted in one event being discarded (Falato et al., 2014).
Excluding this sudden death case with a relatively long time lag reduces the mean time lag
from 1.53 trading days to 1.24, which is similar to Falato et al. (2014) and Nguyen and
Nielsen (2010).5

I.2.2

Connected manager sample

Equipped with a sample of 42 suddenly deceased directors and senior executives and
the respective event dates, we identify all individuals connected to the suddenly deceased
individual in the spirit of Fracassi and Tate (2012) and Engelberg et al. (2012, 2013). For
each suddenly deceased manager, we retrieve employment, education, and other activity
4

5

For approximately half of these sudden death cases, firm-initiated news are the first source to report the
manager death (23 cases or 53.49%), followed by newspaper articles (15 or 34.88%), and obituaries (5 or
11.63%).
Table A.1 in Appendix III contains an overview of the distribution of events over sample years and sample
months.
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data from BoardEx and classify four types of connections. A past employment connection
arises if another manager shares an overlapping work engagement with the suddenly deceased manager at the same employer that was terminated before the death date. A current
employment connection results from an overlapping work engagement at the same employer
at the time of death. Note that we exclude all connections that point back to the firm(s),
where the deceased manager worked at the time of death.6 An education connection is
formed when another director or senior manager graduated from the same university within
one year as the manager that passes away suddenly. Similarly, an other activity connection
arises if another individual is active in the same charitable organization of the manager that
passes away suddenly.7

Panel A and B of Table 2 presents the characteristics of the suddenly deceased managers.
The mean age across all 42 suddenly deceased managers is 65 years of age with a median age
of 63 years. The average number of different connections per suddenly deceased manager
sums up to around 225 CRSP/Compustat-firm-employed directors and senior managers,
and the majority of these connections stem from past employment. Around two-thirds of
our suddenly deceased managers serve as outside directors at an S&P500 firm, while around
14% are inside directors (e.g., CEOs, Presidents or Executive Chairmen, or some other Clevel executives, who also hold a position on the board of directors). The remaining 26%
serve as senior managers.

I.2.3

Connected firm sample and sample characteristics

Next, we identify our sample firms, i.e., all firms where the connected directors and
senior managers work on the date when the death becomes public knowledge. We refer to
6

7

For example, if manager A and manager B sit together on the board of company X and manager A dies,
we cannot use company X as part of our sample of connected firms. However, if manager B also works
at company Y at the time of death, and this company does not employ manager A, company Y will be
part of our sample of connected firms and we will classify the connection as being current.
Similar to previous studies, we require that both individuals are “active members” of a club or a charitable
organization in order to be connected. The reason for imposing this additional requirement is that coverage
of start and end dates in the dataset containing Other Activities is sparse. However, it is reasonable to
assume that these activities are usually long-lasting so the additional requirement of being an “active
member” ensures that the individuals actually knew each other (Fracassi and Tate, 2012).
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these firms as the “connected firms”. We impose the following restrictions on these connected firms. First, we are not interested in studying stock price reactions at firms where
the suddenly deceased individuals themselves work in any capacity when they pass away,
which is why we exclude within-firm connections, that is, connections to other managers
at the firms where the director or top executive work when they pass away. Although it
may sound macabre, we refer to the firms where the managers pass away suddenly as the
“death firms” henceforth. Second, we only keep connected firms for which we can retrieve
stock market data from CRSP to run an event study and financial data for the most recent
financial year end from Compustat. Third, we require a connected firm to have common
shares outstanding (CRSP share code starts with 1) and drop Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REITs) as well as closed-end funds (CRSP share code ends with 4, 5, or 8).8 The remaining
firms constitute our sample.9

Table 3 presents sample characteristics for our sample of connected firms. Mean total
assets of these firms amount to 34.4 billion USD. The market-to-book ratio, defined as the
market value of equity scaled by the book value of equity, has a mean of 1.99. The firms
in our sample exhibit a mean book leverage, defined as long-term debt and debt in current
liabilities scaled by total assets, of 0.22, and a return on assets ratio, estimated as operating
income before depreciation scaled by total assets, of 0.08. The definitions of all variables
are shown in Appendix I of this paper.

I.3

Empirical Results

To analyze the relation between shareholder value and managerial connections, we use
two empirical tests. First, we examine the stock price reaction at connected firms, when
an S&P500-affiliated manager suddenly dies, resulting in the dissolution of a connection
8
9

In additional tests, we later also drop utility and financial firms. The results remain virtually unchanged.
Note that we retain a connected firm only once per sudden manager death case, even though a connected
firm may be linked to the deceased manager via multiple connections. To test whether this materially
impacts our findings, we later show a set of alternative regression specifications where we retain only firms
affected via one single connection and find the results to remain almost unchanged.
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between the two firms. Second, we study the cross-section of stock returns to test for the
differential impact of certain connection, decease and deceased manager characteristics on
shareholder value.

I.3.1

The value of managerial network connections

To study the stock price reaction to the sudden loss of a network connection, we apply
standard event study methodology to all connected firms around the date the sudden death
becomes public knowledge (Campbell et al., 1997). To estimate daily abnormal returns
(ARs) we use a single-factor market model to estimate beta in a 200-day pre-event estimation window (ranging from 220 trading days to 21 trading days before the event date),
where we use the CRSP value-weighted index as the market index. We require at least 90
daily observations with non-missing stock and index return data to run the regression for
a given firm. In order to mitigate the impact of outliers, we also winsorize all abnormal
return measures on the 1% and 99% percent level throughout our empirical analysis.

Panel A of Table 4 reports the mean daily abnormal returns from two trading days before the death announcement date to two trading days after. Median abnormal returns as
well as the number of positive and negative abnormal returns are shown for each trading
day around the event date. Panel A suggests that there is a statistically significant effect
on the stock price for connected firms on the death announcement date, where the mean
daily abnormal return is -0.13%. However, for the surrounding days we do not observe a
clear pattern, suggesting the value shareholders attribute to network connections and the
subsequent reaction to a lost connection is primarily incorporated into the stock price on the
announcement date. Median abnormal returns show weakly statistical significant returns on
the two days prior to the death announcement day, which may suggest part of the reaction is
also incorporated into the stock price between the death date and the death announcement
date, but the economic effect is smaller compared to the announcement day.
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Panel B of Table 4 presents the results of similar tests for cumulative abnormal returns
(CARs) for our sample of connected firms following the sudden dissolution of a connection
to a manager employed by an S&P500 firm. The CARs equal the sum of daily ARs over
different event windows. For a two-day event window spanning the event day and trading
day after the event (CAR [0,1]), the mean amounts to -0.11%, which is statistically different
from zero at the 1% level. Similar results are obtained in terms of economic magnitude and
statistical significance for a two-day event window comprising the event day and the day
before the event (CAR [-1,0]), as well as a three-day event window running from the day
before to the trading day after the event (CAR [-1,1]). For median CARs, the effects are
slightly larger, both economically and statistically. For our multivariate analysis, we use a
two-day event window that covers the day of the announcement of the sudden death and
the day after the announcement. The reason is that we were unable to precisely identify the
time stamp for each sudden death announcement while collecting these data. This leaves the
possibility that the announcement is made after trading hours, which would imply that the
corresponding economic effect is incorporated into the stock prices on the following trading
day. Using a two-day event window that comprises the announcement date as well as the
trading date after the announcement date is, therefore, a conservative approach to ensure
that our event window indeed covers the sudden death announcement.

These results enable us to quantify the average reaction to the loss of one managerial
connection for shareholders of the average connected firm in dollar terms. Specifically, we
find that sudden managerial deaths result in shareholder value losses for connected firms,
with cumulative abnormal return estimates ranging from -0.10% to -0.16%. The market
capitalization of our sample firms is highly skewed with a median of 1.619 billion USD and
hence the abnormal return estimates translate into an abnormal equity market value loss
for the median firm of 1.62 to 2.59 million USD, which is the average value of a managerial connection. Initially, this estimate may seem economically small, but it is important to
highlight that it represents the loss in value resulting from one single connection. Given that
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a managerial death in our sample, on average, affects around 225 managers at other firms,
this suggests the combined loss in value across connected firm is considerably greater and
economically meaningful. Overall, as can be seen in table 4, there is a significant negative
stock price reaction for connected firms, when they lose a managerial network connection
to an S&P500 firm, indicating that shareholders value such connections.

Panel C in Table 4 presents a few alternative specifications for estimating the CAR[0,1]
shown in Panel B. First, to ensure our choice of market portfolio does not affect the daily
abnormal return estimates in any significant way, we substitute the CRSP’s value-weighted
market return with the S&P500 index return as an alternative market proxy and find that the
cumulative abnormal return over the death announcement date and the trading day after
is still negative and significant, with the results becoming economically and statistically
stronger than before. Using a CRSP’s equal-weighted market return, as well as a 3- and
4-factor market model, give almost identical results, which are therefore not shown for
brevity. Another concern with our results is that they might be driven by confounding
events at the connected firms that coincide with the announcement of the sudden manager
deaths. To address such concerns we search for confounding events at the connected firms
using the CapitalIQ news database. CapitalIQ collects a vast array of news from various
origins for each firm on an intraday basis and categorizes them into groups. This has the
advantage that we can use the news categories provided by CapitalIQ to carefully classify
connected firms as being confounded without actually reading the content of the news.10
For each connected firm, we match all news from CapitalIQ in a five-trading day window
from two days before to two days after the death announcement and drop all connected
firm observations for which we find a confounding event that takes place concurrently to
the death of the connected manager. Using this reduced sample, we can confirm that the
cumulative abnormal returns remain negative and statistically significant, when controlling
for confounding events at the connected firms. Following Fama and French (1992) we also
10

Table A.3 of Appendix III presents the list of CapitalIQ events that we classify as confounding.
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drop connected firms that are financial and utility firms (SIC codes 6000-6999 and 49404949, respectively) from our sample and find the CAR estimates remain unaffected. Finally,
we test whether our results hold if we restrict the sample to connected firms that are only
linked to a deceased manager via a single individual and, additionally, only retain death
events where the deceased manager is affiliated with only one S&P500 firm. This is in order
to address the potential concern, that we can only quantify the value of one connection in
our estimation strategy without being subject to potential measurement error. As expected,
however, the results remain unaffected.

I.3.2

The value of professional networks

In order to understand which managerial connections are valuable to shareholders, we
next explore the cross-sectional variation in the stock price reactions at connected firms to
the sudden death announcements. The results of these tests not only show which connections are more valuable for the connected firms’ shareholders, but also help us to shed light
on the channels through which our main effect operates, i.e., how managerial connections
influence firm value. The dependent variable in all regressions is the cumulative abnormal
returns over the announcement day and the trading day thereafter (CAR[0,1]). The variable of interest in all regressions are dummies that characterize connection types or deceased
manager characteristics. As control variables, we include the logarithm of total assets as a
proxy for firm size, leverage, the market-to-book ratio, property plant and equipment scaled
by total assets as a measure of tangibility, and the return on assets ratio. We also control
for firm risk, defined as the standard deviation of stock returns from 100 to 21 days prior to
the event date (return volatility), and stock liquidity, defined as the mean volume of shares
traded scaled by shares outstanding from 100 to 21 days prior to the event (share turnover
ratio). In addition, we add industry fixed effects using the Fama-French 48 classification
and cluster standard errors at the connected firm level.

11

We first turn our attention to the role of how managerial connection were formed. The
11

We have experimented with alternative clustering. The results remain economically similar.
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existing literature has studied different types of managerial connections. Faccio (2006), for
instance, studies working relationships (current and past employment), while others look at
connections formed in social settings (e.g., Schmidt, 2015) or during education (e.g., Shue,
2013). We test for the differential impact of these connection types by adding dummy variables as explanatory variables that indicate whether a connection between the connected
firm and the deceased manager arises because of an employment, education, or social connection (called “other activity” in BoardEx).

The results of these tests are reported in Table 5. In column 1, the dummy variable
capturing employment connections is set to one if the connected firm is linked to the deceased manager via one of its directors or executives through an employment relationship
and zero otherwise. We find a negative coefficient on the employment connection dummy
variable of -0.20, which is significant at the 1% level. This suggests that the stock price
reaction at connected firms is, on average, 0.20% more negative for the loss of an employment connection compared to losses of social or educational connections. This implies that
it is in particular employment connections that are valued by shareholders. This result
lends supports to the findings of papers documenting a beneficial effect from having employment connections, which they primarily attribute to facilitated information sharing (Cai
and Sevilir, 2012; Bradley et al., 2020; Engelberg et al., 2012, 2013). In columns 2 and 3,
we split the employment connection dummy variable into two dummies, capturing whether
a connection arises because of a current or a past employment connection. In column 2,
we find a coefficient of -0.19 on the past employment connection dummy, again significant
at the 1% level, while the coefficient in column 3 on the current employment connection
dummy is close to zero (-0.02) and statistically insignificant. These results imply that the
negative effect of a loss of an employment connection from column 1 is primarily driven by
a loss of a past employment connection. A potential explanation for this result is that past
employment connections may form direct connections between the sample firm and the firm
where the deceased manager works, while current employment connections cannot consti-
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tute direct connections between the sample firm and the firm where the deceased manager
works. The reason is that we preclude the firm where the deceased manager works from
entering the sample, rendering it impossible for the connected individuals to be currently
employed at the death firm.

So far, we have compared employment connections with the other connection types
(education and social connections). Next, we test whether there are also meaningful differences between educational and social connections. To this end, we look at educational
and social connections separately in column 4 and in column 5 augment the regression from
column 1 with a dummy variable set equal to one for connections formed during educational
years. This enables us to make a statement on the relative importance of employment and
education connections relative to social connections. In column 4 we find a positive and
statistically significant coefficient on the education connection dummy, which supports the
results from column 1, that educational connections are less valuable to shareholders relative to employment connections. Further, in column 5 we find a coefficient on the education
connection dummy of 0.2 that is statistically insignificant, while the coefficient on the employment connection dummy remains negative (-0.15) and statistically significant at the
10%. This result suggests that the loss of an employment connection causes a reduction
in shareholder value that is 0.15% lower compared to the loss of a social connection, while
the loss of an educational connection leads to a 0.2% higher but statistically insignificant
difference in the returns compared to the loss of a social connection. Taken together, these
results provide evidence that shareholders benefit most from hiring managers with employment connections, followed by social connections and education connections.

When turning to the control variables, we also find that larger connected firms experience more modest negative returns, indicating that smaller firms are more dependent
on connections to S&P500 firms. Firms with more growth opportunities, proxied by the
market-to-book ratio, show lower cumulative abnormal returns around the termination of a
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connection, suggesting that firms with higher growth opportunities suffer more from the loss
of a connection. These two findings are in line with those of Faccio and Parsley (2009) for
the value of political connections. The other control variables reveal that firms with more
tangible assets, lower profitability, and lower return volatility have lower abnormal returns
as well.

I.3.3

The value of industry connections

The market value of inter-firm connections might also dependent on the types of firms
that are connected. Engelberg et al. (2013, 2018), for instance, argue that within-industry
connections are more valuable to investors as they are more likely to facilitate the flow of
valuable information. Thus, in this section, we investigate the impact on the stock price
reaction of losing a managerial connection to an S&P500 firm when the connected firm is
located within the same industry. To this end, we add a dummy variable to our regressions
which we set equal to one if the connection that is determined because of the sudden death
connects a sample firm that is active in the same industry as the firm where the deceased
manager works.

The results are reported in Table 6. In column 1, we rely on the Fama-French 48 industry
classification (FF48) to determine whether the sample firm and death firm are active in the
same industry. We obtain a coefficient on this dummy variable of -0.64, significant at the 1%
level. In column 2, we employ the Hoberg and Phillips (2016) Fixed Industry classification
with 50 industries (FIC) to determine within-industry connections. We find a coefficient of
-0.48, also significant at the 1% level. These results suggest that shareholders of connected
firms suffer more severe losses if the connection broken up represents a within-industry
connection. Specifically, the coefficient estimates suggest that the stock price reaction is
between 0.48% and 0.64% lower at connected firms when they lose a within-industry connection compared to losing an outside-industry connection. Given that the average effect
is only around -0.11% (see Panel B of Table 4), these results are economically meaningful
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as they imply that losses of within-industry connections are around four to six times more
valuable than the average connection. Our findings are consistent with the notion that access to information from industry peers is driving the importance and value of managerial
connections (Engelberg et al., 2013; Custódio and Metzger, 2013).

Given the strategic importance of suppliers and customers, it is natural to expect similar
results for vertically related firms (Dasgupta et al., 2020; Dass et al., 2014). To test for the
value of vertical industry connections for shareholders, we follow Fan and Goyal (2006)) and
use the input-output tables of the Bureau of Economic Analysis to determine whether the
sample and the death firms belong to SIC codes that purchase or sell goods or services from
each other. Consistent with our previous cross-sectional tests, we set dummy variables equal
to one if the connection that is broken up connects a death firm that is vertically related,
lies upstream, or downstream in the supply chain (from the perspective of the sample firm).

The results are reported in columns 3 to 5. As presented in column 3, we find a coefficient
estimate on the dummy variable indicating any type of vertical relatedness connection of
-0.22, which is not statistically significant at conventional levels. Once we split the vertical
relatedness dummy into two dummies capturing upstream and downstream vertical relatedness, as in columns 4 and 5, we obtain coefficients of -0.54 and -0.25, with the former being
significant at the 5% level. This finding suggests that (losses of) connections to supplying
firms are more valuable than connections to customer firms.

Finally, we add all industry connection measures jointly to the regression model, with
results reported in columns 6 and 7. The results obtained in these regressions support the
notion that within-industry connections are an important determinant of the value of connections, with coefficients that are very similar to the ones reported in the columns 1 and
2, while the variables capturing the vertical relatedness of firms obtain statistically insignificant coefficients. Taken together, the cross-sectional tests along industry characteristics
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underscore that the value of a connection depends significantly on the relationship of the
firms linked with the connections, in particular within-industry connections. This confirms
prior literature showing that industry connections are important as they facilitate the flow
of valuable information (Engelberg et al., 2013; Custódio and Metzger, 2013).

I.3.4

The value of business insiders

So far, we have shown that shareholders value managerial connections, especially connections formed via past employment connections and connections that facilitate the flow of
information between firms in the same industry. Next, we test whether the marginal value
of a connection also depends on the value of the information obtained, as proxied by the seniority of the deceased manager. The vast literature on insider trading argues and finds that
senior firm insiders have better access to material information than outsiders, which manifests itself in superior market-adjusted returns (e.g., Ravina and Sapienza, 2010). Hence, we
create dummy variables indicating whether the sample firm lost a connection to an inside
director, lost a connection to an outside director, or lost a connection to a senior executive
(an insider but not a board member, a “Senior Manager” according to BoardEx).

The results are reported in columns 1 to 3 of Table 7. We obtain coefficients of -0.24,
0.41, and -0.03, for losses of connections to inside directors, outside directors, and senior
managers, respectively, with the former two coefficient estimates being statistically significant at the 5% level or higher. Hence, connections to inside directors are most valuable,
followed by connections to non-board inside directors and outside directors. These results
imply that losses of connections to managers with superior access to material inside information are most valuable for shareholders, a finding that is consistent with the vast literature
on insider trading (e.g., Ravina and Sapienza, 2010).

Another proxy for the value of the information possessed is the size of the deceased managers network. Hence, we set a dummy variable equal to one if the deceased manager has a
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network size above the sample mean of 225 and zero otherwise. In Column 4, which reports
results of a regression where we add this dummy variable as explanatory variable, we obtain
a coefficient on this variable that is -0.21 and statistically significant at the 1% level. Hence,
these results show that the loss of a connection to a well-connected manager lead to more
negative returns at the connected firms, which supports our previous findings using the position descriptions of the deceased managers as proxies for their access to valuable information.

We also test whether the age of the deceased manager is a determinant for the value of
the connection. To this end, we set a dummy variable equal to one if the deceased manager’s
age is below the sample mean of 64.55 years and add this dummy variable as explanatory
variable to the regression. The results are reported in column 5. We find a coefficient of
-0.21, significant at the 1% level. This suggests that deaths of younger managers lead to
0.21% lower returns at connected firms. One potential explanation may be that the announcement returns capture the value effect of all future benefits from losing a connection,
implying that the returns not only capture the value of the information received (as shown
above), but also the time over which valuable information is excepted to be exchanged.

We also test whether the distance between the firms connected matter for the value of
a connection. To examine this effect, we include an indicator variable that we set equal
to one if the headquarter of the S&P500 firm where the deceased manager is employed is
further than 750 km away from the headquarter of a connected firm and zero otherwise. If
we add this dummy variable to the model, as in Column 6, we find a coefficient of -0.36,
which is statistically significant at the 1% level. This suggests that firms connected to the
S&P500 firm but located further away experience 0.36% lower returns around the death
announcement. This implies that connections to remote firms are more valuable, potentially because these are more difficult to replace or because it is less likely that alternative
communications channels exist that could act as a substitute for the connection lost. This
finding is consistent with the finding of related papers, which found that social connections
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tend to be geographically close (e.g., Bayer et al., 2008; Engelberg et al., 2013; Engelberg
et al., 2018).

Finally, in column 7, we add all characteristics of the deceased managers jointly to the
model. These results largely confirm previous results. In particular, we find that it is
connections to inside directors that are more valuable compared to connections to outside
directors and senior managers, as well as connections to individuals with larger networks, to
individuals that are younger and that work for firms that are more remotely located. Taken
together, these results support the notion that information flow is the driver of changes in
firm value.

I.3.5

Isolating the effect of industry connections from deceased
managerial ability

One concern with some of our results is that (potentially unobservable) deceased manager characteristics may be correlated with some network characteristics. For instance, it
could be that older managers, which we find to have less valuable connections, to also be
managers with horizontal connections, which we also find to be less valuable. To address
this concern, we expand the regressions aimed at uncovering the effect of industry networks
(Table 6) with death event fixed effects. These fixed effects enable us to compare stock price
reactions of the connected firms within each managerial death case, i.e., the identifying variation is the stock price responses to the sudden death of the same manager. By absorbing
all observable and unobservable characteristics specific to the death event, including characteristics of the deceased managers, we can isolate the value of the connection from the
managerial characteristics.

Table 8 replicates the regressions from Table 6 using death event fixed effects. Even in
this very restrictive fixed effect setting, we find that within-industry connections and connections to customers are more valuable for shareholders. A comparison of Tables 6 and 8
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reveals that results tend to become stronger in terms of economic magnitude and statistical
significance using this fixed effects approach.

To sum up, even when exploring only within-death variation, using death event date fixed
effects, we confirm our results on industry connections hold, namely that within-industry
connections are more valuable for shareholders compared to outside-industry connections.
Thereby, we can rule out that (unobservable and observables) characteristics of the deceased
managers bias our results.

I.3.6

Alternative specifications

In this section, we discuss the results of alternative specifications of the cross-sectional
tests, with results reported in Table 9. For brevity, we report only the coefficient estimates
of the (dummy) variable of interest for the key regressions in one column. To facilitate
comparison, we start by reprinting the baseline results discussed above in column 1. In
column 2, we report results obtained when rerunning our analysis with the S&P500 index
as a proxy for the market index (instead of the CRSP value-weighted index) when estimating
daily abnormal returns. We find results to remain similar. In column 3, we report results
that we obtain when we drop financial and utilities firms from the sample of sample firms.
Again, we find that results remain very similar compared to the baseline specification. In
column 4, we exclude firms from the sample which happen to experience confounding events
during the event window.12 The results remain very similar after excluding confounding
events. In column 5, we tackle concerns related to the fact that some firms in our sample
are linked via multiple connections to the deceased manager and that one deceased manager
can be affiliated with more than one S&P500 firm, for example when holding additional
outside board seats. We therefore restrict our sample to firms that are only linked via one
connection to the deceased manager and simultaneously exclude managerial death cases
where the deceased managers are affiliated with multiple S&P500 firms. We find our results
12

To identify confounding events in the event window, we rely on CapitalIQ’s company news announcement
database, which tracks company-level events and their announcement date. The event categories that we
exclude can be found in Table A.2 in Appendix III.
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to remain unaffected. Finally, in column 6, we report results if we extend the event window
and, besides the event date (t = 0) and the trading after (t = 1), include the trading date
before the event date (t = -1). We again find similar results. Taken together, the alternative
specifications re-confirm the results from our cross-sectional tests. Specifically, we find that
employment connections and within-industry connections are valued by shareholders, so are
connections to inside directors, well-connected managers, and young managers. We also find
that connections are valued to firms located more remotely.

I.4

Conclusion

This paper uses a natural experiment to determine whether top executives and directors
are valued by shareholders for their connections to other managers and which of these
connections are most valuable. Our identification strategy rests on the idea that sudden
deaths of managers trigger random and unexpected dissolutions of connections between
firms. By studying the market reactions of the firms where the connected managers work,
we are able to isolate the value of managerial connections for shareholders. Using a sample
of 42 managers that suddenly pass away while working for S&P500 firms, our results show
that around 7,000 connected firms experience a significant reduction in shareholder value
of 0.11% on average for the loss of a single connection, suggesting that shareholders value
managerial networks. Specifically, we find that connections to inside directors, connections
established via previous overlapping work engagements, and within-industry connections
are particularly valuable.
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Table I.1: Summary statistics for the sudden death events
This table shows descriptive characteristics for the sample of director death events. A death case enters our
sample if the director passes away between January 1, 2000, and May 6, 2013, the director is active at an
S&P500 firm at the time of death, and the director is covered by the BoardEx database. This results in
209 deaths. Panel A gives information on the causes of death, as defined by Nguyen and Nielsen (2010).
Information on the specific death causes for the 43 suddenly deceased managers are shown in Panel B. Panel
C displays the time lag in trading days between the death date and the announcement date of the death.
Similar to Falato et al. (2014), we drop cases where the lag between the death date and first news date is
larger than a week (5 trading days). This reduces the sample size by one sudden death cases to 42. Panel
D exhibits descriptive characteristics for the sample of suddenly deceased managers.
Panel A: Death causes
Cause of death

N

%

Cancer
Complications from specified diseases
Complications from surgery
Sudden
Suicide
Unspecified illness
Undisclosed

81
6
21
43
3
14
41

38.76%
2.87%
10.05%
20.57%
1.44%
6.70%
19.62%

Sum

209

100.00%

Cause of sudden death

N

%

Accident
Heart attack
Stroke
Unspecified cause

7
22
2
12

16.18 %
51.16 %
4.65 %
27.91 %

Sum

43

100.00%

News date – death date (in trading days)

N

%

0
1
2
3
4
14

8
22
7
4
1
1

18.60%
51.16 %
16.28%
9.30%
2.33%
2.33%

Sum

43

100.00%

Panel B: Sudden death causes

Panel C: Time lag between news date and death date
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Table I.2: Summary statistics for deceased directors and their networks
This table shows descriptive characteristics for the 42 suddenly deceased directors in our sample. Panel
A shows the following information on the deceased directors: Role indicators equal one if the deceased
director holds an inside director, outside director or senior manager position at an S&P500 firm when she
passes away. Age (in years) is the age of the suddenly deceased director at time of death and Gender is an
indicator taking the value of 1 if the director is female. Panel B shows the following network characteristics:
For each suddenly deceased director we determine the network of directors and managers that works for a
CRSP/Compustat firm that has common shares outstanding, is not a REIT or a closed-end fund, and shared
an overlapping working engagement prior to the death (Past employment connection), shared an overlapping
working engagement at time of death (Current employment connection), graduated from the same university
within one year of the deceased director (Education connection), or shared an active engagement (being
more than a “member") at the same non-profit organization (Other activity connection). All connections
is the sum of Past employment connections, Current employment connections, Education connections, and
Other activity connections, with the adjustment that a link established to a director via two network types
is only counted once (for example, if a director graduated together with the deceased director and is also
active in the same non-profit organization, this is counted separately for Education connections and Other
activity connections, but only once for All connections).
Panel A: Deceased director characteristics
Director characteristic

Mean

Median

SD

N

Deceased inside director
Deceased outside director
Deceased senior manager
Age (years)

0.14
0.67
0.26
64.55

0.00
1.00
0.00
62.67

0.35
0.48
0.45
9.81

42
42
42
42

Network characteristic

Mean

Median

SD

N

Employment connection
Past employment connection
Current employment connection
Education connection
Other activity connection

132.67
121.43
20.29
24.10
70.71

72.5
58.00
12.50
3.50
19.00

173.98
170.86
19.16
40.23
116.89

42
42
42
42
42

All connections

225.38

152.00

225.37

42

Panel B: Deceased director network characteristics
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Table I.3: Characteristics of the connected firms
This table shows sample characteristics for the firms that are affiliated with at least one director or executive
that is connected to the suddenly deceased director. The sample comprises all firms connected to the 42
suddenly deceased directors who worked for an S&P500 firm between January 1, 2000, and May 6, 2013,
from Table 1. Firms are connected to the deceased directors in our sample, if one of their directors or
executives shared an overlapping working engagement prior to the death, shared an overlapping working
engagement at time of death, graduated from the same university within one year of the deceased director,
or are “active” members at the same social organization. From the sample of connected firms, we drop
REITs, closed-end funds, firms without common stock, and the firms where the deceased director work. If
a firm is connected to a suddenly deceased director via more than one person, it is kept only once. Panel A
shows the following firm characteristics: Total assets (in millions of dollars), Market-to-book ratio of assets,
Book leverage, Return-on-assets ratio, Tangibility ratio measured as PP&E divided by book assets, Return
volatility, and Share turnover ratio as a measure for liquidity. Panel B shows the following firm network
characteristics: Within industry connection (FF48 and FIC50) is an indicator taking the value of 1 if the
connected firm is part of the same FF48 or FIC50 industry as the death firm. Relatedness indicators equals
1 if the firm has a given relatedness measure >0.05, when following the Fan and Goyal (2006) methodology.
Details on data sources and variable computations can be found in Appendix I.
Panel A: Connected firms characteristics
Firm characteristic
Total assets (millions of dollars)
Market capitalization (millions of dollars)
Market-to-book ratio
Book leverage
Return-on-assets ratio
Tangibility ratio
Return volatility
Share turnover ratio

Mean

Median

SD

N

34,445.14
12,797.76
1.99
0.22
0.08
0.22
0.03
0.01

1,884.69
1,619.00
1.49
0.19
0.10
0.15
0.02
0.01

161,954.43
34,858.05
1.47
0.21
0.16
0.21
0.02
0.01

7,136
7,136
7,136
7,105
7,088
7,034
7,136
7,136

Mean

Median

SD

N

0.09
0.07
0.08
0.05
0.06

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.29
0.26
0.27
0.21
0.24

7,136
6,546
7,095
7,095
7,095

Panel B: Connected firms network characteristics
Network characteristic
Within industry connection (FF48)
Product similarity connection (FIC50)
Vertical relatedness connection
Upstream relatedness connection
Downstream relatedness connection
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Table I.4: Managerial networks and shareholder value
The table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden disolution of a connection to an S&P500 firm caused
by the sudden death of a director. Sample firms are connected to the deceased directors, if one of their
directors or executives shared an overlapping working engagement prior to the death, shared an overlapping
working engagement at time of death, graduated from the same university within one year of the deceased
director, or are “active” members at the same social organization. From the sample of connected firms, we
drop REITs, closed-end funds, firms without common stock, and the firms where the deceased managers
work. Panel A shows the mean and median abnornal returns (ARs) for the connected firms at each trading
day around the death announcement date. Panel B shows the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) for
related event windows around the death announcement date. The table further shows results of a parametric
t-test estimating whether the mean ARs and CARs are equal to zero, the number of positive and negative
ARs and CARs as well as results of a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test estimating whether the true
proportion of positive and negative ARs and CARs is equal to one-half. Panel C shows results for a set of
alternative specifications, in which we re-run the event study but substitute CRSP’s value-weighted index
with the S&P500 index as a market proxy, drop confounded events as determined using CapitalIQ’s news
database and the events disclosed in table A.2 of Appendix V, drop connected firms that are financial or
utility firms (SIC codes 6000-6999 and 4940-4949, respectively), and if we retain only connected firms that
are connected to the deceased manager via one connection and retain only death cases where the deceased
manager is affiliated with one S&P500 firm only. Variable definitions as well as details on their computation
and sources can be found in Appendix I. ***, **, and * denotes statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and
10% level, respectively.
Panel A: Daily abnormal returns
Day relative to event
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

[-2]
[-1]
[0]
[1]
[2]

N

Mean

t-value

Positive:Negative

Median

z-value

7,135
7,135
7,135
7,135
7,135

-0.03%
0.01%
-0.13%***
0.00%
0.04%

-0.96
0.33
-4.83
0.10
1.62

3,436:3,699
3,452:3,683
3,245:3,890
3,486:3,649
3,455:3,680

-0.06%**
-0.06%*
-0.15%***
-0.03%
-0.05%

-2.52
-1.83
-8.23
-1.23
-1.19

N

Mean

t-value

Positive:Negative

Median

z-value

7,135
7,135
7,135

-0.10%***
-0.11%***
-0.10%**

-2.73
-3.12
-2.24

3,333:3,802
3,347:3,788
3,411:3,724

-0.16%***
-0.14%***
-0.13%***

-5.70
-5.03
-3.81

Panel B: Cumulative abnormal returns
Event window
CAR [-1,0]
CAR [0,1]
CAR [-1,1]

Panel C: Alternative specifications for CAR[0,1]
Alternative specifications
S&P500 as market index
Drop confounded events
Drop financial and utilities
Drop multiple connections

N

Mean

t-value

Positive:Negative

Median

z-value

7,135
5,222
5,997
5,558

-0.17%***
-0.12%***
-0.15%***
-0.14%***

-4.45
-2.63
-3.63
-3.38

3,268:3,867
2,439:2,783
2,768:3,229
2,584:2,974

-0.20%***
-0.14%***
-0.19%***
-0.16%***

-6.90
-4.20
-5.51
-5.12
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Table I.5: The value of business networks
The table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden disolution of a connection to an S&P500 firm
caused by the sudden death of a director. The reported results are based on pooled OLS regressions of the
cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) for the connected firms over the event window 0 to +1, where 0 is the
death announcement date. Firms are connected to the 42 suddenly deceased directors in our sample, if one
of their directors or executives shared an overlapping working engagement (Employment connection), shared
an overlapping working engagement prior to the death (Past employment connection), shared an overlapping
working engagement at time of death (Current employment connection), graduated from the same university
within one year of the deceased director (Education connection), or shared an active engagement (being
more than a “member") at the same non-profit organization (Other activity connection). From the sample
of connected firms, we drop REITs, closed-end funds, firms without common stock, and the firms where the
deceased directors work. In addition, all regressions contain the following connected firm control variables:
The natural logaritm of total assets (in millions of dollars), market-to-book ratio of assets, book leverage,
return-on-assets ratio, tangibility ratio measured as PP&E divided by book assets, return volatility, and
share turnover ratio as a measure for liquidity. Industry fixed effects are classified using the Fama-French
48 industry classification. The t-values are based on robust standard errors clustered at the firm level and
are reported in parentheses. The constant is not shown for brevity. Variable definitions, their computation
and sources can be found in Appendix I. ***, **, and * denotes statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and
10% level, respectively.
Dependent variable:

CAR[0,1] in %
(1)

Employment connection
Past employment connection

(2)

-0.20***
(-2.76)

Current employment connection

-0.19***
(-2.61)

Education connection

(3)

Book leverage
Market-to-book ratio
Tangibility ratio
Return-on-assets ratio
Return volatility
Share turnover ratio
Industry fixed effects
R2
N

-0.02
(-0.16)

0.08***
(3.55)
0.30
(1.25)
-0.12***
(-3.42)
-0.78***
(-2.69)
0.94**
(2.34)
8.72*
(1.81)
-7.06
(-0.95)
Yes

0.08***
(3.47)
0.31
(1.26)
-0.12***
(-3.42)
-0.78***
(-2.68)
0.94**
(2.33)
8.67*
(1.80)
-6.93
(-0.93)
Yes

0.08***
(3.52)
0.32
(1.32)
-0.12***
(-3.45)
-0.76***
(-2.63)
0.94**
(2.34)
8.81*
(1.83)
-7.10
(-0.96)
Yes

0.32***
(2.70)
0.12
(1.58)
0.08***
(3.53)
0.31
(1.28)
-0.12***
(-3.42)
-0.78***
(-2.68)
0.93**
(2.30)
8.20*
(1.71)
-6.86
(-0.93)
Yes

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

42

(5)
-0.15*
(-1.85)

Other activity connection
ln(Total assets)

(4)

0.20
(1.55)
0.08***
(3.60)
0.31
(1.27)
-0.12***
(-3.40)
-0.78***
(-2.69)
0.92**
(2.29)
8.16*
(1.70)
-6.85
(-0.92)
Yes
0.02
6,979

Table I.6: The value of industry networks
The table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden disolution of a connection to an S&P500 firm caused by the sudden death of a director. The reported
results are based on pooled OLS regressions of the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) for the connected firms over the event window 0 to +1, where 0
is the death announcement date. Firms are connected to the deceased directors in our sample, if one of their directors or executives shared an overlapping
working engagement prior to the death, shared an overlapping working engagement at time of death, graduated from the same university within one year
of the deceased director, or are “active” members at the same social organization. From the sample of connected firms, we drop REITs, closed-end funds,
firms without common stock, and the firms where the deceased directors work. Connected firm network characteristics vary across columns: Within industry
connection (FF48 and FIC50) is an indicator taking the value of 1 if the connected firm is part of the same FF48 or FIC50 industry as the death firm.
Relatedness indicators equals 1 if the firm has a given relatedness measure >0.05, when following the Fan and Goyal (2006) methodolog. In addition, all
regressions contain the following connected firm control variables: The natural logaritm of total assets (in millions of dollars), market-to-book ratio of assets,
book leverage, return-on-assets ratio, tangibility ratio measured as PP&E divided by book assets, return volatility, and share turnover ratio as a measure for
liquidity. Industry fixed effects are classified using the Fama-French 48 industry classification. The t-values are based on robust standard errors clustered
at the firm level and are reported in parentheses. The constant is not shown for brevity. Variable definitions as well as details on their computation and
sources can be found in Appendix I.***, **, and * denotes statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
Dependent variable:

CAR[0,1] in %
(1)
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Within industry connection (FF48)
Within industry connection (FIC50)

-0.64***
(-4.47)

Vertical relatedness connection

(2)

-0.48***
(-2.95)

Upstream relatedness connection

(3)

R2
N

(5)

(6)
-0.66***
(-3.88)

-0.22
(-1.39)

Downstream relatedness connection
Firm controls
Industry fixed effects

(4)

-0.54**
(-2.46)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

-0.25
(-1.38)
Yes
Yes

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,407

0.02
6,939

0.02
6,939

0.02
6,939

(7)

-0.42**
(-2.42)

-0.32
(-1.30)
0.29
(1.39)
Yes
Yes

-0.37
(-1.45)
0.05
(0.23)
Yes
Yes

0.02
6,939

0.02
6,368
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The table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden disolution of a connection to an S&P500 firm caused by the sudden death of a director. The reported
results are based on pooled OLS regressions of the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) for the connected firms over the event window 0 to +1, where 0
is the death announcement date. Firms are connected to the deceased directors in our sample, if one of their directors or executives shared an overlapping
working engagement prior to the death, shared an overlapping working engagement at time of death, graduated from the same university within one year of
the deceased director, or are “active” members at the same social organization. From the sample of connected firms, we drop REITs, closed-end funds, firms
without common stock, and the firms where the deceased directors work. Deceased director characteristics vary across columns: Role indicators equal one
if the deceased director holds an inside director, outside director or senior manager position at an S&P500 firm when she passes away. Young manager is
an indicator equal to one, if the age of the deceased director is below the sample mean age (64.5 years). Large network is an indicator equal one if the sum
of all connections for a deceased director is above the sample mean (225 connections). Remote network is an indicator equal one if the distance between
the connected firm’s headquarter and the death firm’s headquarter is > 750 km. In addition, all regressions contain the following connected firm control
variables: The natural logaritm of total assets (millions of dollars), market-to-book ratio of assets, book leverage, return-on-assets ratio, tangibility ratio
measured as PP&E divided by book assets, return volatility, and share turnover ratio. Industry fixed effects are classified using the Fama-French 48 industry
classification. The t-values are based on robust standard errors clustered at the firm level and are reported in parentheses. The constant is not shown for
brevity. Variable definitions as well as their computation and sources can be found in Appendix I. ***, **, and * denotes statistical significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% level, respectively.
Dependent variable:

CAR[0,1] in %
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(1)
Deceased inside director
Deceased outside director

-0.24**
(-2.42)

Deceased senior manager

(2)

0.41***
(4.82)

Large network

(3)

(4)

-0.03
(-0.30)

-0.21***
(-2.83)

Remote connection

R2
N

(6)

(7)
-0.17*
(-1.66)

Young manager

Firm controls
Industry fixed effects

(5)

-0.19***
(-2.60)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

-0.36***
(-4.27)
Yes
Yes

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,979

0.02
6,974

-0.22***
(-2.82)
-0.24***
(-3.14)
-0.39***
(-4.68)
Yes
Yes
0.03
6,974
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Table I.7: The value of business insiders

Table I.8: Isolating the effect of industry connections from managerial abilities
The table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden disolution of a connection to an S&P500 firm caused by the sudden death of a director. The reported
results are based on fixed effects regressions of the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) for the connected firms over the event window 0 to +1, where 0
is the death announcement date. Firms are connected to the deceased directors in our sample, if one of their directors or executives shared an overlapping
working engagement prior to the death, shared an overlapping working engagement at time of death, graduated from the same university within one year
of the deceased director, or are “active” members at the same social organization. From the sample of connected firms, we drop REITs, closed-end funds,
firms without common stock, and the firms where the deceased directors work. Connected firm network characteristics vary across columns: Within industry
connection (FF48 and FIC50) is an indicator taking the value of 1 if the connected firm is part of the same FF48 or FIC50 industry as the death firm.
Relatedness indicators equals 1 if the firm has a given relatedness measure >0.05, when following the Fan and Goyal (2006) methodolog. In addition,
all regressions contain event fixed effects and the following connected firm control variables: The natural logaritm of total assets (in millions of dollars),
market-to-book ratio of assets, book leverage, return-on-assets ratio, tangibility ratio measured as PP&E divided by book assets, return volatility, and share
turnover ratio as a measure for liquidity. The t-values are based on robust standard errors clustered at the firm level and are reported in parentheses. The
constant is not shown for brevity. Variable definitions as well as details on their computation and sources can be found in Appendix I.***, **, and * denotes
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
Dependent variable:

CAR[0,1] in %
(1)
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Within industry connection (FF48)
Within industry connection (FIC50)

-0.65***
(-4.77)

Vertical relatedness connection

(2)

-0.52***
(-3.24)

Upstream relatedness connection

(3)

R2
N

(5)

(6)
-0.63***
(-4.01)

-0.31*
(-1.92)

Downstream relatedness connection
Firm controls
Death event fixed effects

(4)

-0.78***
(-3.37)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

-0.22
(-1.24)
Yes
Yes

0.05
6,979

0.06
6,407

0.05
6,939

0.05
6,939

0.05
6,939

(7)

-0.41**
(-2.43)

-0.64**
(-2.39)
0.42**
(2.08)
Yes
Yes

-0.77***
(-2.79)
0.21
(1.03)
Yes
Yes

0.06
6,939

0.06
6,368
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The table reports results of a set of additional multivariate OLS regressions of the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) on various deceased director,
networks, and connected firm characteristics using alternative sample specifications. Column 1 shows the baseline results using the same sample as in
previous tabæes. In Column 2, we substitute the industry fixed effects with event fixed effects and drop the deceased executive characteristics as they are
absorbed by the event fixed effects. In Columns 2 to 4, we test the results from Column 1 using alternative specifications: in Column 2, we re-run the
event study but substitute CRSP’s value-weighted index with the S&P500 index, in Column 3, we drop financial and utility firms (SIC codes 6000-6999
and 4940-4949, respectively), and in Column 4, we exclude confounding events identified using CapitalIQ’s news database and the events disclosed in table
A.2 of Appendix V. In Column 5, we address the concern that some connected firms are shocked multiple times and some deceased directors are affiliated
with multiple S&P500 firms when they pass away by reducing the sample to sudden managers only affiliated with one S&P500 firm and to firms linked to
the suddenly deceased director via one connection only. In column 6, we substitute the industry fixed effects with event fixed effects and hence drop the
deceased director characteristics. In column 7 and 8 we re-run the baseline and fixed effects regressions using an extended event window from -1 to +1,
where 0 is the death announcement date. Firms are connected to the deceased directors in our sample, if one of their directors or executives shared an
overlapping working engagement prior to the death, shared an overlapping working engagement at time of death, graduated from the same university within
one year of the deceased director, or are “active” members at the same social organization. From the sample of connected firms, we drop REITs, closed-end
funds, firms without common stock, and the firms where the deceased directors work. In addition, all regressions contain the following connected firm
control variables: The natural logaritm of total assets (millions of dollars), market-to-book ratio of assets, book leverage, return-on-assets ratio, tangibility
ratio measured as PP&E divided by book assets, return volatility, and share turnover ratio. Industry fixed effects are classified using the Fama-French 48
industry classification. The t-values are based on robust standard errors clustered at the firm level and are reported in parentheses. Control variables and
the constant are not shown for brevity. An extended version of the table can be found in table A.4 in Appendix V. Variable definitions as well as details on
their computation and sources can be found in Appendix I.***, **, and * denotes statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table I.9: Alternative sample specifications

Dependent variable:

CAR[0,1] in %

CAR[1,1] in %

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Alternative specification:

Baseline

S&P500 as
market index

Drop
financials &
utilities

Only noncounfounded
events

Only shocked
once

Baseline

Employment connection

-0.20***
(-2.76)

-0.17**
(-2.28)

-0.26***
(-3.13)

-0.28***
(-3.10)

-0.23***
(-2.74)

-0.18*
(-1.93)

Past employment connection

-0.19***
(-2.61)

-0.17**
(-2.32)

-0.23***
(-2.89)

-0.26***
(-2.97)

-0.22***
(-2.63)

-0.16*
(-1.70)

Within industry connection (FF48)

-0.64***
(-4.47)

-0.63***
(-4.34)

-0.64***
(-4.08)

-0.54***
(-3.20)

-0.62***
(-3.45)

-0.73***
(-4.17)

Upstream relatedness connection

-0.53**
(-2.16)
-0.01
(-0.06)

-0.56**
(-2.25)
-0.02
(-0.08)

-0.56**
(-2.14)
-0.01
(-0.05)

-0.59**
(-2.09)
0.13
(0.55)

-0.35
(-1.20)
-0.05
(-0.22)

-0.68**
(-2.51)
-0.32
(-1.44)

Deceased inside director

-0.24**
(-2.42)

-0.39***
(-3.89)

-0.28**
(-2.55)

-0.21*
(-1.68)

-0.54***
(-4.11)

-0.38***
(-3.03)

Large network

-0.21***
(-2.83)

-0.32***
(-4.29)

-0.21**
(-2.50)

-0.27***
(-3.03)

-0.25***
(-2.88)

-0.21**
(-2.26)

Young manager

-0.19***
(-2.60)

-0.23***
(-3.15)

-0.17**
(-2.05)

-0.25***
(-2.90)

-0.26***
(-2.96)

-0.27***
(-2.85)

Remote network

-0.36***
(-4.27)

-0.38***
(-4.51)

-0.42***
(-4.53)

-0.31***
(-3.10)

-0.33***
(-3.47)

-0.32***
(-3.07)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Downstream relatedness connection
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Industry fixed effects
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(1)

This appendix contains variable definitions of all variables used throughout the paper. Firm financials are in million USD. All Compustat-based variables
are calculated as of the most recent financial year end prior to the announcement date. Database mnemonics are in italics (if available).
Panel A: Director characteristics
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Variable

Definition

Source

Age (years)

(Date of death (DOD) – Date of birth (DOB)) / 365.25

Young manager

Dummy variable equal to 1 if the age of the deceased manager is below the
sample mean age (64.5 years), 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equal to 1 if person is executive without board seat (SM ), 0
otherwise
Dummy variable equal to 1 if person is executive with board seat (ED), 0 otherwise
Dummy variable equal to 1 if person is non-executive with board seat (NED), 0
otherwise
Dummy variable equal to 1 if connections via other activities exists, 0 otherwise.
In line with prior papers, we only count social connections between two individuals if both fulfill “active roles” in the respective organization, i.e., the Role has
to be more than “member” (e.g., Fracassi and Tate, 2012).
Dummy variable equal to 1 if connections via employment exists (both current
and past), 0 otherwise. Formed between two individuals if both worked at the
same firm in the past. We require that the connection is formed at a firm that
differs from the firm where the manager passes away.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if connections via past employment exists, 0 otherwise. Formed between two individuals if both worked at the same firm in the
past. We require that the connection is formed at a firm that differs from the
firm where the manager passes away.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if connections via current employment exists, 0
otherwise. Formed between two individuals if both work at the same firm as of
death date. We require that the connection is formed at a firm that differs from
the firm where the manager passes away.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if connections via the same universtiy exists, 0 otherwise. In line with prior papers, we only count Education connections between
two individuals if both attended the same university and graduated within a
year of each other.

BoardEx; hand collected if
missing
BoardEx; hand collected if
missing
BoardEx

Deceased senior
manager
Deceased inside
director
Deceased outside
director
Other activity
connection
Employment
connection
Past employment
connection
Current employment
connection
Education connection

BoardEx
BoardEx
BoardEx

BoardEx

BoardEx

BoardEx

BoardEx
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Appendix I: Variable Definitions

All connections

Large network

Sum of Other activity connection, Past employment connections, Current employment connections, and Education connections. A connection to the same
individual formed via two distinct network channels (for example, via Other
Activity connections and Past Employment connections) is only counted once.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if the sum of all connections for a deceased director
is above the sample mean of 225 connections, 0 otherwise

BoardEx

BoardEx
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Variable

Definition

Source

CAR [x,y]

Cumulative abnormal return calculated as the sum of the daily abnormal returns
over days tx to ty where t0 denotes the event date. Daily abnormal returns are
calculated as the observed return (ret) minus a predicted return. The predicted
return is estimated using a market model regression where daily returns (ret)
are regressed on daily CRSP value-weighted returns including dividends (vwredt)
over t-220 to t-21 . At least 90 daily observations with non-missing stock and index
return data are required. Winsorized at the 1% and 99% level.
Total assets (at)

CRSP

Price (prc) times shares outstanding (shrout)/ 1,000, estimated 21 trading days
prior to event (t-21 ) and winsorized at the 1% and 99% level
Long-term debt (dltt) plus debt in current liabilities (dlc) / Total assets (at),
winsorized at the 1% and 99% level
Operating income before depreciation (oibdp) / Total assets (at), winsorized at
the 1% and 99% level
Mean volume traded (vol) / shares outstanding (shrout) from t-100 to t-21
Standard deviation of stock returns (ret) from t-100 to t-21
Market value of assets (at + Market cap. – ceq – txdb) / Total assets (at) (txdb
is set to zero if missing), winsorized at the 1% and 99% level
Property, plant, and equipment (ppent) / Total assets (at), winsorized at the
1% and 99% level
Dummy variable equal to 1 if firm is active in the same FF48 industry as one of
the death firms, 0 otherwise.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm has an absolute vertical relatedness measure of > 0.05, 0 otherwise. The vertical relatedness scores are estimated using
the input-output tables of the Bureau of Economic Analysis using the methodology of Fan and Goyal (2006). If a firm is vertically related to more than one
death firm, we use the maximum value.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm has a downstream vertical relatedness
measure (vj,i ) of > 0.05, 0 otherwise. The downstream score is estimated using
the input-output tables of the Bureau of Economic Analysis. If a firm is vertically
related to more than one death firm, we use the maximum value.
Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm has a upstream vertical relatedness measure (vi,j ) of > 0.05, 0 otherwise. The upstream score is using from the inputoutput tables of the Bureau of Economic Analysis. If a firm is vertically related
to more than one death firm, we use the maximum value.

CRSP

Total assets (in
millions of dollars)
Market capitalization
(in millions of dollars)
Book leverage
Return-on-assets ratio
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Share turnover ratio
Return volatility
Market-to-book ratio
Tangibility ratio
Within industry
connection (FF48)
Vertical relatedness
connection

Downstream
connection
Upstream connection

Compustat

Compustat
Compustat
CRSP
CRSP
CRSP / Compustat
Compustat
Compustat
Bureau of Economic Analysis

Bureau of Economic Analysis

Bureau of Economic Analysis

I. APPENDICES

Panel B: Firm characteristics

Remote connection

Dummy variable equal to 1 if the distance between the connected firm’s headquarter and the death firm’s headquarter is > 750 km, 0 otherwise.

Within industry
connection (FIC50)

Dummy variable equal to 1 if firm is active in the same Hoberg and Philipps textbased Fixed-Industry Classifications 50 as one of the death firms, 0 otherwise
(Hoberg and Phillips, 2016).
Dummy variable equal to 1 if the connected firm is linked to the deceased manager via one single connection, 0 otherwise.

Shocked once

Headquarter addresses are from
Compustat; addresses are
geocoded using the US Census
Bureau address batch upload
service and
https://www.latlong.net.
Hoberg and Phillips data
library, available at
http://hobergphillips.usc.edu.
BoardEx
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This appendix shows the network and connection information that is available to investors using the example of Kenneth I. Chenault, the former CEO of
American Express and a current director of Facebook, Inc. and AirBnB, Inc.. Panel A shows an excerpt of the 212 individuals connected to Kenneth I.
Chenault from Equilar, including the connected individual’s name (left column), information on the shared employment that gives rise to the connection
to Kenneth I. Chenault (middle section), and the firm(s) affiliated with the individual connected to Kenneth I. Chenault (right section). Panel B shows
an excerpt of the 113 distinct firms connected to Kenneth I. Chenault from Equilar, including the connected firm’s name (left column), information on the
individual that connects a firm to Kenneth I. Chenault (second column from the left), and information on the shared employment that gives rise to the
connection to Kenneth I. Chenault (right section). Note that the data structure depicted in Panel B more or less mirrors the data structure used throughout
our analysis. Panel C shows the individuals and firms connected to Kenneth I. Chenault as provided by Bloomberg.
Panel A: Individual persons connected to Kenneth I. Chenault as provided by Equilar (incomplete)
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Appendix II: Connection and network information available to investors
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Panel B: Firms connected to Kenneth I. Chenault as provided by Equilar (incomplete)
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Panel C: Individual persons and firms connected to Kenneth I. Chenault as provided by Bloomberg (incomplete)
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Appendix III: Additional Tables
Table A.I.1: Distribution of event dates over sample years and sample months
This table shows the distribution of the deaths of suddenly deceased managers. A manager death case
enters our sample if the manager passes away between January 1, 2000, and May 6, 2013, if the manager
is affiliated with an S&P500 firm at the time of death, if the manager is covered by the BoardEx database,
and if the death was sudden as defined in Section 2.1 of the paper.
Month
Year Jan.
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Sum
%

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Feb.
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
0

Mar. Apr.
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

May

Jun.

Jul.

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

Aug. Sep.
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
-

0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
-

Oct.
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

Nov. Dec.
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
-

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
-

Sum

%

0
1
4
3
6
7
2
3
5
1
5
3
1
1

0.0%
2.4%
9.5%
7.1%
14.3%
16.7%
4.8%
7.1%
11.9%
2.4%
11.9%
7.1%
2.4%
2.4%

4
6
3
4
2
2
0
4
4
2
5
6
42
100.0%
9.5% 14.3% 7.1% 9.5% 4.8% 4.8% 0.0% 9.5% 9.5% 4.8% 11.9% 14.3% 100.0% 100.0%
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Table A.I.2: List of CapitalIQ events classified as confounding events
The table reports the list of events classified as confounding events. keydeveventtypeid is the event category
ID used by CapitaIQ and keydeveventtypename is the event category name used by CapitalIQ.
Event ID
(keydeveventtypeid)

Event name
(keydeveventtypename)

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
36
42
43
46
47
59
61
62
73
74
76
77
80
81
8
83
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
93
94
95
97
99
101
102
134
135
137
138
152
153
154

Client Announcements
SEC Inquiries
Lawsuits & Legal Issues
Corporate Guidance - Lowered
Corporate Guidance - Raised
Announcements of Earnings
Corporate Guidance - New/Confirmed
Buybacks
Debt Financing Related
Restatements of Operating Results
Dividend Increases
Dividend Decreases
Auditor Going Concern Doubts
Delayed Earnings Announcements
Annual General Meetings
Impairments/Write Offs
Debt Defaults
Legal Structure Changes
Changes in Company Bylaws/Rules
M&A Transaction Announcements
M&A Transaction Closings
M&A Transaction Cancellations
Private Placements
IPOs
Follow-on Equity Offerings
Fixed Income Offerings
Derivative/Other Instrument Offerings
Bankruptcy - Filing
Bankruptcy - Conclusion
Bankruptcy - Emergence/Exit
Shelf Registration Filings
Special Dividend Announced
Index Constituent Adds
Special/Extraordinary Shareholders Meetings
Potential Privatization of Government Entities
Executive Changes - CEO
Executive Changes - CFO
Composite Units Offerings
Structured Products Offerings
Spin-Off/Split-Off
Announcements of Sales/Trading Statement
Potential Buyback
Bankruptcy Asset Sale/Liquidation
Bankruptcy inancing
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Table A.I.2: List of CapitalIQ events classified as confounding events (cont’d)
Event ID
(keydeveventtypeid)

Event name
(keydeveventtypename)

155
160
156
157
163
164
177
187
205
206
207
213
214
215
224
225
226
230
231
232
233
234

Bankruptcy Reorganization
Communication (Letter etc) to Employees by Target
Activist Request / Demands Target
Activist Letter to Target
Declaration of Voting Results - 10Q / 13D /Any SEC form
Confidentiality Agreement
Financing option from Activist to Target
Supporting statement to Target by Third Party
Regulatory Authority - Regulations
Regulatory Authority - Compliance
Regulatory Authority - Enforcement Actions
Dividend Cancellation
Dividend Initiation
Preferred Dividend
Halt/Resume of Operations - Unusual Events
Corporate Guidance - Unusual Events
Announcement of Operating Results
Buyback - Change in Plan Terms
Buyback Tranche Update
Buyback Transaction Announcements
Buyback Transaction Cancellations
Buyback Transaction Closings
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The table reports the list of top managers affiliated with at least one S&P500 firm at the time of death and, for each suddenly deceased manager, the
individual ID used by BoardEx, the cause of death, the death announcement date, the date of death, and the affiliated S&P500 firm(s) at the time of death.
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DirectorID

DirectorName

Sudden death
cause

Announcement date

Date of
death

S&P500 company
name(s)

677009731
1595558021
1231312025
20364711643
975026920
4621510381
4648610580
417506472

Richard N Daniel
William T Dillard Sr
George W Sarney
Edward S Bottum
Richard J Testa
Raymond F Kennedy
James H Gilliam Jr
Jane Evans

Heart attack
Heart attack
Heart attack
Heart attack
Unspecified cause
Heart attack
Heart attack
Unspecified cause

28oct2001
08feb2002
01may2002
26may2002
03dec2002
05feb2003
22aug2003
18nov2003

25oct2001
08feb2002
30apr2002
24may2002
03dec2002
04feb2003
20aug2003
16nov2003

630255013
454649819

Timothy H Ling
James R Cantalupo

Unspecified cause
Heart attack

29jan2004
20apr2004

28jan2004
19apr2004

Heart attack
Heart attack
Accident
Heart attack
Accident
Accident
Heart attack
Unspecified cause
Heart attack
Heart attack
Unspecified cause
Accident
Heart attack
Stroke
Heart attack
Unspecified cause

03jun2004
25aug2004
13sep2004
28sep2004
21apr2005
27jun2005
16aug2005
09sep2005
18oct2005
19nov2005
29nov2005
24jan2006
13mar2006
31jan2007
17sep2007
02dec2007

02jun2004
24aug2004
11sep2004
24sep2004
18apr2005
27jun2005
15aug2005
08sep2005
16oct2005
16nov2005
28nov2005
24jan2006
11mar2006
30jan2007
16sep2007
01dec2007

KEYSPAN CORP
DILLARDS INC
CONSOLIDATED EDISON INC
AMERICAN INT GROUP INC
TERADYNE INC
MASCO CORP
T ROWE PRICE GROUP
KB HOME,
ALTRIA GROUP INC,
GEORGIA PACIFIC GROUP
UNOCAL CORP
MCDONALD’S CORP,
ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC
CVS CORP
STATE STREET CORP
ALCOA INC
TERADYNE INC, ALCOA INC
FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS CO
WAL-MART STORES INC
COMCAST CORP
BOEING CO
XEROX CORP
CARNIVAL CORP
PARKER-HANNIFIN CORP
FISHER SCIENTIFIC INT INC
YUM! BRANDS INC
MEDIMMUNE INC
JONES APPAREL GROUP INC
FIFTH THIRD BANCORP

565009661
Terry R Lautenbach
5744310381
Timothy B Harbert
4755411336
Michael Coleman
4698310936
John P Mulroney
1593408001
Robert A Stanger
406035076
John T Walton
510223671
Joseph L Castle II
439668604
Lewis E Platt
10368212054 Guilherme M Bettencourt
760857378
John P McNulty
6875610539
Hector R Ortino
10429512462
Frank H Jellinek Jr
403564723
Andrall E Pearson
6065812597
Gordon S Macklin
763607652
Howard A Gittis
434078104
Joan R Herschede
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Table A.I.3: Sample of sudden deaths

Table A.I.3: Sample of sudden deaths (cont’d)
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DirectorID

DirectorName

Sudden death
cause

Announcement date

Date of
death

S&P500 company
name(s)

1600828073
1610428165
3736248377

Robert C Oelkers
Martin S Kimmel
Charles B Fruit

Unspecified cause
Heart attack
Heart attack

10jan2008
17apr2008
27may2008

07jan2008
15apr2008
27may2008

3797048940
558699145
1609868165
30179111126
11009232691
5705867299
2286042932
8487862396
454089775
52358512120
20131911475

Allan A Tuttle
John P DesBarres
Robert H Smith
James L Bowles
Larry J Dodgen
Jon C Jones
Jai P Nagarkatti
Thomas M Nash
Donald E Becker
Christopher Ma
Richard S Ellwood

Unspecified cause
Unspecified cause
Stroke
Accident
Heart attack
Heart attack
Heart attack
Unspecified cause
Unspecified cause
Heart attack
Accident

04sep2008
31dec2008
30dec2009
13feb2010
24feb2010
08mar2010
14nov2010
30dec2010
16feb2011
24nov2011
31dec2011

31aug2008
29dec2008
29dec2009
13feb2010
20feb2010
06mar2010
13nov2010
25dec2010
16feb2011
23nov2011
29dec2011

6834810230
448519338

Steven R Appleton
Jerald G Fishman

Accident
Heart attack

03feb2012
29mar2013

03feb2012
28mar2013

DYNEGY INC
KIMCO REALTY CORP
GANNETT CO INC,
COCA-COLA CO
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER CO INC
VORNADO REALTY TRUST
CONOCOPHILLIPS
NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORP
RAYTHEON CO
SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP
FAMILY DOLLAR STORES INC
KROGER CO
WASHINGTON POST CO
APARTMENT INVESTMENT &
MANAGEMENT CO (AIMCO)
MICRON TECHNOLOGY INC
XILINX INC,
ANALOG DEVICES INC
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Abstract
This study examines the value of independent directors around the world using stock
market reactions to sudden deaths. We find that the average independent director
does not contribute to shareholder value. Using director fixed effects to control for
unobserved individual heterogeneity such a director ability and skills, we show that
shareholders value independent directors due to their independent stand in decision
making. We further find that independent directors are more valuable to shareholders
when they are voluntarily appointed, rather than mandated by hard law or recommended by soft law. Their value decreases in governance systems that allows the
CEO to control the board through assuming the dual role of Chairman and CEO, or
in countries where social norms increase directors’ personal costs of monitoring management. Overall, we provide evidence of the value of independent directors around
the world.
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II.1 INTRODUCTION

II.1

Introduction

In the wake of the corporate governance scandals of recent years, policy makers around
the world have called for increasing the independence of directors to improve the effectiveness of corporate boards. In the Unites States, the passing of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in
2002 increased the role and responsibility of independent directors on boards. In developed
as well as emerging markets, the trend has been to follow the United States and increase the
independence of directors, either through regulation or soft law. Despite a rich literature on
independent directors, direct empirical evidence on whether mandating or recommending
independence of boards is valuable to shareholders is scant. Therefore, this study attempts
to fill this gap by examining the stock price reaction to sudden deaths of independent directors around the world. Overall, we find that independent directors provide a valuable service
to shareholders and that their value increases when they are voluntarily appointed, rather
than mandated by regulation (hard law) or encouraged by corporate governance codes (soft
law).

Prior literature, both theoretical and empirical, has focused on one of the many facets
of the board of directors, namely the role as a monitor or as an adviser or both.13 For
several reasons, independent directors are considered to be the most capable of assuming
these dual roles on the board. First, independent directors are not, or are less, subject to
potential conflicts of interest that reduce their capacity to monitor. Second, outside directors typically also serve as experienced professionals in other firms or large organizations
and, therefore, care about their reputation. Fama and Jensen (1983) hypothesize that this
reputation effect, as opposed to large compensation, induces outside directors to monitor.
Third, independent outside directors possess technical expertise both in management and
decision making, which allows them to be effective monitors (Fama and Jensen, 1983).
13

See Hermalin and Weisbach (2003) and Adams et al. (2010) for literature reviews on the role of corporate
directors in corporate governance.
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Evidence in support of the value of independent directors to shareholders around the
world is thin. Little is known about whether independent directors are equally good across
corporate governance systems or whether regulation and cultural values curb the value of
independent directors. Prior studies have been preoccupied with examining the value of independent directors in the United States. For instance, Rosenstein and Wyatt (1990) show
that stock prices react positively to the nomination of independent directors to the board.
However, as argued by Hermalin and Weisbach (1998, 2003), board composition and nominations are unlikely to be exogenously related to firm performance. The positive market
reaction to the appointment of independent directors may be driven by a need for change,
not the contribution of independence. To overcome this problem, Nguyen and Nielsen (2010)
use stock price reactions to sudden deaths of independent directors to measure their contribution to shareholder value. They find that following the death of independent directors,
stock prices drop by 0.85% on average, suggesting that independent directors provide a
valuable service to shareholders. While these results seem to suggest that regulating board
composition might increase shareholder value, it remains unclear whether the results from
the United States are externally valid.

In this study, we examine stock price reactions to the sudden death of independent directors around the world and analyze their contribution to firm value. Following Nguyen
and Nielsen (2010), our underlying hypothesis is that the stock price should decline following the sudden death if an independent director properly monitors or provides managers
with pertinent advice. The stock market reaction is expected to remain negative even when
the market expects the deceased to be replaced by another independent director because of
search costs and learning curves for new directors. If the regulation of board composition,
on the other hand, affects the value of independent directors to shareholders, we expect
to find cross-country heterogeneity in the value of independent directors that cannot be
explained by individual characteristics or industry-effects. We are particularly interested
in understanding whether the recent wave of corporate law that mandates firms to appoint
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independent directors to company boards affects the value of independent directors, and
whether the value of independent directors reflect is affected by social norms that increases
directors’ personal costs of monitoring management.

Based on a sample of 806 directors who suddenly died between January 1, 2000, and
December 31, 2019, we find that the average independent director around the world does not
contribute to shareholder value. The average stock price reaction to sudden death is close to
zero (-0.10%) and statistically insignificant. In comparison, the average stock price reaction
to the sudden death of inside directors is -1.22%, an effect that is statistically significant at
the one percent level. Thus, at first glance, independent directors seem to create less value
than inside directors. While this simple comparison attempts to isolate the value of independent directors, one might be concerned that independent directors and inside directors
differ in terms of unobservable characteristics such as ability. To address this concern, we
include director fixed effects to effectively control for unobserved heterogeneity. The director
fixed effects approach essentially compares the stock price reaction across director types for
the same director. By comparing how the stock market reacts to independent directorships
and inside directorships for the same director, we find that independent directors provide
a valuable service to shareholders: The stock market reaction is around 2.70% to 2.80%
lower for independent directorships than it is for inside or gray directorships by the same
directors. We, therefore, conclude that independent directors provide a valuable service to
shareholders.

To further our understanding of when and why independent directors provide a valuable
service to shareholders, we examine cross-country variation in how the stock market reacts
to the sudden death of an independent director. Across countries there is large heterogeneity
in the value of independent directors. The sudden death of independent directors in the
Netherlands is, on average, associated with a cumulative abnormal return of -2.54% around
the death date, whereas the cumulative abnormal return in India is 0.79%. The large het64
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erogeneity in the value of independent directors motivates a more careful analysis of the
determinants of the value of independent directors across corporate governance systems.
We find that independent directors are more valuable when they are voluntarily appointed,
rather than mandated by regulation (hard law) or encouraged by recommendation (soft
law). Stock price reactions are 0.82% higher when the deceased independent director has
not been voluntarily appointed. We also find lower value independent directors whenever
the corporate governance regime allows the CEO to control the board agenda through assuming the dual role of Chairman and CEO (i.e. CEO duality).

To further our understanding of how corporate governance affects the value of independent directors, we further examine cross-country variation in stock price reactions to sudden deaths. We find that investor protection has little effect on the value of independence,
whereas accounting standards seem to contribute significantly to the value of independent
directors. Stock price reactions are more negative in countries with high accounting standard, which suggest that independent directors are effective monitors when they have access
to reliable financial information about the performance of the firm.

In our final cross-country test we examine whether social norms that increases directors’ personal costs of monitoring management. To capture social norms that result from
cultural values we use measures derived from the seminal study by Hofstede (1980) of how
values in the workplace are influenced by culture. We find indications that independent
directors are less valuable in countries with greater power distance (i.e. greater acceptance
of hierarchical structures), which increases directors personal costs of monitoring and disciplining management. Independent directors are thus particularly valuable in countries with
egalitarian norms, where it is socially acceptable to speak out against authorities. Other
dimensions of cultural values, on the other hand, seem to have no systematic relationship
with independent directors’ contribution to shareholder value.
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This study contributes to the literature on corporate boards in several ways. First, it
provides direct empirical evidence for the contribution of independent directors to shareholder value across countries. Second, in terms of methodology, our use of sudden deaths
allows us to compare the value of independent directors across countries, while avoiding
the potential problems of endogeneity, which is a common issue in the literature on boards
of directors (Hermalin and Weisbach, 2003). Third, the cross-country setting allows us to
address whether corporate governance reforms will result in higher firm value, or whether
the benefits of such reforms are likely to be curbed by cultural values.

While this study provides evidence that cautions against imposing regulatory requirements to ensure an independent stand on corporate boards, conclusions should be drawn
with caution. The alternative to the regulation of corporate governance standards is to
let owners and firms decide what is best for them. Relying on firms alone to add more
independent directors to a board may not result in optimal outcomes. As Fama and Jensen
(1983) point out, inside directors are more likely to possess superior information, which, together with their experience, allows them to contribute to firm value. If the power distance
is large, a board may be most value-enhancing when it allows both independent directors
and inside directors to perform their roles. Collectively, these findings suggest that policy
makers around the world should consider the institutional setting and cultural barriers to
board effectiveness before they adopt corporate governance reforms from the United States.
To this end, our results provide evidence that caution against a one-size-fits-all approach to
regulation of the board composition.

The remainder of the study is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data collection
and sample selection procedure and empirical strategy. In Section 3 we report our main
findings, while Section 4 offers concluding remarks.
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II.2
II.2.1

Sample and data
Sample selection and definition of sudden deaths

We follow the existing literature (Johnson et al., 1985; Faccio and Parsley, 2009; Nguyen
and Nielsen, 2010) and identify our sample of deceased directors by searching Factiva, LexisNexis and Newswires containing company announcements for major Stock Exchanges. We
use two sets of keywords: one set of keywords identifies news about directors (board member,
director), while the other set of keywords identifies news about death (passed away, died,
deceased, etc.). The main search is conducted in English, and supplemented by additional
searches using the equivalent keywords in Chinese, German, French, Nordic languages, and
Spanish. Due to data availability we restrict the sample period to directors who were active
between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2019. This search identified a gross sample of
11,117 deceased directors from a collection of around 100,000 newspaper articles. Of the
11,117 cases, 3,197 are subsequently dropped because the executives or directors serve on
the board of privately held companies. Another 45 cases were dropped because the death
date could not be properly identified. For the remaining 7,875 deceased executives and
directors, we classify the executives’ and directors’ cause of deaths using a follow up search
on news containing the name of the director in a one-year period surrounding his deaths.
For cases classified as sudden deaths, we further checked the possibility of confounding news
surrounding the event. Whenever there is important corporate news from day –5 to day
+5 around the deaths, the events are eliminated from the sample. These steps allow us to
identify 1,290 cases of sudden death. We exclude firms with a) missing accounting data or
stock price data in Datastream, b) too few observations in the estimation period for the
event study, c) where the deceased is a not a director, and d) a share price of less than 25
cents (due to Datastream’s policy of pricing stock prices in increments of one cent). This
leaves us with a final sample of 806 terminated directorships due to the sudden deaths of
638 directors around the world.
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In keeping with the prior literature, sudden deaths are defined as accidents, heart attacks, murders, terrorist attacks, strokes, and deaths for which the cause is unreported, but
the death is described as unanticipated. Causes that implies that the director’s health was
in decline prior to the death such as cancer, complications from illness, past strokes, surgery
or suicides are not considered sudden. Based on these criteria, we identified 638 suddenly
deceased directors holding a total of 806 directorships. These directorships were classified
into inside, gray, and independent directors. Inside directors are current employees of the
firm, whereas board members who are retired employees of the firm, relatives of the CEO,
and/or persons with a conflict of interest or related to a firm’s business are classified as
“gray”. Directors who are not current or former employees of the firm, and who do not have
dealings with the firm, are designated as independent directors. Of these suddenly deceased
directors, 158 directorships were inside, 94 were gray, and 554 were independent. In the
current version, we focus exclusively on independent directors. Thus, the starting point of
this study is a database of 806 firms that lost a director due to sudden death.

We additionally collect information from three separate sources. First, the biographical
information about deceased directors is obtained from the firm’s annual reports. Second,
we collect firm and governance characteristics from annual reports and existing databases
such as Datastream and Worldscope. Third, we supplement the firm-level data with data
on corporate governance reforms and regulation of board composition at the country level
as well as measures of corporate governance standards from the existing literature. Panel A
of Table 1 shows the reported causes of death for suddenly deceased directors, while Panel
B reports the number of directorships help by each suddenly deceased director.

Panel A shows that, out of the 638 suddenly deceased directors, 19.6% suffered from a
heart attack, whereas 6.1% died from a stroke. Accidents account for 14.9% of our sample.
Finally, a total of 323 deaths (50.6%) are described as sudden and unexpected without
specific details being provided about the medical cause of death. Several of the suddenly
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deceased directors held multiple directorships. In total, the 638 suddenly deceased directors
held 806 directorships. Panel B of Table 1 shows the distribution of suddenly terminated
directorships for the 638 deceased directors.

II.2.2

Descriptive statistics

Table 2 shows the distribution of sudden deaths across director types. Our sample is
dominated by independent directors (554 cases), followed by inside directors (158 cases)
and gray directors (94 cases). We note from Panel A that independent directors differ in
terms of age and tenure as they are older and have lower tenure than inside directors. The
average independent director suddenly died at the age of 67 years, compared to 63 years
for inside directors. There is substantial variation in the age of the independent directors,
which ranges from 33 to 95 years at the time of death. The average independent director
had served on the board for 8.2 years, almost 10 years less than the average inside director.
Panel B presents firm characteristics. Firms that suddenly lost an independent director have
an average market capitalization of USD 7.8 billion and a market to book-value of assets of
1.54.

II.3
II.3.1

Empirical results
Stock price reactions to sudden deaths around the world

To examine the stock price reaction to sudden deaths, we access daily returns from
Datastream for each of our 806 events around the event date as well as a 200-day pre-event
estimation window (from day -221 to day -21). The event day is defined as the trading
day of the director’s death or the first trading day following the death if it occurred on
a non-trading day. To calculate the abnormal return, we follow the standard event study
approach and assume a single-factor model, where beta is estimated using the MSCI World
as the market index in the pre-event estimation window. We require at least 100 days with
complete stock market data to run the event study. We obtain almost identical results
using market-adjusted returns and, therefore, only present the results of the market model.
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As previously mentioned, we exclude cases in which the nominal stock prices is less than
25 cents to avoid sampling firms with extreme variation in return caused by Worldscope’s
policy of quoting stock prices in cents.

For the sample of sudden deaths, we verify the death and news dates by conducting
additional searches for news containing the name of the deceased. In cases in which the
death is reported by multiple news agencies, the earliest date is assigned as the news date.
Deaths are, on average, reported in the news with a time lag of 1.75 days, with a median of
1 day. Our sample includes a few extreme cases in which a firm withheld the announcement
for several days. Otherwise, the delay is mainly caused by intervening weekends. The mean
time lag between death and news dates is 1.1 trading days with a median of 1 day.

Panel A in Table 3 reports the average abnormal return from trading day -5 to +5
around the event date. Except for the death date, the average stock price reactions appear
economically insignificant, as the average cumulative abnormal return (CAR) is close to
zero on all other trading days. On the day of the sudden death, the average stock price
declines by -0.24%, an effect that is statistically significant at the five percent level. Panel B
reports the cumulative abnormal return for various event windows around the death date.
For all event windows the stock price reaction to sudden deaths of directors is negative and
statistically significant. Panel C splits the stock price reaction according to director types.
The sudden death of inside directors is associated with 1.22% lower stock prices, an effect
that is statistically significant at the one percent level. Stock prices also decline for sudden
deaths of gray and independent directors, although the effects are statistically insignificant.
For independent directors the stock price reaction is close to zero, which is in contrast
with prior evidence in Nguyen and Nielsen (2010), who find that following the death of
independent directors deaths in the United States stock prices drop by 0.89% on average.
One likely explanation for the conflicting evidence on the value of independent directors
around the world, is differences in corporate governance standards and board independence
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across countries. Thus, the findings in Table 3 motivate a more careful analysis of the value
of independent directors around the world.

II.3.2

The value of independence

The prior literature stresses that independent directors provide valuable service to shareholders due to their independent stand on corporate policies. Therefore, in Table 4 we
examine the value of directors around the world. In particular, we are interested in estimating the value of independent directors relative to other directors. To isolate the value
of independence, rather than individual abilities and skills, we follow Nguyen and Nielsen
(2010) and focus on individuals with multiple directorships. For this group, we compare the
stock price reaction across director types (independent, gray, and inside) while effectively
controlling for director-invariant heterogeneity, using a director fixed effect approach.

Table 4 reports the results of the comparison of stock price reactions across director
types. We start with a simple specification that includes director age, tenure, and industry
fixed effects as controls in Column 1. We note that the difference in stock price reactions
from Table 3 is statistically insignificant. We then introduce firm characteristics as controls
and note that the difference in stock price reactions across director types remains statistically insignificant. One pertinent issue with the interpretation of the coefficients on director
types is that they jointly estimate the average value of each type of director as well as the
average value of directors’ abilities and skills. To ensure that we isolate the effect of the independent stand on decision making, rather than individual abilities and skills we introduce
director fixed effects to the specification in columns 3 and 4. We find that independent directors provide a valuable service to shareholders. Stock price reactions are 2.75% to 2.82%
more negative for independent directorships than they are for other directorships held by
the same individual.

Having established that independent directors through their independent stand on cor71
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porate decisions provides a valuable service to shareholders we proceed by examining how
corporate governance reforms that mandate or recommend firms to appoint independent
directors affect their value.

II.3.3

Corporate governance reforms and the value of independent directors

One of the most significant waves in corporate governance reforms in recent years, has
been the introduction of mandatory rules and soft law regarding the number or fraction of
independent directors on corporate boards.

Following the accounting scandals of the early 2000s, the United States passed the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002, which has been described by many observers and market participants as the most significant securities legislation since the formation of the Securities
and Exchange Commission in 1934. Sarbanes-Oxley requires, among other things, that the
majority of board members is independent, and defines independence as a director that
does not receive any consulting, advisory or other compensation from the firm, or is considered an affiliated person (as defined by the 1940 Act). While the Sarbanes-Oxley Act is
often viewed as a landmark reform of corporate governance, several East-Asian countries
introduced mandatory requirements regarding independent directors following the Asian
Financial Crisis in 1997. In 1998, Korea introduced a minimum requirement of 25% independent directors on the board, followed by 33% in Malaysia and the Philippines in 2000.
In total 14 out of 37 countries in our sample have introduced mandatory representation of
independent directors on corporate boards. Several countries impose a requirement for a
minimum number of independent directors (ranging from one in India and Japan to three
in Hong Kong), while other countries imposes a minimum fraction (ranging from 30% in
Indonesia to 50% in United States). As an alternative to mandatory requirements, many
countries have introduced corporate governance recommendations either in the form of soft
comply-or-explain laws, or by introducing more informal corporate governance codes. A
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total of 18 countries out of the 23 countries without a mandatory requirement to appoint
independent directors have introduce soft laws (comply or explain) that encourage firms to
appoint independent directors. Most countries recommend that the board be comprised of
a minimum percentage of independent directors of 50% (10 countries out of 18), while the
remaining countries recommend a lower percentage or that the board consists of between 1
and 3 independent directors.

Mandating or recommending firms to appoint independent directors has implications
for the marginal value of independent directors. First, as shown by Nguyen and Nielsen
(2010), the marginal value of an independent director is higher when the board includes
fewer independent directors. This is quite intuitive as other independent directors on the
boards are substitutes for the deceased director. Second, independent directors are particularly valuable in situations where they influence the power structure of the board. If firms
are mandated or recommended to appoint at least 50% independent directors, we expect
firms to appoint a replacement after the sudden death of an independent director in which
case the power structure will remain unaffected. Finally, mandating or recommending firms
to appoint independent directors may also affect the quality of directors. The prior literature has documented that CEOs are often involved in the selection of independent directors
(Shivdasani and Yermack, 1999). This temptation may be greater if the corporate governance system mandates or recommends firms to appoint independent directors to the board.

Table 5 reports the average cumulative abnormal returns for countries with more than 5
sudden deaths in our sample. A total of 17 countries have 5 or more observations of sudden
deaths of independent directors in our sample, corresponding to 529 out of 554 observations
in our sample. For 10 out of 16 countries with more than 5 observations we find negative
CARs (Australia, Germany, Italy, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand,
the United Kingdom, and the United States), whereas CARs are positive for four countries
(Belgium, Hong Kong, India, and South Africa). In the remaining two countries (Canada
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and France), CARs are mainly negative with the exception of the short event window from
-1 to 0 around the death date.

In Column 1 of Table 6 we examine the relationship between the value of independent
directors and regulation regarding appointment of independent directors. To capture corporate governance reforms affecting the appointment of independent directors we construct
an indicator (Hard or soft law) that takes the value one after the introduction of a hard law
mandating a minimum number or fraction of independent directors or after the introduction
of a soft law (i.e. an official corporate governance code) recommending a minimum number
or fraction of independent directors. The empirical specification includes controls for director age and tenure, log. of market capitalization, market-to-book value of assets, return on
assets and stock price volatility as well as industry fixed effects based on Fama-French 12
industry classification.

We find that independent directors create less value for shareholders when the corporate
law mandates or corporate governance codes recommend a minimum number or fraction of
independent directors. Thus, stock price reactions to the sudden death of an independent
director are 0.82% higher in countries that mandate or recommend independent directors
on boards. This effect is relative to independent directors serving on boards in countries (at
a time) where firms voluntarily have decided to appoint an independent directors.

In column 2 of Table 6 we go one step further and examine whether the evidence in
Column 1 is driven by the corporate law or recommendations by corporate governance
codes. We include two indicators: Hard law equals one if independence is mandated by law,
whereas soft law equals one if firms are recommended to maintain a minimum number or
fraction of independent directors. Interestingly, we find that both variables are positively
correlated with the value of independent directors, although only the indicator for hard laws
is statistically significant at conventional levels.
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In addition to the differences in the approach to regulation, countries also differ in respect to whether the company law or corporate governance codes define an independent
director. In Column 3 we therefore introduce an indicator variable taking the value one if
the deceased independent director died before the corporate law or a corporate governance
code provided a stringent definition of independence. We find that independent directors
who suddenly die after the term “independence” is defined is associated with more positive
stock price reactions. The difference in stock price reactions equals 0.79% and is statistically
significant at the one percent level. Because the introduction of a stringent definition often
coincides with introduction of hard laws, we test in column 3 whether the effect survives
after including the indicator for hard laws in column 4. We note that most of the effect can
be attributed to the introduction of a hard law mandating a minimum number or fraction
of independent directors.

The effectiveness of independent directors might in practice be limited if the CEO controls the board. In practice the key position is the Chairman of the board as the Chairman
is responsible for setting the agenda for board meetings. In Column 5 we therefore introduce
an indicator for whether the corporate law allows CEO duality. A total of seven countries
in our sample do not allow duality, which allows us to test whether independent directors
are less valuable to shareholders when the CEO can control the agenda of the board by
holding on to the position as Chairman. Column 4 shows that independent directors indeed
are less valuable in countries that allows CEO duality. Stock price reactions are systematically more positive if the company law allows the CEO to possess the dual role as CEO
and Chairman, and the coefficient of 0.91% is statistically significant at the five percent
level. In column 6, we investigate whether independent directors who serve as chairman of
the board are more valuable to shareholders. We note that independent director who serve
as chairmen are more valuable to shareholder, although the effect is statistically insignificant.
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In Column 7 we introduce the variables of interest in the same regression to examine
whether they span the same variation in the stock price reactions to sudden deaths of independent directors. Interestingly, we find an effect of similar magnitude, but of weaker
statistical significance when we jointly test the hypothesis. Column 7 shows that regulation
through hard laws, decreases the value of independent directors, a finding that suggest that
the marginal value of independent directors are declining. We conclude that the marginal
value of independent directors is lower in countries that have made independent director
mandatory. To this end, our results suggest that the marginal value of independent directors
is higher when they are voluntarily appointed to a corporate board.

II.3.4

Rule of law and the value of independent directors

The law and finance literature suggests that investor protection play a key role in explaining difference in corporate governance across countries. Investor protection is defined
by the extent to which the commercial law and its enforcement protects investors from
expropriation by company insiders. Prior literature has measured investor protection by
indicators that quantify explicit protections awarded to shareholders and creditors by corporate and bankruptcy laws. Examples of such explicit protections are those that impact
the shareholders’ ability to vote down directors, and whether shareholders can vote by proxy
or vote by mail. An alternative interpretation of the cross-country evidence presented in
the prior analysis is that the cross-country variation in regulation of board composition are
proxies for legal investor protection. In Table 7 we, therefore, examine whether investor
protection affects the value of independent directors.

In Column 1 of Table 7 we follow prior literature and measure investor protection by
the (revised) anti-directors rights index from Djankov et al. (2008). Surprisingly we find
no effect of anti-director rights on the value of independent directors. In Column 2 we
alternatively use the anti-self-dealing index from Djankov et al. (2008), which measures the
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extent to which shareholders are protected against self-dealing by managers. The anti-selfdealing index is negatively correlated with stock price reactions to sudden death, although
the coefficient is statistically insignificant. In Column 3 we use the median control premium
estimated by Dyck and Zingales (2004) as a measure of the effectiveness of the governance
system. One interpretation of the control premium is that it measures the private benefits
that the controlling owner can extract. Consistent with independent directors performing
the important role of reducing agency costs and hence private benefits of control, we find
that the value of independent directors is higher in countries with high control premium.
We also note that the effect is statistically significant at the ten percent level.

In Column 4 of Table 7 we examine the relationship between accounting standards and
the value of independent directors using data from Porta et al. (1998). We find that the value
of independent directors is increasing with quality and transparency of financial statements,
an effect that is statistically significant at the five percent level. The estimated coefficient
also shows that the effect is economically significant: A one standard deviation increase in
accounting standards leads to a 0.28% higher value of independent directors.

In column 5 and 6 we introduce the two measures of investor protection to the specification in column 4 to confirm that the effect of accounting standards is not an artifact
of investor protection. We conclude that the evidence presented in prior sections is not
driven by differences in the legal protection of investor, which bolster our interpretation of
the results as capturing how regulation regarding the number and fraction of independent
directors affect their marginal value to shareholders.

II.3.5

Culture and the value of independent directors

Organizational and management studies embrace the idea that differences in management and organizational outcomes can be traced back to social norms. In his seminal
study Hofstede (1980) conducted one of the most comprehensive studies of how values in
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the workplace are influenced by culture. Hofstede (1980) surveyed 116,000 IBM employees in 72 countries and extracted from their answers four dimensions of cultural distance:
power-distance, individualism vs. collectivism, masculinity vs. femininity, and uncertainty
avoidance. Power-distance measures the acceptance of hierarchical structures and status
differentials. Countries with low power distance have more egalitarian norms. Individualism (vs. collectivism) measures how much people identify with various groups to which they
adhere. In more individualist cultures individuals depends less on relationship with family,
colleagues, and religion. Masculinity (vs. femininity) measures how much the culture values
assertiveness, competitiveness, status and other values traditionally associated with “maleness”. Finally, uncertainty avoidance measures a culture’s comfort with unexpected events.
Cultures with higher values are more risk-adverse.

Culture influences and guide day-to-day decision making of managers, directors, employees and other stakeholders. From the point of view of the value of independent directors
we expect their value to be decreasing in power-distance (the degree to which hierarchical
structures are accepted) and increasing in individualism where investors require protection
against individual initiatives by the CEO. The other dimension of national culture are perhaps less relevant for the value of independent directors, but for completeness we include
them in the empirical analysis. Columns 1 to 7 of Table 8 report the results, where we
include indicators for the six cultural dimensions. Each indicator take the value one if the
value is above the mean.

In Column 1 of Table 8 we find a positive and statistically significant relationship between power-distance and the value of independent directors. The value of independence
thus declines with power distance, which captures the degree to which independent directors
will challenge the CEO’s authority over corporate affairs. In countries with high power distance, independent directors are perceived by shareholders to be 0.65% less valuable. Thus,
the effect of power distance on the value of independent directors is economically significant,
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although it is only statistically significant at the ten percent level.

In Column 2 to 6 of Table 8 we find a negative and statistically insignificant effect of
individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long-term orientation and indulgence on
the value of independent directors. All five coefficients are negative, but insignificant at
conventional levels. Related to these dimensions of cultural differences, we note that longterm orientation is originally designed by Hofstede to capture cultural differences driven
by Confucian values in Asia, which tend to place greater value on long-term orientation.
Unfortunately, our sample contains few observations from East Asia where Confucian values are prevalent. Despite the statistical insignificance, we also note that the coefficient on
indulgence is negative. Indulgence measures the extent to which the culture allows individuals to enjoy life or whether social norms exist to restrain and suppress gratification. In
the workplace, indulgence captures the extent to which individuals are likely to voice their
opinion and given feedback. Interesting, the results do seem to suggest that the value of
independent directors might to be larger in countries in which individuals are more likely to
voice their opinion and concerns are associated with higher perceived value of independent
directors.

Finally, Column 7 of Table 8 includes all six measures of cultural dimension to examine
how they jointly determine the value of independent directors. The only variable that
remains statistically significant is power distance, which reinforced the finding that the
value of independent directors is smaller in countries where social norms increase directors’
personal costs of monitoring the CEO. We conclude that cultural norms are an important
determinant of board effectiveness. In cultures where hierarchical structures and status
differentials are accepted, independent directors contribute less to shareholder value as they
are less likely to challenge the CEO’s authority over corporate affairs.
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II.4

Concluding remarks

In this study we examine the value of independent directors around the world. We use
stock price reactions to sudden death of independent directors to obtain a director specific
estimate of his/her contribution to firm value. Using a directors fixed effect approach to
control for heterogeneity in individual ability and skills, we find that independent directors
provide valuable services to shareholders.

Our results show large heterogeneity in the value of independent directors across countries. Stock prices drop on average by 2.54% in in the Netherlands, while they increase by
0.79% in India following sudden deaths of independent directors. These results contrast with
prior evidence in Nguyen and Nielsen (2010), who find that following independent director
deaths in United States stock prices drop by 0.89% on average.

One likely explanation for the large heterogeneity in the value of independent directors
across countries is differences in corporate governance standards and board independence
across countries. We find that independent directors are more valuable in countries that do
not regulate board composition either through corporate or soft law, and less valuable in
countries where the CEO can control the agenda of the board through assuming the dual
role of chairman and CEO. We also find cultural values to be an important determinant of
the value of independent directors. Independent directors are less valuable in environments
where social norms increase directors’ personal costs of monitoring management.

Overall, our results demonstrate that while independent directors provide a valuable
service to shareholder, their marginal value is lower when the corporate law or corporate
governance code mandate firms to appoint them. Our results also suggest that cultural
values might curb the benefit to shareholders from appointment of independent directors, in
particular in cultures where hierarchical structures and status differentials are accepted as
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independent directors in such environments are less likely to challenge the CEO’s authority
over corporate affairs.
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Table II.1: Cause of sudden director deaths
This table reports the composition of our sample of directors of listed firms from 37 countries who suddenly
died between the dates of January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2019. Based on the cited cause of death in
newspaper reports, Panel A classifies the cause of sudden deaths into: accidents, heart attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorist attacks, strokes, and deaths described as sudden and unexpected with no other
cause cited). Panel B reports the number of directorships held by each suddenly deceased director, and
Panel C reports the total number of suddenly terminated directorships. In panels A and B, each individual
is counted once irrespective of the number of directorships held.
N

Share of total

Accident
Cardiac arrest
Heart attack
Heart failure
Murder or terrorism
Stroke
Sudden and unexpected death, but unspecified cause

95
22
125
25
9
39
323

0.149
0.035
0.196
0.039
0.014
0.061
0.506

All

638

1.000

N

Share of total

1
2
3
4
5 or more

527
76
17
12
6

0.826
0.119
0.027
0.019
0.010

All

638

1.000

C. Total number of suddenly terminated directorships

806

A. Cause of sudden death

B. Number of directorships per suddenly deceased individuals
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This table reports descriptive statistics for our sample of directors of firms from 37 countries who suddenly died between the dates of January 1, 2000 and
December 31, 2019. We define sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs instantaneously or within 24 hours of an abrupt change in the person’s
previous clinical state. Our definition includes accidents, heart attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorist attacks, strokes and deaths described as sudden
and unexpected with no other cause cited. We report descriptive statistics across director types: Inside directors are current managers or current employees
that served on the board. Gray directors are directors with material interest in the firm, who are not current managers or current employees. Independent
directors are not current or former employees, and do not have dealings with the firm other than in the capacity of their directorship. Panel A reports
the following director characteristics: Age (measured in years) and tenure (measured in years). Panel B shows the following firm characteristics: Market
capitalization (in billion of $), market-to-book ratio of assets measured as the market value of equity plus book value of debt over book value of equity plus
book value of debt, return on assets is defined as operating profits over book value of assets, and stock volatility (%) is measured as the standard deviation
of stock returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Panel C shows the number of suddenly terminated directorships in our
sample.
Director type
Inside

Gray

All
Independent
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Mean

(SD)

Mean

(SD)

Mean

(SD)

Mean

(SD)

A. Director characteristics
Age
Tenure

63.0
18.0

12.1
14.8

69.1
19.7

12.6
15.1

67.0
8.2

8.8
7.0

66.5
11.5

10.2
11.2

B. Firm characteristics
Market capitalization (bn.)
Market-to-book ratio
Return on assets (%)
Stock volatility (%)

4.63
1.60
1.72
2.94

16.2
1.77
13.4
1.49

5.62
1.83
-0.86
2.77

24.7
2.40
16.6
1.89

7.83
1.54
2.34
2.57

37.7
1.88
12.5
1.49

6.95
1.58
1.84
2.67

33.2
1.93
13.4
1.60

C. Number of directorships

158

94

554

806
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Table II.2: Descriptive characteristics of directors who suddenly died
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Table II.3: The stock price reaction to sudden death of directors
This table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden death of directors. Panel A reports the mean
abnormal return for each trading day from five days before the death date to five days after. Panel B shows
the cumulative abnormal return for various event windows surrounding the death date. Panel C shows the
cumulative abnormal return for each director type (see definition in Table 2). In addition to the mean
abnormal return, we report the corresponding test statistic, the number of positive and negative stock price
reactions, the median abnormal return and its corresponding test statistic. Our sample includes independent
directors of firms from 37 countries who suddenly died between the dates of January 1, 2000 and December
31, 2019. We define sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs instantaneously or within 24 hours
of an abrupt change in the person’s previous clinical state. Our definition includes accidents, heart attacks,
heart failures, murders and terrorist attacks, strokes and deaths described as sudden and unexpected with
no other cause cited. The daily predicted return is estimate from a market model regression where daily
stock returns are regressed on daily MSCI World returns over a 200-day estimation window ranging from
day –220 to –21. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Trading day / Event
window

N

Mean
abnormal
returns

t-test

Number
of
positive:
negative

Median
return

Sign rank
test

806
806
806
806
806
806
806
806
806
806
806

0.05
-0.01
0.03
-0.04
-0.09
-0.24**
-0.03
-0.12
-0.01
-0.02
-0.02

0.31
-0.05
0.25
-0.39
-1.10
-2.21
-0.25
-0.96
-0.12
-0.18
-0.21

384:422
379:427
375:431
397:409
382:424
369:437
392:414
388:418
382:424
386:420
384:422

-0.05
-0.08
-0.08
-0.02
-0.06
-0.10
-0.05
-0.05
-0.09
-0.04
-0.09

-1.31
-1.22
-1.82*
-0.23
-1.17
-2.61***
-1.04
-0.91
-0.83
-0.82
-1.21

-0.33***
-0.36***
-0.48***

-2.43
-2.38
-2.45

352:454
354:452
365:441

-0.31***
-0.51***
-0.32***

-3.07
-3.33
-2.67

63:95
41:53
250:304

-0.95***
-0.33
-0.37

-3.06
-1.42
-1.64

A. Daily abnormal returns
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

B. Cumulative abnormal returns
CAR(-1;0)
CAR(-1;+1)
CAR(-1;+2)

806
806
806

C. Cumulative abnormal returns (-1,+1) by director type
Inside
Gray
Independent

158
94
554

-1.22***
-0.42
-0.10

-2.77
-1.17
-0.62
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Table II.4: The value of directors around the world
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of directors. We use the
cross-section of stock price reactions from table 3 as dependent variable. The reported results are based on
the event period from -1 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Independent and gray are indicators for independent directors and gray directors, respectively. Director age and tenure are measured in years. Market
capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US$. Market-to-book is the market-to-book ratio
of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt over book value of equity plus
book value of debt. Return on assets is operating profits over book value of assets. Stock volatility (%)
is the standard deviation of stock returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death
date. All specification include industry fixed effects based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification.
Specification 3 and 4 include director fixed effects. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.
Independent
Gray
Director age
Tenure
Market capitalization

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.904
(1.58)
0.504
(0.88)
0.028
(1.64)
0.024
(1.47)

0.770
(1.34)
0.608
(1.07)
0.029*
(1.76)
0.015
(0.91)
0.070
(0.04)
-0.227***
(-2.74)
0.014
(1.16)
-0.085
(-0.77)

-2.745*
(-1.72)
-1.979
(-1.17)

-2.825*
(-1.76)
-1.647
(-0.96)

-0.011
(-0.24)

-0.003
(-0.07)
-0.155
(-0.73)
0.196
(0.99)
0.027
(0.89)
0.342
(1.26)

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

0.033
806

0.049
806

0.850
806

0.854
806

Market-to-book
Return on assets (%)
Stock volatility (%)
Industry fixed effects
Director fixed effects
R-squared
N
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Table II.5: Country level stock price reactions to sudden death of independent
directors
This table shows the stock price reaction to the sudden death of independent directors for countries with
more than four observations. In addition to the mean abnormal return for the event period from -1 to +1,
where 0 is the death date (Event date: Death date), we report the mean abnormal return for alternative
event period from -1 to 0 and from -1 to +2. Our sample includes independent directors of firms from 37
countries who suddenly died between the dates of January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2019. Independent
directors are not current or former employees, and do not have dealings with the firm other than in the
capacity of their directorship. We define sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs instantaneously
or within 24 hours of an abrupt change in the person’s previous clinical state. Our definition includes accidents, heart attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorist attacks, strokes and deaths described as sudden
and unexpected with no other cause cited. The daily predicted return is estimated from a market model
regression where daily stock returns are regressed on daily MSCI World returns over a 200-day estimation
window ranging from day –220 to –21.
Country

Cumulative abnormal return

N

(0;+1)

(-1;+1)

(-1;+2)

Australia
Belgium
Canada
France
Germany
Hong Kong
India
Italy
Malaysia
Netherlands
South Africa
Spain
Switzerland
Thailand
United Kingdom
United States
Other countries

-0.63%
1.75%
0.10%
0.33%
-0.67%
0.23%
0.49%
-0.11%
-1.31%
-3.38%
0.45%
-1.50%
-0.44%
-0.10%
-0.68%
-0.20%
0.83%

-1.52%
1.43%
-0.52%
-0.30%
-0.69%
0.71%
0.73%
-0.31%
-1.79%
-2.54%
1.06%
-1.84%
-0.20%
-1.59%
-0.99%
-0.27%
0.80%

-2.21%
2.04%
-0.36%
-0.55%
-0.44%
0.62%
0.79%
-0.63%
-1.32%
-2.57%
2.39%
-2.56%
-3.89%
-2.46%
-0.98%
-0.19%
0.71%

5
9
27
13
11
6
123
7
5
7
7
5
8
9
45
241
25

All

-0.04%

-0.10%

-0.10%

554
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Table II.6: Governance reforms and value of independent directors
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of independent directors.
We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from table 3 as dependent variable. The reported results
are based on the event period from -1 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Hard or soft law is an indicator
taking the value one if director is appointed after the adoption of hard law or soft law regarding the number
or fraction of independent directors on corporate boards. Hard law is an indicator taking the value one if the
director is appointed after the introduction of mandatory rules regarding the minimum number or fraction
of independent directors on corporate boards. Soft law is an indicator taking the value one if the director
is appointed after the adoption of a soft law recommending a minimum number or fraction of independent
directors on corporate boards. Independence definition is an indicator variable taking the value of one if the
deceased independent director is appointed after a hard or soft law introduced a definition of independence.
CEO duality is an indicator taking value one if the chairman and CEO positions are combined. Chairman
is an indicator taking the value one if the deceases is chairman of the board. The specifications include
the following control vairables: Age, tenure, market capitalization, market-to-book ratio, return on assets,
and return volatility (see definitions in table 4). All specification include industry fixed effects based on
Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and
reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
(1)
Hard or soft law
Hard law

0.815***
(3.13)

Soft law
Independence definition

(2)

0.864***
(3.75)
0.327
(0.68)

CEO duality

(3)

0.749***
(3.20)

(4)

Tenure
Market capitalization
Market-to-book
Return on assets
Stock volatility
Industry fixed effects
R-squared
N

(6)

(7)

0.558**
(2.53)

0.462**
(2.00)

0.367
(1.18)

0.379
(1.22)
0.595
(1.27)
-0.404
(-0.69)
0.011
(0.63)
0.027
(1.60)
-0.056
(-0.88)
0.157***
(-2.88)
0.033***
(7.88)
-0.014
(-0.09 )

Chairman
Age

(5)

0.906**
(1.97)

0.014
(0.70)
0.024
(1.44)
-0.067
(-1.17)
0.150***
(-2.80)
0.035***
(5.06)
-0.205
(-0.13)

0.012
(0.61)
0.022
(1.35)
-0.056
(-0.95)
0.152***
(-2.85)
0.035***
(5.18)
-0.017
(-0.11)

0.015
(0.78)
0.025
(1.45)
-0.071
(-1.30)
0.149***
(-2.74)
0.035***
(4.66)
-0.019
(-0.11)

0.012
(0.62)
0.026
(1.49)
-0.058
(-0.98)
0.151***
(-2.84)
0.035***
(5.17)
-0.017
(-0.10)

0.016
(0.90)
-0.002
(-0.15)
-0.059
(-1.08)
0.161***
(-2.65)
0.032***
(4.57)
-0.014
(-0.09)

-0.670
(-1.21)
0.019
(1.03)
-0.003
(-0.24)
-0.069
(-1.25)
0.147***
(-2.60)
0.031***
(4.15)
-0.015
(-0.10)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.047
554

0.047
554

0.045
554

0.047
554

0.042
554

0.042
554

0.050
554
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Table II.7: Investor protection and the value of independent directors
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of independent directors.
We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from table 4 as dependent variable. The reported results
are based on the event period from -1 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Anti-director rights index is the
revised anti-director rights index taken from Djankov et al. (2008). The anti-self-dealing index is also taken
from Djankov et al. (2008). Control premium is taken from Dyck and Zingales (2004) and we use the
country median. Accounting standards is the accounting standards index created by Porta et al. (1998).
The specifications include the following control vairables: Age, tenure, market capitalization, market-to-book
ratio, return on assets, and return volatility (see definition in table 4). All specification include industry
fixed effects based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at
the country level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.
(1)
Anti-director rights index
Anti-self-dealing index

0.015
(0.07)

Control premium

(2)

(3)

R-squared
N

(5)
-0.020
(-0.14)

-0.170
(-0.19)

-2.578*
(1.80)

Accounting standards
Control variables
Industry fixed effects

(4)

(6)

1.197
(1.27)

-0.042**
(2.41)

-0.043**
(-2.29)

-0.062***
(-3.00)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

0.039
554

0.042
554

0.059
554

0.043
554

0.044
554

0.049
554
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Table II.8: Culture and the value of independent directors
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of independent directors.
We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported results
are based on the event period from -1 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term orientation and indulgence are taken from Hofstede (2001). For
each of the measures we define an indicator equal to one if the value is above the mean. The specifications
include the following control vairables: Age, tenure, market capitalization, market-to-book ratio, return on
assets, and return volatility (see definition in table 4). All specification include industry fixed effects based
on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and
reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
(1)
Power distance
Individualism

0.646*
(1.94)

Masculinity

(2)

-0.383
(-1.21)

Uncertainty avoidance

(3)

-0.269
(-0.77)

Long term orientation

(4)

-0.089
(-0.28)

indulgence
Control variables
Industry fixed effects
R-squared
N

(5)

-0.983
(-0.28)

(6)

(7)

-0.357
(-1.01)

1.735*
(1.81)
-0.188
(-0.39)
0.598
(1.21)
0.034
(0.07)
-0.741
(-1.57)
0.253
(0.36)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

0.049
554

0.046
554

0.045
554

0.045
554

0.045
554

0.046
554

0.056
554
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and active founding families across generations. In particular, using a sample of 325
sudden deaths from around the world, we estimate the shareholder value contribution
of professional, founder and descendant CEOs, respectively, and find large variation
across the three types. The loss of a professional CEO leads to an average stock
price drop of 2.17%, while the average stock price increases by 2.50% following the
sudden death of a descendant CEO. We further find an increasing positive relationship
between the stock price reaction to a sudden death and the family generation of the
deceased. Namely, we find that founders are more valuable to shareholders relative
to the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders
relative to later generations. Finally, using country fixed effects we show our results
are global effects that exist across corporate governance regimes around the world.
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III.1 INTRODUCTION

III.1

Introduction

The importance of the chief executive officer (CEO) on the value and performance of
publicly listed firms has received extensive attention in the academic literature for many
years. A general conclusion from this research is that CEOs demonstrate vast heterogeneity in their characteristics (Bertrand and Schoar, 2003; Kaplan et al., 2012; Fahlenbrach,
2009) that lead to substantial cross-sectional variation in the value and performance of the
firms they manage (Parrino, 1997; Pérez-González, 2006; Bennedsen et al., 2007). However,
isolating the direct effect of specific CEO characteristics on firm value is difficult due to the
endogenous relationship between CEOs and firm performance, as CEO are not randomly
allocated across firms and managerial turnover is often anticipated and partially determined
by unobservables (Jenter et al., 2018; Pérez-González, 2006). In addition, most of this literature uses performance measures related to valuation or accounting ratios (e.g. Tobin’s
Q and return-on-assets) when estimating firm value (e.g., Pérez-González, 2006; Villalonga
and Amit, 2006). Hence, empirical evidence on the shareholder value implications of heterogeneous CEO characteristics is much more limited, despite them being of prime importance
to investors (Johnson et al., 1985; Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018).

To further complicate matters, economic theory presents opposing effects of managerial
ownership and control resulting in inconclusive predictions for the impact of professional and
family CEOs on shareholder value. On one hand, managerial ownership is expected to create managerial incentives that align with shareholders’ interests and thereby reduce agency
costs (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). On the other hand, increasing managerial ownership
may also lead to an entrenchment effect, where powerful CEOs extract rent and personal
benefits from the company at the expense of shareholders (Morck et al., 1988). While these
effects may apply directly to professional CEOs who are constantly motivated by high competition from the external labor market to improve firm value (Fama, 1980), several papers
argued that family CEOs are also incentivized by an intrinsic motivation to preserve the
family’s legacy and thereby advocate for a more long-term approach to firm value in line
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with shareholders’ preferences (Pérez-González, 2006; Fahlenbrach, 2009). Viewed together
with the finding that family firms often retain high levels of ownership and active management in the hands of founders and descendants across multiple generations (Fahlenbrach,
2009; Lins et al., 2013), it can be difficult to determine in what setting the inherent incentive
effect of increasing ownership stakes dominates the entrenchment effect. In particular, this
requires an empirical strategy that is able to isolate the contribution of individual CEOs
on shareholder value and at the same time control for the endogenous relationship between
CEOs and firm performance (Adams et al., 2009).

Until now, a few papers have used sudden deaths of CEOs for their identification strategy as the termination of a CEO from sudden death will be unanticipated by the market
and exogenous to firm value (Johnson et al., 1985; Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018). While
this approach solves the endogeneity issues highlighted above, the downside to this approach
with small sample sizes, limits the level of heterogeneity in CEO characteristics that can be
studied. Hence, existing papers work with sample sizes of around 150 sudden deaths and
therefore at most touch upon founders and founding family CEOs collectively14 .

Thus, the goal of this paper is to isolate the causal effect of professional CEOs and
active founding families across generations on shareholder value using sudden death events
from 32 countries. Utilizing a world sample enables us to differentiate between professional,
founder and descendant CEOs and thereby investigate how these CEO types affect shareholder value. To this end, we use a sample of 325 suddenly deceased professional CEOs,
founders and descendants who are actively part of firm management at the time of death
between January 2000 and January 2020 from 32 countries. We find that the average stock
price reaction to a sudden death event in our sample is negative, but also find significant
differences depending on the CEO type. Consistent with labor market theory we find that
14

Johnson et al. (1985), Salas (2010) and Jenter et al. (2018) use sample sizes of 53, 184 (of which 104 are
CEOs) and 139 sudden CEO death events in their studies, respectively. Further in all three papers, the
proportion of founders and founding family CEOs have been less than 33%
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professional CEOs are more valuable to shareholders relative to founder and descendant
CEOs (Fama, 1980; Burkart et al., 2003). In addition, we also find support for the proverbial saying “from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations”, as the average stock price
reaction to losing a founder CEO is negative, while the corresponding event of losing a descendant CEO leads to an overall positive stock price reaction. Going one step further and
comparing shareholder value effects within founding families we find an increasing positive
relationship between the stock price reaction to a sudden death and the family generation
of the deceased. Namely, we find that founders are more valuable to shareholders relative to
the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders relative
to later generations.

Although our main results suggest that professional CEOs on average are more valuable
to shareholders and descendant CEOs destroy value, the law and finance literature caution
that cross-country studies should consider the effect of differences in corporate governance
regimes (Porta et al., 1997; Porta et al., 1998; Porta et al., 2008). To validate our previous findings, we therefore implement several investor protection measures and confirm our
results hold when controlling for anti-director-rights, anti-self-dealing and any control premium related to ownership (Dyck and Zingales, 2004; Djankov et al., 2008). Interestingly,
we also find that protection against expropriation by corporate insiders makes the deceased
individuals more valuable to shareholders across all CEO types. Finally, using country fixed
effects we show that the negative impact on shareholder value from losing a professional
CEO and the positive impact from losing a descendant CEO are global effects that exists
across corporate governance regimes around the world.

Our paper contributes to the literature on the value of CEOs and family control in two
ways. First, we provide empirical evidence for a causal relationship between different CEO
types and shareholder value. In particular, using sudden deaths from around the world in
our identification strategy, we are able to directly estimate the shareholder value of profes94
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sional, founder and descendant CEOs, respectively.

Our results speak to the literature that investigate how CEOs affect shareholder value,
particularly those that use sudden death events for identification purposes (e.g., Johnson
et al., 1985; Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018). Prior studies have found that announcement
returns connected to the deaths of CEOs and top executives are a function of executive characteristics, such as age and tenure (Salas, 2010; Jenter et al., 2018), prior succession planning
and replacement costs (Johnson et al., 1985; Rivolta, 2018; Salas, 2010), board characteristics (Borokhovich et al., 2006), managerial entrenchment (Salas, 2010) and whether the
CEO is a founder (Johnson et al., 1985; Jenter et al., 2018). To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to use sudden deaths to identify generational effects on shareholder value,
when founding families retain managerial control for multiple generations and compare these
results to the alternative of having a professional CEO manage the firm.

The closest papers to ours using the same identification strategy are Johnson et al. (1985),
Salas (2010), and Jenter et al. (2018), who collectively show that CEOs display substantial
heterogeneity in characteristics that ultimately affects shareholder value with mixed results
depending on age, tenure and level of entrenchment. These papers are all based on relatively
small samples from the US. In comparison, this study uses a world sample of sudden death
events enables us to increase the sample size to the extent that we can differentiate between
founders and descendants across multiple generations. We thereby compliment the findings
from these papers, by showing that the average stock price reaction to losing a founder CEO
is negative, while the corresponding event of losing a descendant CEO leads to an overall
positive stock price reaction. In addition, we also find that founders are more valuable to
shareholders relative to the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable
to shareholders relative to subsequent descendants.

Second, in relation to the value of family control, we present causal evidence of the
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shareholder value implications from having descendants actively involved in managing the
firm. Hence, our paper relates to the literature that investigates the impact of family control on firm value and in particular those that focus on succession planning and managerial
turnovers (Pérez-González, 2006; Villalonga and Amit, 2006; Bennedsen et al., 2007). Prior
studies have found that the value implications of having active founding families in the firms
are a function of CEO type (i.e. professional versus family CEO) (Pérez-González, 2006;
Villalonga and Amit, 2006), investment policies (Fahlenbrach, 2009),decision making (Lins
et al., 2013), succession planning (Bennedsen et al., 2007), ownership incentives (Anderson
and Reeb, 2003) and family control measures (Pérez-González, 2006; Villalonga and Amit,
2006). While, several papers have already studied the impact of inherited managerial control
on firm performance and value, where they find evidence of subsequent lower performance,
most of this research focus on the first managerial transition from the founder CEO to the
second generation (e.g. Pérez-González, 2006; Bennedsen et al., 2007).

In the paper closest to ours Villalonga and Amit (2006) look at the correlation between
multiple generations of actively involved founding families and firm value using panel data
from the US. They show that firms actively managed by descendant CEOs trade at a discount, relative to the same founder-led firm, as well as relative to other family and non-family
firms. We complement these findings using an identification strategy that allows for causal
interpretation to show shareholders directly attributes a negative value effect to descendants
actively managing the firm and that the effect worsens in later generations. Particularly,
we show that the stock price reacts positively to losing a founding family member from
the second generation but more so, when losing a family member from the third or later
generations. Overall, to the best of our knowledge, our findings provide the first causal evidence of the proverbial saying “from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations”, which
exists in more than seven languages and is a reference to the fact that only about 3% of all
family-owned businesses survive past the third generation in the founding family according
to the Family Business Institute.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes how we compile
our sample and reports sample characteristics. Section 3 contains our results and section 4
concludes.

III.2

Data and sample selection

In this section, we outline our sample selection for the suddenly deceased CEOs and
founding family members. We start by defining sudden deaths and our sampling approach.
This is followed by a presentation of our summary statistics.

III.2.1

Sample selection and definition of sudden deaths

Our sample consists of 325 suddenly deceased CEOs and managerially active founding
family members in publicly listed firms from 32 countries between January 1, 2000 and
January 31, 2020. We define CEOs as being the top executive of the firm, however since the
top executive is not always referred to as a CEO, our classification also include president,
managerial director and executive chairman in cases, where there is no CEO position in the
company.15 We further verify the top executive position by looking at the author(s) of the
management statement in the annual report. In addition, we define active founding family
members as individuals from the founding family (by blood or marriage) who are either part
of the executive management team or is a member of the board of directors. In particular,
to determine whether the deceased individual is the founder or part of the founding family,
we use the company announcement for the death, where such information is often explicitly
stated, as well as information from annual reports, proxy statements and company webistes.
Finally, we verify this information with additional news searches.

We build our sample of suddenly deceased individuals using the same approach as the existing literature (e.g., Johnson et al., 1985; Nguyen and Nielsen, 2010). We first run searches
15

We only have sudden death cases from Canada with this constellation, where the choice of transferring
the CEO responsibility to the executive chairman is clearly stated in the proxy material
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on the news databases Factiva, Lexis-Nexis and Newswires to identify deceased CEOs and
managerially active founding family members from company announcements submitted to
major stock exchanges around the world. In these searches we use two categories of keywords
to identify relevant individuals. The first group of keywords pertains to the death event (e.g.
death, deceased, died, loss, passed away, etc.), which is then combined with a second group
of keywords related to the corporate positions the individuals holds at time of death (CEO,
managing director, executive chairman, board member, director etc.). The main search is
conducted in English and is then expanded with additional searches using the same keywords translated into Chinese, French, German, Italian, Nordic languages, Portuguese and
Spanish. As a final step we also include deaths identified from the BoardEx database,
which is a global database collecting personal and professional characteristics of top executives and corporate board members, where we screen the database for all deceased persons.

Combined, these searches yield a gross sample of 11,117 deceased CEOs and corporate
board members from a collection of more than 100,000 newspaper articles. We drop 3,197
cases from this sample because the deceased serve on the board of non-listed companies or
organizations and another 45 cases are dropped because the death date could not be properly identified. This leaves us with a sample of 7,875 deceased CEOs and corporate board
members for which we conduct a separate news search within a one-year period surrounding
the death date to identify the cause of death and any potential evidence of prior declining
health. Because the premise of our paper is to use stock market reactions to sudden deaths,
we follow the same methodology as Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) and require such deaths to
be unanticipated by the stock market.

We follow the existing literature (Nguyen and Nielsen, 2010) and classify deaths as sudden if they are caused by an accident, an aneurysm, a heart attack or heart failure, murder,
a stroke, terrorism, or if the cause is undisclosed but described as unexpected, or sudden
and the death happened within 24 hours of the individual being in otherwise fine health.
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Any death events with evidence of prior declining health such as cancer, illness, surgery,
hospital stays, sick leave or suicides are not considered sudden deaths. For cases we identify
as sudden, we also check for any confounding corporate news – 2 to + 2 days around the
death date and eliminate these cases from our sample. Collectively these steps give us a
sample of 1290 suddenly deceased individuals with 1746 positions in publicly listed companies at time of death across 49 countries.

From this sample we further exclude 301 cases due to missing stock prices and accounting
variables in Datastream, too few observations in the estimation window for the event study,
the nominal stock price being less than 25 cents, too many trading days without trading in
the event window – 5 to + 5 days around the death date, individuals not being present in
the top management layer of the company and the death being publicly announced later
than 5 trading days after the death date. Lastly, our paper focuses on professional CEOs
and founding family members who are part of the executive management team or board of
directors at time of death. Hence, we drop 692 cases, where the deceased is not part of the
founding family and is either part of the executive management team (but not the CEO) or
an outside director. This leaves us with a final sample of 297 suddenly deceased individuals
who held 325 corporate positions among them at publicly listed companies at time of death
in 32 countries around the world.

Panel A in table 1 provides detailed information on the causes of sudden deaths. We find
that 15% died in an accident and 3% from a criminal act (i.e. murder or terrorism), while
6% died from a stroke or aneurysm. Almost a third of our sample of suddenly deceased
individuals died from sudden heart-related diseases, namely 4% from cardiac arrest, 20%
from a heart attack and 5% from heart failure. Lastly, the remaining 47% cases did not have
a cause of death specified but our search results clearly indicate that the death occurred
suddenly and was unexpected. We are especially conservative when classifying deaths into
the latter category and only do so if we cannot find any contradictory information, for ex99
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ample a source indicating any sort of ill health prior to death. For each of the 297 sudden
deaths, we verify the death date in a subsequent news search and identify the earliest news
date for which we find a mentioning of the death. As shown in panel B of table 1 almost all
sudden deaths become public knowledge within 2 trading days of the event, namely 95%,
and the mean time lag between the death and announcement date is 0.9 trading days, which
is similar to Nguyen and Nielsen (2010).

We collect additional information on personal characteristics of the deceased as well as
firm and governance data from firms’ annual reports and the Eikon database (previously
Datastream). We supplement these data with country-level governance variables related to
ownership structures, investor protection and blockholder control from the law and finance
literature (Porta et al., 1997; Porta et al., 1998; Porta et al., 2008; Dyck and Zingales, 2004;
Djankov et al., 2008). Panel C in table 1 shows the positions of the suddenly deceased
individuals. Note, we classify a deceased individual as a CEO, if he is the top executive
in the company at time of death. Further, we split this classification into three subgroups,
namely (a) professional CEO, if the deceased CEO does not have any relations, either by
blood or marriage, to the founding family of the firm, (b) founder CEO, if the deceased
CEO is the founder or co-founder of the company and (c) descendant CEO, if the deceased
CEO is part of the founding family (either by blood or marriage) and from the second or
later generations, where the first generation is the founder’s. In addition, we classify a
deceased individual as a non-CEO founder, if the deceased is (a) a founder or co-founder
of the company and (b) part of firm management, but do not hold the CEO position. Finally, we classify a deceased individual as being part of the group Non-CEO descendants
and immediate family if the deceased is (a) part of the founding family (either by blood or
marriage), but not a founder or co-founder and (b) part of firm management, but do not
hold the CEO position. Roughly one third of our sample consists of professional CEOs with
no relations to a founding family, another one third consists of founder or founding family
CEOs, while the remaining one third of our sample is founders or members of the founding
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family, who are part of management, but do not hold the CEO position.

Table 2 presents the geographical distribution of our sudden deaths. The largest share
of sudden deaths are located in the United States (38%), followed by India (17%), Canada
(10%), France (4%) and the United Kingdom (4%). In total 32 countries are represented in
our sample based on where the companies are listed on a stock exchange.

III.2.2

Summary statistics

Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of our sample of suddenly deceased CEOs and
founding family members. Panel A depicts the individual characteristics and shows the
mean age at time of death is 64.6 years for the full sample, with a significant difference
between professional and founding family CEOs of 7.6 years. The mean voting ownership
share for the suddenly deceased individuals is 2.7% for professional CEOs and 25.2% for
founding family members. The proportion of CEO positions among professional CEOs is
by definition 1.0, while it is 0.5 for the founding families.

Panel B in table 3 presents characteristics for the firms that suddenly lost a CEO or
founding family member with a corporate position at time of death. Collectively, these
firms have a mean (median, unreported) market capitalization of USD 4.2 billion (USD 0.2
billion), market-to-book-value of 2.0 (1.5), return volatility of 3.3% (2.6%) and an average
board size of 8.0 (8.0). None of the firm control variables are significantly different across
the two subsamples. Definitions of all variables are shown in Appendix I.

III.3

Empirical Results

In this section we examine the determinants of the stock price reactions to the sudden
death of CEOs and founding family members. We begin by examining the stock price
reactions to the sudden deaths of CEOs across three categories, namely professional CEOs,
founder CEOs and descendant CEOs. Second, we focus on the subsample of founding
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families and compare stock price reactions across multiple generations within this group.
We then investigate the effect of ownership on the stock price reactions to the sudden deaths
of CEOs and founding family members, as management, control and ownership are closely
linked entities in family firms, when investigating the impact on firm value (Villalonga and
Amit, 2006). Finally, we examine whether investor protection and country fixed effects
affect our results.

III.3.1

Stock price reactions to sudden CEO deaths around the
world

To study the stock price reaction to the sudden loss of a professional CEO or founding family member, we apply standard event study methodology to the firms’ stock prices
around the sudden death date (Campbell et al., 1997). We define the event day as the trading day of the deceased’ death or the first trading day after the death if the death occurred
on a non-trading day. To estimate daily abnormal returns (ARs) we use a single-factor
market model to estimate beta in a 200-day pre-event estimation window (from day -221
to day -21 before the sudden death), where we use the MSCI World Index as the market
index. We require at least 90 daily observations with non-missing stock and index return
data to run the regression for a given firm. We further exclude cases where the nominal
stock price is less than 25 cents to remove cases with extreme variation in return caused by
the Datastream’s policy of quoting stock prices in cents. Finally, we also winsorize all abnormal return measures on the 1% and 99% percent level throughout our empirical analysis
to mitigate the impact of outliers.

Panel A of table 4 reports the mean daily abnormal returns from trading day −3 to
+3 around the sudden death date for all deaths as well as for the different subgroups of
CEOs and founding family members. Panel A shows there is a consistent negative effect
on the stock price associated with a sudden death event in the full sample over a five-day
period around day 0, which is statistically significant on the day of the death and the day
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prior (day 0 is the death day). The negative trend in the abnormal returns indicate information regarding the sudden death is incorporated into the share price from the death
day and until the announcement day, when the death becomes general public knowledge.
Note, our definition of sudden death allows for a 24-hour time internal between a significant
deterioration in health and the death occurring, which may explain the negative reaction on
day −1. In addition, the average event is publicly announced 0.9 trading days after it occurs.

Panel B presents the corresponding cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) for various
event windows around the death date. CARs for the full sample of suddenly deceased individuals are negative between −0.98% and −1.92% and significantly different from zero
across all event windows. However, abnormal returns seem to differ systematically between
subgroups, with the loss of a professional CEO leading to a 2.17% drop in the share price
over the two-day event window (0, +1) and a corresponding increase in the share price of
2.50% for a descendant CEO from the founding family’s second generation or later, though
the latter result is statistically insignificant.

While CARs for all event windows are systematically negative and statistically significant for professional CEOs, the results are less clear for the founding family subsamples,
which encourages a more detailed analysis of the cross-sectional variation in the stock price
reactions across these groups. As a first step, we address the general concern in the literature
that high levels of ownership, which is more dominant in family firms, lead to a dominating
entrenchment effect over the incentive effect of increasing ownership (Morck et al., 1988).
Table 5 presents mean stock price reaction for the event window (0, +1) across intervals
of ownership for professional CEOs and founding families, respectively. We find founding
families with small to medium levels of ownership increase shareholder value, while family members with large ownership stakes decrease shareholder value, particularly for those
with majority shareholdings. Comparatively, we note there is no clear connection between
levels of ownership and shareholder value implications for professional CEOs, but this may
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be explained by 79% of the professional CEOs in our sample owning less than 5% of the
company and none are present in the ownership intervals above 30%.

To conclude, the findings in table 4 show there is a significant negative stock price
reaction to losing a professional CEO while results are less clear for the founding family
subsamples. Particularly, table 5 presents a U-shaped pattern in the stock price reaction to
the unexpected loss of a founding family member, which is consistent with the concern that
high levels of ownership lead to entrenchment effects dominating any incentives induced by
increasing ownership levels.

III.3.2

The value of CEOs

To better understand which CEO types are valuable to shareholders we now explore the
cross-sectional variation in stock price reactions to the sudden deaths using a multivariate
approach to control for observable personal and firm characteristics. Our specifications include controls for age of the deceased, board size as a proxy for effective governance, the
logarithm of market capitalization as a proxy for firm size, the market-to-book ratio as a
measure of growth and operational performance, and stock volatility defined as the standard
deviation of stock returns from 100 to 21 days prior to the event date as a measure of firm
risk. In addition, we include year and industry fixed effects based on Fama-French’s twelveindustry classification and cluster standard errors at the country level in all regressions.

Table 6 reports the main results from testing the impact of CEO types, using the cumulative abnormal return from the 2-day event window (0,+1) around the sudden death date.
In keeping with prior literature we use the CEO position as a measure of the individual’s
importance to the firm (Johnson et al. (1985); Bennedsen et al. (2020)). In column 1 in
table 6 we investigate the value of professional CEOs relative to members of the founding
family. We find that the loss of a professional CEO is associated with a 1.87% lower stock
price reaction relative to the founding family, which is statistically significant. Prior stud104
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ies on managerial turnover events have found a negative effect on firm performance, when
the CEO position is transitioned to descendants from the founding family (Pérez-González,
2006; Bennedsen et al., 2007). When we examine the value of founding family CEOs in
column 2 in table 6 we therefore distinguish between founder CEOs and descendant CEOs,
who we define as CEOs from the second or later generations of the founding families, where
founders are the first generation. We find that both coefficients are positive and statistically
significant. In particular, the marginal effect from losing a descendant CEO is large, as the
positive stock price reaction is 3.45%. Comparatively, the marginal effect for founder CEOs
is only 1.07%. Thus, our results support the conjecture that having later generations in the
founding family control the company is not beneficial for shareholder value.

In column 3 we jointly introduce the variables of interest in the same regression to examine whether they span the same variation in the stock price reactions to sudden deaths
of CEOs. Interestingly, we find that all three variables retain the value implications from
columns 1 and 2, although only the indicator for descendant CEOs is statistically significant.
However, in separate post estimation tests of the coefficients in column 3 we find that the
difference of -1.18% and -4.28%, respectively, between the coefficient on professional CEO
and the coefficients on the the founder CEO and descendant CEO indicators are significantly
different from eachother at the 5% and 1% level, respectively.

In column 5 and 6 in table 6 we go one step further and ensure that the evidence from
columns 1 and 2 are driven by the subsample of CEOs. Column 5 shows that professional
CEOs are indeed more valuable to shareholders compared to CEOs who are founders or from
the founding family. Finally, in column 6 we find the positive effect of losing a founder CEO
or a descendant CEO is also confirmed for the subsample of CEOs, however the coefficient on
founder CEO losses its statistical significance, though both effects are larger in magnitude.
To conclude, we find that professional CEOs are more valuable to shareholders relative to
founder and descendant CEOs. Interestingly, the event of losing a descendant CEO appear
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to experience the largest positive stock price reaction, which lends support the proverbial
saying “from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations”. To further the interpretation
of this result, we next focus on the subsample of founding family members.

III.3.3

The value of active descendants

In this subsection we explore whether the shareholder value of founding family members differ across generations. We first test for value differences between CEOs and other
corporate positions within the founding family, i.e. founders and founding family members,
who are part of the executive management team or the board of directors. In column 1 in
table 7 we find that founding family members holding a CEO position are valued less by
shareholders compared to non-CEO founding family members as evidenced by a positive
and statistically significant marginal stock price reaction of 0.86%.

In table 6 we found a larger coefficient for founding family CEOs relative to founder
CEO, thus in column 2 in table 7 we compare the value relationship between 1st generation
founders, co-founders and immediate family with subsequent generations from the family.
We find a negative and statistically significant marginal effect on shareholder value from
losing a 1st generation family member (i.e. primarily founders and co-founders), who is
active in the company of -3.00%. In column 3 we jointly test the insights from column
1 and 2 and find the negative coefficient on 1st generation retains its strong significance.
Thus, in line with existing research from the Unites States (Pérez-González, 2006;Villalonga
and Amit, 2006) we find that 1st generation founding family members are more valuable to
shareholders relative to subsequent generations.

In column 4 – 6 we continue to control for the CEO position, because individuals who
hold this position have more control over the company and may thereby affect firm value
more, compared to founding family members with a less central position. In column 4 and 5
we examine the value effects from later generations. Specifically, in column 4 we look at the
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value effects of losing an individual from the second generation and find a positive though
statistically insignificant coefficient, which perhaps is not surprising when the control group
consists of both descendants from later generations and founders. In column 5 we focus on
descendants from the third or later generations and find a positive coefficient of 3.40% on
the indicator variable for being part of the third or later generations, although the effect is
only significant at the ten percent level.

In column 6 we jointly introduce the two variables of interest from column 4 and 5 in the
same regression to examine whether there is a difference in magnitude on the shareholder
value effects across generations. The results in column 6 show that shareholders react positively to the loss of second generation family members who are actively part of managing
the firm and more so when losing a member from the third or later generations.

In summary, table 7 presents evidence of the value of founding families who are actively
part of managing the firm to shareholders. Being in a more powerful position as CEO or
being the children and grandchildren matter within the group of founders and founding
families. In particular, we find that founders are more valuable to shareholders relative to
the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders relative
to later generations. This shows the cost to shareholders of having a listed company’s
active management passed down through the generations of a founding family and lends
support to the proverbial saying about fortunes being lost by the third generation seen from
a shareholder’s perspective.

III.3.4

Ownership control and the value of CEOs

In this subsection we investigate whether the shareholder value implications we have
found in the previous tables are related to ownership. Specifically, we want to test whether
the evidence found in panel B in table 5, that suggest the entrenchment effect of concentrated ownership dominates the incentive effect of increasing ownership for the founding
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families, still holds in a multiple regression setting.

In column 1 in table 8 we include a professional CEO indicator, ownership of the deceased and these two variables interacted with each other. While both the professional
CEO indicator and interaction term have negative coefficients, and ownership has a positive coefficient, only the interaction term is weakly statistically significant. Thus, as their
ownership stakes increases, professional CEOs become more valuable to shareholders. A
plausible explanation for this result is, that professional CEOs start out with very low levels
of ownership, and hence there is no meaningful entrenchment effect for shareholders to take
into account initially.

In column 2 we include the same variables for CEOs who are 1st generation founders
and descendants, i.e. part of the founding family. We find a positive coefficient on the
founder CEO indicator, and a corresponding negative coefficient on the interaction term.
Both coefficients are statistically significant, which implies having a founder CEO in the
company with a high ownership stake is more valuable to shareholders than a founder CEO
with a small ownership stake. The opposite effect is present for descendant CEOs, namely
the coefficient on the interaction term for being a founding family CEO and ownership is
positive and statistically significant at the 5%-level. Thus, for descendant CEOs the entrenchment effect appears to be the dominating effect, while for founder CEOs the incentive
effect of increasing ownership still has an impact on shareholder value.

In column 3 we jointly test the insights from column 1 and 2. Interestingly, we find the
value effects retain similar magnitudes, but have greater statistical significance. Column 3
shows that increasing ownership levels for professional CEOs and founder CEOs are beneficial to shareholders. However, we still find a positive and significant coefficient on the main
effect for founder CEOs, which indicates that the value contribution from this CEO type in
general is negative for shareholders, but less so, if they own a large stake in the company.
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In column 4 and 5 we restrict our sample to include only CEOs to test the insights from
column 1 and 2 again. Although the sign of the coefficients remains the same, most of the
variables lose their significance, which may be due to the smaller sample size. Only the interaction term between ownership and being a descendant CEO continues to be significant.
Finally, in column 6 we focus on the subsample of founders and their descendants exclusively. We find that the coefficients on the main effects for founder CEOs and descendant
CEOs are both positive, though the latter is statistically insignificant. Of particular interest
are the coefficients on the interaction terms, which are both statistically significant, but in
opposite directions. Thus, founder CEOs with large ownership stakes are still beneficial
to shareholder value when restricted to the subsample of founders and founding families,
while the opposite is true for descendant CEOs. In the appendix in table A.1 we run similar
regressions on the subsample of founding families and find similar conjectures for ownership,
though some of the results are less significant.

To conclude, table 8 provides evidence of the shareholder value contribution from ownership. Professional CEOs become more valuable to shareholders, when their ownership
stakes are higher, which supports the incentive effects argument of increasing managerial
ownership at low levels of ownership, where there is no entrenchment effect. In addition, we
find founder CEOs to be more beneficial to shareholder value as well, if they retain a large
ownership stake in the company, while the opposite holds for descendant CEOs. Thus, we
find some evidence of the incentive effect limiting the entrenchment effect of concentrated
ownership for founder CEOs, but that the latter effect is dominating for descendant CEOs.

III.3.5

Investor protections and the value of CEOs and founding
families

The law and finance literature argue it is crucial to control for investor protection, i.e.
the legal rules designed to protect shareholders from expropriation by corporate insiders,
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when studying corporate governance issues across countries (Porta et al., 1997; Porta et al.,
1998; Porta et al., 2008). According to the literature, an alternative interpretation of our
previous results could therefore be that cross-country differences in the presence of founders
and their descendants in listed firms and central management positions as well as the magnitude of incentive and entrenchment effects indirectly proxy for investor protection rather
than representing direct effects on shareholder value. Hence, in table 9 and 10 we introduce
several investor protection measures to validate our prior results. First, we use the revised
anti-directors rights index and the anti-self-dealing index from Djankov et al. (2008) as
two alternative country-level measures of entrenchment. The revised anti-director rights
index is designed to capture the extent to which minority shareholders are protected in the
corporate decision-making process, while the anti-self-dealing index captures the extent to
which legal rules protect minority shareholders against insiders diverting corporate wealth
to themselves rather than sharing it with shareholders. In addition, we use the median
control premium from Dyck and Zingales (2004) as a country-level proxy for governance
effectiveness.

In table 9 we restrict our sample to include only CEOs, while in table 10 we focus on the
subsample of founders and their descendants. In table 9, coefficients on our main variables
of interest; the indicators representing professional CEOs, founder CEOs and descendant
CEOs, retain their signs and statistical significance from prior regressions. Interestingly,
out of the three investor protection measures, only the revised anti-director rights index has
a statistically significant coefficient, which is negative in all relevant regressions. Thus, all
CEO types in our sample are more valuable, when shareholders are better protected against
expropriation by corporate insiders in the corporate decision-making process. To further
validate our previous findings across different corporate governance regimes, we implement
country fixed effects in columns 3 and 6, and find our results hold with only a small decrease
in significance.
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Overall, table 9 shows that the negative impact on shareholder value from losing a professional CEO and the less negative and positive impact from losing a founder CEO and
a descendant CEO, respectively, are global effects that exists across different corporate
governance regimes. In addition, protection against expropriation in the corporate decisionmaking process makes the deceased individuals more valuable to shareholders in general.

In table 10 in columns 1 to 3 investigate the impact of investor protection on the stock
price reaction to losing a CEO or someone who is from the first generation within the
subsample of founding families. Confirming prior results, we find the coefficient on first
generation family members (i.e. primarily founders and co-founders) to be negative and
statistically significant in all three specifications. In addition, in column 4 to 6, when we
split the founding family group into multiple generations, we reaffirm our previous findings
that shareholders react positively to the loss of second generation family members who are
actively part of managing the firm and more so when losing a member from the third or later
generations, though the latter loses significance in column 5 and 6. Interestingly, none of the
investor protection variables are statistically significant in any of the relevant regressions.
More importantly, we find our results hold when we introduce country fixed effects as an
alternative and stronger test for differences in corporate governance regimes, which again
supports the conjecture that our prior findings are global effects that span across corporate
governance regimes.

To conclude, table 10 shows that the negative effect on shareholder value from having
descendants actively manage the firm is a global effect that exists across countries. Interestingly, we also find suggestive evidence that the generational effect from table 7 span
across corporate governance regimes, when controlling for investor protection, even though
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the country fixed effects16 lead to insignificant coefficients for the third or later generation
of descendants.

III.4

Conclusion

In this paper, we provide empirical evidence for a causal relationship between different
CEO types and shareholder value. Using 325 sudden deaths from around the world, we
estimate the shareholder value contribution of professional, founder and descendant CEOs,
respectively, and find large variation cross the three types. Namely, the loss of a professional
CEO leads to an average stock price drop of 2.17%, while it increases by 2.50% following
the sudden death of a descendant CEO. Further, when comparing shareholder value effects
within the founding families we find an increasing positive relationship between the stock
price reaction to a sudden death and the family generation of the deceased. Namely, we find
that founders are more valuable to shareholders relative to the next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders relative to later generations. Thus,
our findings provide the first causal evidence of the proverbial saying "from shirtsleeves to
shirtsleeves in three generations”.

We also find support for the incentive effect for professional CEOs, who become more
valuable to shareholders, when their ownership stakes increase and the same holds for
founder CEOs, though they are generally less valuable than professional CEOs. The opposite holds for descendant CEOs, where we find entrenchment is the dominating effect for
increasing ownership levels. Finally, to ensure our results are not driven by differences in
legal regimes and investor protection at the country-level we validate our results by controlling for investor protection and using country fixed effects. Both methods support our
16

In the appendix we present alternative specifications for the the main cross-sectional tests from table 6, 7
and 8 and find our results are not affected in any meaningful way by our choices of the market portfolio
and event window. First, we re-run our main regressions using simple market-adjusted returns and find
our results hold. Further, given that we find an the average time difference of 0.9 trading days between
the death date and the first announcement date in our sample, we also test two alternative definitions of
the event period: One from day 0 to +2 around the death date, and a firm specific announcement period
from the death date to the news date. Overall, we find our results remain largely unaffected.
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interpretations that the negative impact on shareholder value from losing a professional
CEO and the positive impact from losing a descendant CEO are global effects that exists
across corporate governance regimes around the world.
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Table III.1: Summary statistics for the sudden CEO and founding family deaths
This table shows descriptive characteristics for our sudden death sample of profesisonal CEOs and founding
family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling),
who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at
time of death. Further, a death case enters our sample if the individual passes away between January 1
2000 and January 31 2020 and the death is sudden. Following Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) we define a
sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs instantaneously or within 24 hours of an abrupt change
in the person’s previous clinical state. Our definition includes accidents, aneurysms, cardiac arrests, heart
attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorism, strokes and deaths described as sudden and unexpected with
no other cause cited. This results in 297 sudden death events. Panel A gives information on the causes
of sudden deaths. Panel B displays the time lag in trading days between the death date and the public
announcement date of the death. Panel C gives information on the position of the deceased individual at
time of death. In panel A and B, each individual is counted once irrespective of the number of positions held.
Panel A: Sudden death causes
Cause of death

N

%

Accident
Aneurysm
Cardiac arrest
Heart attack
Heart failure
Murder or terrorism
Stroke
Undisclosed

46
5
13
59
15
8
12
139

15.49%
1.68%
4.38%
19.87%
5.05%
2.69%
4.04%
46.80%

All

297

100.00%

N

%

0
1
2
3
4
5

102
142
37
13
2
1

34.34 %
47.81 %
12.46 %
4.38 %
0.67 %
0.34 %

All

297

100.00%

N

%

Professional CEO
Founder CEO
Descendant CEO
Non-CEO founder
Non-CEO descendants and family

112
77
18
81
37

34.46%
23.69%
5.54%
24.92%
11.38%

All

325

100.00%

Panel B: Time lag between news date and death date
News date – death date (in trading days)

Panel C: Positions held by suddenly deceased individuals
Position
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Table III.2: Geographic distribustion of the sudden deaths
This table reports the geographic distribution of our sudden death sample of profesisonal CEOs and founding
family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling)
from 32 countries. A death case enters our sample if the individual is profesisonal CEOs and a founding
family members, who is either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed
company at time of death, passes away between January 1 2000 and January 31 2020 and the death is
sudden. Following Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) we define a sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs
instantaneously or within 24 hours of an abrupt change in the person’s previous clinical state. Our definition
includes accidents, aneurysms, cardiac arrests, heart attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorism, strokes
and deaths described as sudden and unexpected with no other cause cited. We show the number and share
of suddenly terminated company positions due to death and the average number listed firms over the sample
period by country.
Terminated positions

Average number of
listed firms

Terminated positions
/ average number of
listed firms

N

% of total

N

%

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
Philippines
Portugal
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

5
2
3
7
31
3
3
14
5
7
54
1
2
2
8
3
1
2
2
3
2
3
4
2
2
7
3
1
1
6
13
123

1.54%
0.62%
0.92%
2.15%
9.54%
0.92%
0.92%
4.31%
1.54%
2.15%
16.62%
0.31%
0.62%
0.62%
2.46%
0.92%
0.31%
0.62%
0.62%
0.92%
0.62%
0.92%
1.23%
0.62%
0.62%
2.15%
0.92%
0.31%
0.31%
1.85%
4.00%
37.85%

1788
89
177
366
3342
2124
147
672
640
1420
5289
434
52
290
2712
916
142
191
175
247
56
457
363
1772
3188
285
251
.
545
291
2290
4858

0.28%
2.25%
1.69%
1.91%
0.92%
0.14%
2.04%
2.08%
0.78%
0.49%
1.02%
0.23%
3.84%
0.69%
0.29%
0.38%
0.70%
1.05%
1.14%
1.21%
3.57%
0.66%
1.10%
0.11%
0.06%
2.46%
1.20%
.
0.18%
2.06%
0.57%
2.53%

All

325

100.00%
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Table III.3: Summary statistics
This table shows sample characteristics for the sample firms that employes at least one unrelated CEO
(Professional CEO) or founding family member (Founding family), i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants
and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group
or hold a directorship at time of death and who suddenly died between the dates of January 1, 2000 and
January 31, 2020. Panel A reports on the following personal characteristics of the deceased: Age (measured
in years), Ownership (measured in %), and CEO position which is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the
deceased is a CEO at the time of death. Panel B shows the following firm characteristics: Board size, Market
capitalization (in millions of dollars), Market-to-book ratio of assets and Return volatility. Details on data
sources and variable computations can be found in Appendix I.
N

All deaths

Founding
family
(4)

Difference

(2)

Professional
CEO
(3)

(1)
Panel A: Deceased characteristics
Age (in years)
Ownership (%)
CEO position

325
319
325

64.39
17.64
0.64

59.41
2.72
1.00

67.07
25.18
0.45

-7.60***
-22.47***
0.55***

Panel B: Firm characteristics
Board size
Market capitalization (in mill. $)
Market-to-book ratio
Return volatility

324
325
322
325

8.05
4,193.94
2.00
3.33

7.99
4,288.92
0.86
3.23

8.08
4,144.00
2.60
3.38

-0.09
144.92
-1.74
-0.15
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(3) - (4)

Table III.4: Stock price reactions to suddenly deceased CEOs and founding family members
This table shows the stock price reactions to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants
and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at time
of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31, 2020. Following Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) we define
a sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs instantaneously or within 24 hours of an abrupt change in the person’s previous clinical state. Our
definition includes accidents, aneurysms, cardiac arrests, heart attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorism, strokes and deaths described as sudden and
unexpected with no other cause cited. We split the sample into the following categories: Professional CEOs, who have no familiar relationship with the
founding family either by blood or marriage, Founder CEOs, Descendant CEOs, Non-CEO founders and non-CEO descendants and family. Panel A reports
the mean daily abnormal returns for each trading day from three days before the death date to three days after. Panel B shows the mean cummulative
abnormal returns for various event windows around the death date. We also report the results of a t-test on the cofficients. The daily predicted returns are
estimated from a market model regression, where daily stock returns are regressed on daily returns for the MSCI World market index over a 200-day pre-vent
estimation window (from day -220 to -21 before the death date). ***, **, and * denotes statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
All deaths

Professional
CEO

Founder
CEO

Descendant
CEO

Non-CEO
founder

Non-CEO
descendants
and family

0.11%
-0.07%
-0.49%***
-0.65%***
-0.31%
-0.23%
0.31%

0.12%
-0.31%
-0.40%
-1.02%***
-1.21%**
0.50%
0.60%

0.15%
0.34%
-0.43%
-0.92%*
0.19%
-0.42%
-0.06%

0.10%
-0.11%
-1.02%***
1.21%
1.46%
-0.31%
0.63%

0.40%
-0.22%
-0.50%
-0.37%
-0.15%
-1.07***%
0.60%

-0.64%**
0.13%
-0.55%**
-0.46%
0.18%
-0.14%
-0.63%*

-1.16%***
-0.98%***
-1.56%***
-1.92%***
-1.38%**

-1.43%***
-2.17%***
-2.69%***
-2.41%***
-3.22%***

-1.48%**
-0.90%
-1.63%
-2.33%**
-1.36%

0.30%
2.50%
1.60%
1.88%
3.86%

-0.86%
-0.44%
-0.98%
-2.08%**
-0.58%

-1.05%*
-0.30%
-0.85%
-1.05%
-0.12%

325

112

77

18

81

37

Panel A: Daily abnormal returns
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Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

-3
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3

Panel B: Cumulative abnormal returns
CAR(-1;0)
CAR(0;+1)
CAR(-1;+1)
CAR(-1;+2)
CAR(firm specific)
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N

This table shows the stock price reactions to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants
and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at time
of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31, 2020. Following Nguyen and Nielsen (2010) we define
a sudden death as an unexpected death that occurs instantaneously or within 24 hours of an abrupt change in the person’s previous clinical state. Our
definition includes accidents, aneurysms, cardiac arrests, heart attacks, heart failures, murders and terrorism, strokes and deaths described as sudden and
unexpected with no other cause cited. We split the sample of suddenly deceased individuals into Professional CEOs and Founding family. Panel A presents
the stock price reactions to the sudden deaths of professional CEOs and founding family members, respectively. Panel B shows the stock price reactions at
different intervals of ownership stakes held by the deceased individual. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively.
All deaths
Category

Professional CEO

Founding family

120

N

%

N

%

N

%

Panel A: Stock price reaction
CAR(0,1) in %

325

-0.98%***

112

-2.17%***

213

-0.35%

Panel B: Ownership levels
Ownership < 5%
5% ≤ Ownership < 10%
10% ≤ Ownership < 30%
30% ≤ Ownership < 50%
50% ≤ Ownership

142
41
59
33
44

-1.53%***
-0.84%
-2.80%***
0.36%
1.86%*

88
10
9
n.a.
n.a.

-2.18%***
-3.10%
-3.04%
n.a.
n.a.

54
31
50
33
44

-0.48%
-0.11%
-2.75%***
0.36%
1.86%*
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Table III.5: Stock price reactions to sudden deaths split on ownership stakes
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Table III.6: The value of CEOs and founding family members
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and
founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a
sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company
at time of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31,
2020. We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported
results are based on the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Professional CEO is an
indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a CEO of the company at time of death and is unrelated
to the founding family both by blood and marriage. Founder CEO is an indicator taking the value of one,
if the deceased is the founder of the company and is employed as the CEO at time of death. Descendant
CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a descendant of the founder or co-founder and
holds the position of CEO at time of death. Age is measured in years. Board size is the number of directors
on the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book
is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt
over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility (%) is the standard deviation of stock
returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Industry effects are based on
Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and
reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

All deaths

All deaths

All deaths

CEOs

CEOs

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-2.38**
(-2.48)

0.05*
(1.85)
0.17
(1.22)
-0.02
(-0.11)
-0.02***
(-3.19)
-0.28
(-0.59)

1.07*
(1.70)
3.45**
(2.32)
0.07***
(3.42)
0.20
(1.50)
-0.06
(-0.26)
-0.02***
(-3.00)
-0.25
(-0.51)

-1.50
(-1.61)
0.31
(0.43)
2.78*
(1.76)
0.06**
(2.22)
0.18
(1.26)
-0.04
(-0.18)
-0.02***
(-3.07)
-0.25
(-0.52)

0.04
(1.06)
0.22
(1.10)
-0.01
(-0.06)
-0.02**
(-2.63)
-0.18
(-0.27)

1.89
(1.69)
4.36**
(2.43)
0.05
(1.30)
0.22
(1.09)
-0.04
(-0.16)
-0.02**
(-2.71)
-0.16
(-0.23)

FF12 industry fixed effects
Year fixed effects

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.19
321

0.19
321

0.20
321

0.23
204

0.24
204

Professional CEO
Founder CEO

-1.87**
(-2.54)

Descendant CEO
Age (years)
Board size
Market capitalization
Market-to-book
Stock volatility
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Table III.7: Generational value effects within founding families
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of founding family
members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are
either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at time of
death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31, 2020.
We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported results
are based on the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Founding family CEO is an
indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is part of the founding family, i.e. founders, co-founders,
descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), and is employed as the CEO in the family
company at time of death. 1st generation is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is founder,
co-founder or an immediate family relation from the first generation (e.g. a sibling). 2nd generation is an
indicator taking the value of one if the deceased is a child of the founder or co-founder of the company.
3rd+ generation is an indicator taking the value of one if the deceased is a grandchild or later generation of
the founder or co-founder of the company. Age is measured in years. Board size is the number of directors
on the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book
is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt
over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility (%) is the standard deviation of stock
returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Industry effects are based on
Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and
reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

Founding family
(1)

Founding family CEO
1st generation

0.86*
(1.76)

2nd generation

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-3.00***
(-3.18)

0.79
(1.52)
-2.96***
(-3.15)

0.89*
(1.77)

0.71
(1.38)

0.73
(1.41)
2.24**
(2.36)
3.99**
(2.23)
0.09***
(3.28)
0.01
(0.09)
-0.04
(-0.13)
-0.01
(-0.26)
0.15
(0.40)

3rd+ generation

1.43
(1.41)

0.07**
(2.47)
0.15
(1.21)
-0.02
(-0.07)
-0.00
(-0.13)
0.10
(0.24)

0.09***
(2.79)
-0.00
(-0.01)
-0.05
(-0.16)
-0.01
(-0.35)
0.15
(0.37)

0.09***
(2.94)
0.03
(0.24)
-0.06
(-0.20)
-0.01
(-0.21)
0.14
(0.37)

0.08***
(2.88)
0.13
(1.10)
-0.05
(-0.18)
-0.00
(-0.11)
0.10
(0.26)

3.40*
(1.79)
0.07***
(2.81)
0.06
(0.42)
0.01
(0.04)
-0.01
(-0.26)
0.14
(0.36)

Industry effects
Year effects

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.18
209

0.20
209

0.20
209

0.19
209

0.20
209

0.21
209

Age (years)
Board size
Market capitalization
Market-to-book
Stock volatility
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Table III.8: Ownership control and the value of CEOs and founding families
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and
founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a
sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company
at time of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31,
2020. We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported
results are based on the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Professional CEO is an
indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a CEO of the company at time of death and is unrelated
to the founding family both by blood and marriage. Founder CEO is an indicator taking the value of one,
if the deceased is the founder of the company and is employed as the CEO at time of death. Descendant
CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a descendant of the founder or co-founder
and holds the position of CEO at time of death. Ownership is the logarithm of the voting ownership in
percentage of the deceased. Firm controls include the following variables but for brevity not shown: Age is
measured in years. Board size is the number of directors on the board. Market capitalization is log of the
firm’s market capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is
defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt over book value of equity plus book value of debt.
Stock volatility (%) is the standard deviation of stock returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where
0 is the death date. Industry effects are based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are
corrected for clustering at the country level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

All
deaths

All
deaths

All
deaths

CEOs

CEOs

Founding
family

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-1.92
(-1.21)
-0.72
(-1.00)

0.15
(0.53)

2.82**
(2.33)
-1.02*
(-1.99)
-0.84
(-0.84)
1.40**
(2.59)
0.16
(1.17)

-0.91
(-0.78)
-0.95**
(-2.24)
2.57**
(2.19)
-1.17**
(-2.47)
-0.84
(-0.87)
1.24**
(2.29)
0.31
(1.48)

0.13
(0.21)

2.97
(1.59)
-0.55
(-0.81)
-0.16
(-0.09)
1.73*
(1.94)
-0.16
(-0.51)

2.22*
(2.05)
-1.11***
(-2.85)
1.00
(1.00)
1.06**
(2.11)
0.23
(0.87)

Firm controls
FF12 industry fixed effects
Year fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.22
291

0.23
291

0.24
291

0.26
179

0.27
179

0.23
203

Professional CEO
Professional CEO x Ownership
Founder CEO

-1.39
(-1.32)
-0.79*
(-1.78)

Founder CEO x Ownership
Descendant CEO
Descendant CEO x Ownership
Ownership
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Table III.9: Investor protection and the value of CEOs
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and
founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a
sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company
at time of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31,
2020. We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported
results are based on the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Professional CEO is an
indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a CEO of the company at time of death and is unrelated
to the founding family both by blood and marriage. Founder CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if
the deceased is the founder of the company and is employed as the CEO at time of death. Descendant CEO
is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a descendant of the founder or co-founder and holds
the position of CEO at time of death. Control premium is taken from Dyck and Zingales (2004) and we use
the country median. Anti-director rights index is the revised anti-director rights index taken from Djankov
et al. (2008). Anti-self-dealing index is also taken from Djankov et al. (2008). Firm controls include the
following variables but for brevity not shown: Age is measured in years. Board size is the number of directors
on the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book
is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt
over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility (%) is the standard deviation of stock
returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Industry effects are based on
Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and
reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

CEOs
(1)

(2)

(3)

-2.56***
(-2.84)

-2.43***
(-2.83)

-2.21**
(-2.12)

-0.83**
(-2.33)
-0.55
(-0.25)

7.39
(1.56)
-1.60***
(-3.00)
3.12
(0.95)

Firm controls
Year fixed effects
FF12 industry fixed effects
Country fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

R2
N

0.24
204

0.30
174

Professional CEO
Founder CEO

(4)

(5)

(6)

2.06*
(1.98)
4.51**
(2.52)

1.85*
(1.77)
3.85
(1.46)

-0.87**
(-2.39)
0.73
(0.29)

2.15*
(1.88)
3.30*
(1.99)
7.04
(1.52)
-1.64***
(-2.99)
3.65
(0.97)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.30
204

0.25
204

0.30
174

0.30
204

Descendant CEO
Control premium
Anti-director rights index
Anti-self-dealing index
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Table III.10: Investor protection and founding families
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of founding family
members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are
either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at time of death
from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31, 2020. We use
the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported results are based
on the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Founding family CEO is an indicator taking
the value of one, if the deceased is part of the founding family, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and
immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), and is employed as the CEO in the family company at time of
death. 1st generation is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is founder, co-founder or an
immediate family relation from the first generation (e.g. a sibling). 2nd generation is an indicator taking
the value of one if the deceased is a child of the founder or co-founder of the company. 3rd+ generation
is an indicator taking the value of one if the deceased is a grandchild or later generation of the founder
or co-founder of the company. Control premium is taken from Dyck and Zingales (2004) and we use the
country median. Anti-director rights index is the revised anti-director rights index taken from Djankov et al.
(2008). Anti-self-dealing index is also taken from Djankov et al. (2008). Firm controls include the following
variables but for brevity not shown: Age is measured in years. Board size is the number of directors on
the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book
is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt
over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility (%) is the standard deviation of stock
returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Industry effects are based on
Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and
reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

Founding family
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.83
(1.40)
-3.02***
(-2.91)

0.39
(0.39)
-3.57**
(-2.18)

0.24
(0.31)
-2.57*
(-1.99)

0.76
(1.28)

0.39
(0.38)

0.24
(0.30)

-0.62
(-1.69)
2.92
(1.41)

3.36***
(2.84)
3.86
(1.38)
-5.34
(-0.85)
-0.74
(-0.99)
1.92
(0.58)

2.34*
(1.72)
2.99
(1.21)

-0.64
(-1.63)
2.90
(1.37)

-5.26
(-0.86)
-0.76
(-1.04)
1.94
(0.59)

2.34**
(2.30)
4.02**
(2.15)

Firm controls
Year fixed effects
FF12 industry fixed effects
Country fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.21
207

0.26
155

0.29
209

0.21
207

0.26
155

0.29
209

Founding family CEO
1st generation
2nd generation
3rd+ generation
Control premium
Anti-director rights index
Anti-self-dealing index
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Appendix: Table A.III.1: Generational value effects and ownership
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of founding family
members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are
either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at time of death
from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31, 2020. We use
the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported results are based
on the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date. Founding family CEO is an indicator taking
the value of one, if the deceased is part of the founding family, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and
immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), and is employed as the CEO in the family company at time of
death. 1st generation is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is founder, co-founder or an
immediate family relation from the first generation (e.g. a sibling). 2nd generation is an indicator taking
the value of one if the deceased is a child of the founder or co-founder of the company. 3rd+ generation
is an indicator taking the value of one if the deceased is a grandchild or later generation of the founder
or co-founder of the company. Ownership is the logarithm of the voting ownership in percentage of the
deceased. Firm controls include the following variables but for brevity not shown: Age is measured in
years. Board size is the number of directors on the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market
capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market
value of equity plus book value of debt over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility
(%) is the standard deviation of stock returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death
date. Industry effects are based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for
clustering at the country level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Founding family
(1)
Founding family CEO
Founding family CEO x Ownership
1st generation

0.62
(1.23)
0.00
(0.34)

1st generation x Ownership
2nd generation

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.67
(0.93)
-1.37***
(-3.22)

0.96**
(2.43)
-0.00
(-0.57)
0.75
(1.23)
-1.40***
(-3.33)

0.67
(1.39)
0.00
(0.12)

0.87*
(1.84)
-0.00
(-0.05)

0.96**
(2.27)
-0.00
(-0.47)

-0.54
(-0.73)
0.92
(1.65)
-0.85
(-0.70)
1.84**
(2.46)
-0.08
(-0.24)

2nd generation x Ownership
3rd+ generation

-0.54
(-0.57)
0.63
(0.92)

0.05
(0.13)

1.25***
(3.17)

1.31***
(3.04)

0.01
(0.03)

-1.43
(-1.28)
1.84**
(2.57)
-0.03
(-0.09)

Firm controls
Industry effects
Year effects

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.19
203

0.22
203

0.23
203

0.19
203

0.22
203

0.23
203

3rd+ generation x Ownership
Ownership
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Appendix: Table A.III.2: Alternative specifications and the value of CEOs and
founding family members
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and
founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a
sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company
at time of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31,
2020. We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported
results are based on (a) simple market-adjusted returns and the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is
the death date, (b) market model returns and the event window from 0 to +2, where 0 is the death date,
and (c) market model returns and firm specific event windows from death date to first news date, both
dates included. Professional CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a CEO of the
company at time of death and is unrelated to the founding family both by blood and marriage. Founder
CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is the founder of the company and is employed
as the CEO at time of death. Descendant CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a
descendant of the founder or co-founder and holds the position of CEO at time of death. Age is measured in
years. Board size is the number of directors on the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market
capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market
value of equity plus book value of debt over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility
(%) is the standard deviation of stock returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death
date. Industry effects are based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for
clustering at the country level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

Professional CEO
Founder CEO

Adj. returns

Window: (0, +2)

All
deaths

CEOs

All
deaths

CEOs

All
deaths

CEOs

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-2.45**
(-2.32)

-1.52
(-1.25)

0.04
(1.09)
0.21
(1.01)
-0.02
(-0.07)
-0.02***
(-3.04)
-0.22
(-0.34)

2.08
(1.68)
3.94**
(2.32)
0.05
(1.24)
0.22
(1.01)
-0.03
(-0.14)
-0.02***
(-3.10)
-0.21
(-0.31)

0.09**
(2.09)
0.20
(1.43)
0.03
(0.11)
-0.03***
(-3.11)
-0.10
(-0.12)

0.54
(0.38)
5.41**
(2.38)
0.11**
(2.39)
0.20
(1.53)
-0.02
(-0.05)
-0.03***
(-3.21)
-0.05
(-0.07)

FF12 industry fixed effects
Year fixed effects

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.23
204

0.24
204

0.21
204

Descendant CEO
Age (years)
Board size
Market capitalization
Market-to-book
Stock volatility

Firm specific
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-3.78**
(-2.25)

0.03
(0.46)
0.38*
(1.89)
-0.07
(-0.21)
-0.01
(-1.68)
-0.17
(-0.15)

2.96
(1.49)
7.04**
(2.61)
0.04
(0.75)
0.38*
(1.87)
-0.11
(-0.31)
-0.01*
(-1.76)
-0.13
(-0.11)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

0.23
204

0.22
204

0.23
204
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Appendix: Table A.III.3: Alternative specifications and generational value effects within founding families
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of founding family
members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), who are
either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company at time of death
from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31, 2020. We use
the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported results are based
on (a) simple market-adjusted returns and the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the death date, (b)
market model returns and the event window from 0 to +2, where 0 is the death date, and (c) market model
returns and firm specific event windows from death date to first news date, both dates included. Founding
family CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is part of the founding family, i.e.
founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a sibling), and is employed as the
CEO in the family company at time of death. 1st generation is an indicator taking the value of one, if the
deceased is founder, co-founder or an immediate family relation from the first generation (e.g. a sibling).
2nd generation is an indicator taking the value of one if the deceased is a child of the founder or co-founder
of the company. 3rd+ generation is an indicator taking the value of one if the deceased is a grandchild or
later generation of the founder or co-founder of the company. Age is measured in years. Board size is the
number of directors on the board. Market capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US
dollars. Market-to-book is the market-to-book ratio of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus
book value of debt over book value of equity plus book value of debt. Stock volatility (%) is the standard
deviation of stock returns from the estimation period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Industry
effects are based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the
country level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively.
Sample:

Founding family
Adj. returns

Window: (0, +2)

Firm specific

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

1.13**
(2.60)
-2.41***
(-2.80)

1.08**
(2.29)

1.48
(1.31)
-4.63***
(-3.00)

1.43
(1.16)

1.50
(1.60)
-4.55***
(-2.80)

1.43
(1.34)

Firm controls
Industry effects
Year effects

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.21
209

0.21
209

0.21
209

0.21
209

0.23
209

0.23
209

Founding family CEO
1st generation
2nd generation
3rd+ generation

1.87*
(1.93)
3.17*
(1.82)
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3.96***
(2.93)
5.58*
(1.99)

3.72**
(2.35)
5.74*
(1.87)
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Appendix: Table A.III.4: Alternative specifications and ownership control
This table shows the determinants of the stock price reaction to the sudden death of profesisonal CEOs and
founding family members, i.e. founders, co-founders, descendants and immediate family relations (e.g. a
sibling), who are either CEOs, part of the top management group or hold a directorship in a listed company
at time of death from 32 countries who died suddenly between the dates of January 1, 2000 and January 31,
2020. We use the cross-section of stock price reactions from Table 4 as dependent variable. The reported
results are based on (a) simple market-adjusted returns and the event window from 0 to +1, where 0 is the
death date, (b) market model returns and the event window from 0 to +2, where 0 is the death date, and
(c) market model returns and firm specific event windows from death date to first news date, both dates
included. Professional CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a CEO of the company
at time of death and is unrelated to the founding family both by blood and marriage. Founder CEO is an
indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is the founder of the company and is employed as the CEO
at time of death. Descendant CEO is an indicator taking the value of one, if the deceased is a descendant
of the founder or co-founder and holds the position of CEO at time of death. Ownership is the logarithm
of the voting ownership in percentage of the deceased. Firm controls include the following variables but for
brevity not shown: Age is measured in years. Board size is the number of directors on the board. Market
capitalization is log of the firm’s market capitalization in US dollars. Market-to-book is the market-to-book
ratio of assets, which is defined as market value of equity plus book value of debt over book value of equity
plus book value of debt. Stock volatility (%) is the standard deviation of stock returns from the estimation
period -100 to -21, where 0 is the death date. Industry effects are based on Fama-French’s twelve-industry
classification. t-stats are corrected for clustering at the country level and reported in parentheses. ***, **,
and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
Sample:

Adj. returns

Window: (0, +2)

Firm specific

All
deaths

Founding
family

All
deaths

Founding
family

All
deaths

Founding
family

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-0.77
(-0.63)
-0.91**
(-2.16)
2.76*
(1.97)
-1.05**
(-2.46)
-0.96
(-0.94)
1.21**
(2.23)
0.28
(1.47)

2.40*
(1.90)
-0.96**
(-2.41)
0.76
(0.68)
1.04**
(2.08)
0.19
(0.76)

0.06
(0.04)
-1.04**
(-2.61)
1.93
(1.61)
-1.01
(-1.62)
0.14
(0.11)
1.65**
(2.23)
0.18
(0.80)

2.04
(1.68)
-1.11**
(-2.13)
1.24
(0.89)
1.56**
(2.19)
0.10
(0.31)

-1.75
(-0.81)
-1.26*
(-1.86)
2.38
(1.27)
-1.04
(-1.41)
-1.60
(-1.19)
2.09**
(2.70)
0.32
(0.80)

2.04
(1.37)
-0.91
(-1.40)
0.85
(0.51)
1.99**
(2.67)
0.15
(0.32)

Firm controls
FF12 industry fixed effects
Year fixed effects

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

R2
N

0.25
291

0.23
203

0.23
291

0.23
203

0.25
291

0.25
203

Professional CEO
Professional CEO x Ownership
Founder CEO
Founder CEO x Ownership
Descendant CEO
Descendant CEO x Ownership
Ownership
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CONCLUSION

Conclusion
This thesis contains three papers which consider different aspects of the value of CEOs
and directors to shareholders with a special focus on corporate connections, independent
directors, CEOs and founding families. Alle three papers are based upon detailed empirical
studies using the same identification strategy.

The first paper is a detailed empirical study of the value shareholders attribute to social connections between top executives and directors across firms and to identify which of
these connections are more valuable. We use the sudden death of managers and directors
to trigger random and unexpected dissolutions of connections between firms. By studying
the stock price reactions of the firms where the connected managers work, we are able to
isolate the value of managerial connections to shareholders. In particular, using a sample of
42 managers who suddenly passed away while working for S&P500 firms, our results show
that around 7,000 connected firms experience a significant reduction in shareholder value
of 0.11%, on average, for the loss of a single connection, which translates into a loss of
between 1.6 and 2.6 million USD. Overall, we find our results are consistent with the notion
that certain connections are more important than others, presumably because the information disseminated and accessed via these connections is more important and therefore
more valuable. In particular, we find this to be true for connections established via previous
overlapping work engagements, and within-industry connections.

In the second paper, we study the value of independent directors around the world using
stock market reactions to sudden deaths. We are motivated by the push from policy makers
around the world in recent years to increase the independence of directors to improve the
effectiveness of corporate boards. While both developed and emerging markets are pushing
this agenda with the United States in the lead, direct empirical evidence of the benefits
to shareholders has been very limited. Our results show significant heterogeneity in the
value of independent directors across countries. Stock prices drop, on average, by -2.45%
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in the Netherlands, while they increase by 0.79% in India following the sudden death of
independent directors. Overall, we find that independent directors are more valuable to
shareholders, when we control for unobserved director heterogeneity (e.g. director ability),
when they are voluntarily appointed, rather than mandated by hard law or recommended
by soft law, in countries with high accounting standards and when governance systems limits the CEO’s ability to control the board. Overall, our results suggest that policy makers
around the world need to consider the institutional setting and cultural barriers to board
effectiveness before they adopt corporate governance reforms from the United States.

In the last paper, we turn our attention to another group of central corporate persons,
namely CEOs and managerially active founding families. Here we investigate the value
contribution made by professional CEOs and active founding families across generations to
shareholders using sudden death events from 32 countries. We use a world sample of 325
suddenly deceased individuals, which allows us to differentiate between professional, founder
and descendant CEOs and, thereby, investigate how these CEO types affect shareholder
value. We find large variation in the stock price reactions. Notably, the loss of a professional
CEO leads to an average stock price drop of 2.17%, while the stock price increases by
2.50% following the sudden death of a descendant CEO. Further, when examining the
founding families, we find that founders are more valuable to shareholders relative to the
next generation of descendants, who in turn are more valuable to shareholders relative to
subsequent generations. Thus, our findings provide the first causal evidence in support of
the proverbial saying “from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations”. Finally, when
we control for investor protection and use country fixed effects, we find that our results are
not materially affected. Therefore, we argue that our main findings represent global effects
that exists across corporate governance regimes around the world.
Overall, the general theme of this thesis looks at different aspects of how contral corporate
persons contribute to shareholder value, more specifically, through corporate connections
and in their role as independent directors, CEOs or active founding families around the
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world. In particular, the commonality of using sudden deaths for identification purposes in
all three papers helps us avoid endogeneity issues, which is a common problem in corporate
governance research, and allows us to directly estimate the value of these characteristics to
shareholders.
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